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Abstract 
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Theoretical treatments are presented for two new techniques based on 

the ability of chiral molecules to preferentially scatter or absorb right 

and left dJ:cularly . polarized ~ight. · The two·. techniques are circular 

intensity differential scattering (CIDS) and circular differential 

imaging (CDI) ~ Circular intensity differential scattering is the 

fraction~l difference in the scattering cross sections for left and right 

circularly polarized light for optically active (chiral) molecules. A 

circular differential image is the difference in images formed under a 

microscope using right and left circularly polarized illumination. 

For circular intensity differential scattering we first present a 

theory based on classical electrodynamics for scattering in the second 

Born approximation. This theory is based on earlier work by Bustamante, 

Maestre, and Tinoco, 1- 4 for scattering in the first Born approximation. 

The extension of the CIDS theory to the second Born approximation has 

resulted in the prediction of qualitatively new behavior in the eros 

patterns, most notably eros for forward scattered light and eros for 

systems of isotropic scatterers. A number of model computations are 

presented. Next, a quantum mechanical theory for CIDS is presented. 

This theory is similar in approach to the work done by Barron and 
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Buckingham. 5-8 The quantum mechanical theory uses the first Born 

approximation, but is ·valid for cases where magnetic effects are 

important (notably spin effects) and where the size of the scatterer is 

riot small compared to the wavelength of the incident light. The quantum 

mechanical theory also describes inelastic scattering processes such as 

Raman eros. 

For circular differential imaging we present a theory based in part 

on the classical theory for CIDS mentioned above. Two types of 

differential images are possible: a) darkfield images formed from light 

reflected or scattered by the sample, and b) brightfield images formed 

·from light· transmit.ted through the sample. The sign and magrii tude of 

each feature in a circular differential image are proportional to ·the 

optical activity of the corresponding feature in the sample. For 

incident light with wavelengths in the visible, the darkfield circular 

differential images are mostly sensitive to large features with 

dimensions similar to the wavelength, while the brightfield images are 

most sensitive to the short range molecular order. 

1. c. Bustamante, M.F. Maestre, and I. Tinoco Jr. (1980) J. Chem. Phys. 

~. 4273 

2. c. Bustamante, M.F. Maestre, and I. Tinoco Jr. (1980) J. Chem. Phys. 

~. 6046 

3. c. Bustamante, I. Tinoco Jr., and M.F. Maestre (1981) J. Chem. Phys. 

!.!!..· 4839 

4. C. Bustamante, I. Tinoco jr., and M.F. Maestre (1982) J. Chem. Phys. 

12_, 3440 

5. L.D. Barron and A.D. Buckingham (1971) Mol. Phys. ~(6), 1111 

•• 
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6. L.D. Barron and A .D. Buckingham (197 2) MoL Phls· -~(1)' 145 

7. L.D. Barron and A.D. Buckingham (1974) .:!..:_~m_. __ Che~~~.!.. ~( 15), 4769 

8. L.D. Barron and A.D. Buckingham (1975) Ann. Rev. Phys. Chern. ~· 381 
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Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to describe two new techniques for 

probing biological structure based on optical activity: circular 

intensity differential· scattering (CIDS) and circular differential 

imaging (CD I). Both techniques are of recent origin, and the emphasis 

will be on theoretical results, though experimental results will be 

mentioned where appropriate and available. Before beginning the details 

of the theory however, a breif overview of the various kinds of optical 

activity and of what is known about CIDS and CDI is in order. 

One of the hallmarks of biologi.cal systems i$ their chirality. Most 

small biological molecules (sugars, amino acids, etc) are chiral, and the 

biopolymers, made up of chiral subunits, also have a larger-order 

chirality of their own: DNA has the well known double helix structure, 

and proteins frequently have 0(-helical regions. On a higher order of 

complexity it is found that these biopolymers are themselves frequently 

the subunits of large molecular aggregates. DNA is wound into chromatin 

fibers during the process of cell replication and these chromatin fibers 

are in turn gathered into chromosomes. Proteins are also frequently 

wound into fibers and microtubules. Many of these high order structure 

are chiral in every order of complexity. For example, the DNA in a 

chromosome is composed, ultimately, of chiral nucleotide units which are 

wound into a chiral double helix of DNA, which is thought to be wound 

into a helical form in the chromatin fiber 1 , which is wound into a 

possibly helical chromosome. 

With all this chirality, a natural approach for probing biological 

structure is to take advantage of the optical activity of chiral 
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structures, that is, the ability of chiral objects to interact 

differently with right circularly polarized light than with left 

circularly polarized light. There are several ways in which the optical 

activity of a biological sample can manifest itself, corresponding to the 

different ways in which light can interact with matter. The ability of 

chiral samples to preferentially absorb right or left. circularly 

polarized light is the basis for circular dichroism (CD).. The ability to 

transmit right and left circularly polarized light at different speeds 

(that is, a difference in the indices of refraction for right and left 

circularly polarized light) is called optical rotatory dispersion 
. · .. 

'(ORD). If. the. system fluoresces, its optical activity can also be 

measured by fluores.cence detected circular dichroism (FDCD). The CD, 

ORO, and FDCD are well established, standard techniques. They are very 

sensitive to chiral structure on the molecular level, and have been used 

extensively to study the conformations of DNA and proteins. 

Most of the studies done with CD, ORO, and FDCD have been on small 

molecules or biological macromolecules at the largeste When circular 

dichroism studies began to be done on large biological aggregates a 

number of "artifacts" appeared, some of which were later found to be 

caused by the preferential scattering of right or left circularly 

polarized light by the chiral aggregates. 2 •12- 13 This scattering optical 

activity has since been named circular intensity differential scattering 

( CIDS). 3 The CIDS effect was not discovered when small molecules were 

studied because the dimensions of ·the molecules were too small to have a 

significant scattering cross section at visible and UV wavelengths. The 

large biological aggregates have dimensions similar to visible and UV 

wavelengths however, and their scattering cross sections can be of the 

•• 
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same order of magnitude as their absorption cross sections. For a more 

detailed overview of the genesis 0 f the CIDS effect, see Bustamante, 4 

chapter 1. 

A. Circular Intensity Differential Scattering 

In a CIDS experiment a scattering sample is placed at the center of 

a goniometer device which is capable of moving a light-sensitive detector 

to view the sample from all directions in space. The scattered light 

intensity at each direction is IIEasured when left circularly polarized 
. - . . ... 

light is incident on the sample, a~d then again when ·right ,circularly 

polarized light is incident. The CIDS is defined as the difference in 

these two intensities divided by their sum: 

--

where e and , are the polar and azimuthal angles that define the 

direction of view with respect to the direction of the incident light 

(see figure I.l). The sample may be rotationally disordered as in a 

solution of virus particles or it may be oriented with respect to the 

incident light beam as in the case· of a macroscopic single crystal. For 

either case the CIDS pattern is sensitive to chiral structure with 

dimensions similar to the wavelength of the incident 'light. 4 If visible 

or UV vavelengths are used this means that the CIDS pattern carries 
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Figure I .1 Schematic diagram for a CIDS apparatus. Left and 

right circularly polarized light are incident from the bottom of the 

figure toward the. top. The angles 8 and fJ which determine a direction 

of view for the deteCtor are always defined with respect to the direction 

of the incident light. The scattered intensity is measured for each 

inciden.t circular polarization in each direction. 
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information about structure on the order of several thousand angstroms. 

This sensitivity to long-range structure is complementary to circular 

dichroism, optical rotatory dispersion, 6r fluorescence detected circular 

dichroism, which are sensitive to shorter range structure on the 

molecular and atomic level. 

In principle, CIDS measurements could be made in the vacuum 

ultraviolet and soft X-ray regions of the spectrum with dimensions 

between 2000 angstroms and 10 angstroms. Circular dichroism has been 

-measured at wavelengths as low as 1400 angstroms using syncrotron 

'radiation, 5 and one measurement of the ORD of a quartz crystal has also 

been made with 1.54 angstrom radiation. 6 
·o 

At wavelengths in the hard x~rays ( ~ ~ ( Ac ) the energy of the 

radiation is greater than the electronic binding energies of most 

"biological" elements (hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorous) 

and it is expected that optical activity will be very small in most 

cases. This expectation is supported by the measurement of the optical 

activity of quartz at 1.54 angstroms mentioned above. It was found that 

the same sample which showed an optical rotation of 2.30° in the visible 

(HeNe laser light) showed an optical rotation of only 0.047° at 1.54 

angstroms. 6 

At the time of this writing CIDS measurements have been carried out 

only for wavelengths. in the visible. The systems studied make a short 

list: T2 and T4 bacteriophages, 8 the helical sperm cell of the 

mediterranean octopus Eledona Cirrhosa, 7 and several cholesteric liquid 

crystals. Of these systems the liquid crystals were oriented, and all 

the others were studied in solution. 
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B. The Geometrical Basis of Optical Activity 

All forms of optical activity data are usually more sensitive to the 

structure and conformation of the sample than techniques based on 

unpolarized light. For example, the circular cichroism spectrum of a 

solution of E. Coli DNA changes considerably with changes in the water 

activity or temperture, but the corresponding absorption cur:ves change 

relatively little. 9-ll The high sensitivity of optically active 

techniques comes from the special chiral properties of circularly 

polarized light and the relationship of this chirality to the chirality 

of the. sample. The chirality of circularly polarized light is _apparent 

in the shape of the elect ric field of the light. Figure I .2 shows the 

electric fields for right and le~t ciicularly polarized light at a single 

instant 6f time. The fields shown are plane waves travelling from the 

bottom to the top of the page parallel to the z axis. There is an 

electric vector associated with each point in space, and the electric 

vectors lying in a plane perpendicular to the direction of propagation 

all point in the same direction. The direction pointed by the electric 

vectors in each plane rotates as one procedes from plane to plane upwards 

along the z axis. For right circularly polarized light the rotation is 

counter clockwise and the field as a whole has the shape and sense of a 

right-handed helix with the length of one helical turn (called the pitch) 

equal to the wavelength of the light. For left circularly polarized· 

light the rotation is clockwise and the shape and sense of the field are 

* left-handed. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------* It should be noted that there are two conflicting definitions for the 
terms "right" and "left" circularly polarized light. The convention we 
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Figure 1.2 Electric field distributions for left and right 

circularly polclrized plane waves: a) right circularly polarized light,· 

and b) left circularly polarized light. The light is travelling upwards 

from the bottom of the figure. 

have adopted is the one used in optics and is opposite to the one 
traditionally used in circular dichroism. We have chosen this convention 
because physically it is the geometric shapes of the electric fields that 
are important, and in our conventions the terms "right" and "left" imply 
fields with right and left handed helical senses respectively. With 
these conventions a beam of right circularly polarized light interacts 
best with a right-handed helical object. See also appendix A. 

. ... 
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As an example of how these helical fields interact with chiral 

objects, consider the helical structure in figure I. 3. The helix is 

composed of a collection of small scattering groups and is right 

handed. If right circularly polarized light is incident along the helix 

axis, and if the pitch of the helical object is the same as the 

wavelength of the light, then the shape of the electric field exactly 

matches the shape of the object. The result is that the wave is strongly 

reflected backwards along the helix axis. On the other hand, if left 

circularly polarized light is incident, the shape of the field does not 

match the object and the . light is either transmi.tted or scattered 

forward. 

The mechanisms by which the other forms of. optical activity arise 

are somewhat different than in the example above. For the purposes of 

probing biological structure h<JWever, the important thing is that there 

is a direct dependence of the optical activity on the structure of the 

sample. This dependence is rooted in the matching of the chirality of 

circularly polarized light and the chi-rality of the sample in all forms 

of optical activity. 

C. Circular Differential Imaging 

If a lens is placed between the sample and the detector in a eros 

experiment, and if the detector is replaced by a photographic plate, an 

image of the sample, can be recorded. If the sample is chiral, an image 

formed under left circularly polarized illumination will not be. the same 

as an image formed under right circularly polarized illumination. The 

difference between these two images is called a circular differential 
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Figure I.3 A chiral object composed of small scattering groups. 
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image (CDI). The circular differential imaging technique is an even more 

recent developement than CIDS. However, as it turns out, much of the 

experience gained in the study of CIDS also applies to circular 

differential imaging. In chapter 5 a theoretical treatment of the 

circula~ differential image will be presented. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction to CIDS Theory 

The work to be presented in later chapters is in part an extension 

of earlier work on CIDS theory done by a number of workers, most notably 

Bustamante, Maestre, and Tinoco, 1- 6 who used classical scattering theory 

to describe the scattering of circularly polarized light by a collection 

of small scatterers arranged in a chiral fashion. The f.irst work on CIDS 

theory was done by Barron and Buckingham, 9- 13 who took a primarily 

quantum mechanical approach, and derived several expressions for the CIDS 

of molecules small compared to the wavelength of light. The results of 
. . 

Barron and Buckingham are also applicable to . Raman CIDS, in whfch the 

light is scattered by an inelastic Raman process rather than the elastic 

process assumed by Bustamante, Maestre, and Tinoco. Harris and McClain 

·have given a very general treatment of scattering which includes CIDS • 14-

17 In this chapter we Will consider the classical theory of scattering 

used by Bustamante, Maestre, and Tinoco in some detail. We will try to 

emphasize the qualitative ideas involved in the scattering process with 

an eye toward making the later developements (especially chapters 2 and 

4) more easily understood. 

A. Overview of Classical Scattering Theory 

In a typical scattering experiment a beam of light is sent in from a 

source far from ··the sample. The beam strikes the sample, light is 

scattered in all directions, and the intensity of the light deflected in 

each direction is measured. We wish to calculate the pattern of 

scattered light intensity from a knowledge of the incident electric field 
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and the nature of the scattering object. There are two probelliiS to be 

overcome to achieve this goal: 

1) the description of the interaction between the sample and the 

incident light, and 

2) calculation of the scattered electric field that results from 

this interaction. ~ 

As an example, consider the water molecule in figure 1.1. When the 

incident light beam strikes the water molecule the electric field of the 

light causes a distortion of the molecular charge density. The way in 

which the charge density is distorted depends on the way in which the 

electrons are bound (that is, on -the __ energi.es and shapes of the 

stationary states of the molecule) and on the spatial variation of the 

electric field across the .length of the -molecule. In general then, 

calculating the response of a system to the incident light may require a 

quantum mechanical treatment. In chapter 3 we will consider how such a 

treatment is done, and what effects it can have on the eros patterns. 

However, if the wavelength of the light is very long compared to the 

dimensions of the scatterer (so that the scatterer "looks" like a single 

point to the light) the distortion of the charg~ density may be described 

as a dipole moment,~ , induced in the molecule by the action of the -
light: 

~- --
where ol - is a second rank tensor called the polarizability of the 

molecule, and E - is the electric field felt by the molecule. The 

assignment of polarizabilities to scattering systems is valid for any 
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Figure l .1 A water molecule responding to the electric field of 

an incoming beam of light. The oscillating, distorted molecular charge 

density that results from the interaction between the light and the 

molecule creates secondary electric fields. The secondary electric 

fields may' be short rariged electrostatic. fields (near fields) or _long 

ranged radiation fields (fa~ fields)., 
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system that is small compared to the wavelength of the light. (The 

crucial quantity is , where d is the largest dimension of 

the system. A safe criterion is L. - 0.10.) 

Even systems that are large compared to the wavelength of the 

incident light can be described by the use of polarizability tensors if 

the larger system can be broken into a collection of small independent 

subsys terns. In this case each small subsystem is assigned a 

polarizability tensor, and the distortion of the overall charge density 

is described as a collection of induced point dipoles of the form of eqn 

( 1 .1). The way in which the larger system is broken into smaller groups 

is somewhat 'arb~trary. For short incident wavelengths (say, in the soft 

X-ray region or shorter) separate polarizabilities would be assigned to 

each atom in the ·system. For long~r wavelengths (say, in the visible 

region) even whole proteins may be small enough to be described by a 

single polarizability. For more on the properties of polarizabilities 

and the behavior they imply, see appendix B. 

The distortion of the molecular charge density causes a change in 

the electric fields surrounding the molecule.· If the molecule has no 

time-dependent behavior of its own (that is, if vibrational and 

rotational motion can be ignored, as is usually the case) then the 

distortions of the charge density will oscillate harmonically with the 

frequency of the incident light. Calculating the electric field 

scattered by the molecule is therefore equivalent to calculating the 

electric field produced by the oscillating distorted charge density 

created by the action of the light on the molecule. For very low flux of 

incident radiation the quantum nature of the electromagnetic field 

becomes important. But for almost all experimental situations the 
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incident flux is very high and a classical description of the 

electromagnetic field is appropriate. 

If the system responds to the incident light as a collection of 

polarizabilities would, then the scattered electric field is just the 

electric field produced .by a collection of oscillating point dipole 

moments. To find this scattered field, Bustamante 1 •2 made use of the .. 

elegant theory developed by Saxon. 7 In this theory the system is treated 

as a continuous collection of small polarizable groups described by a 

polarizability density D( (X) -- The central result is an integral 

equation for the electric field: 
. . .. ; 

E (x} - -
- E (x)++tri:

1
J.· ·.f'(x !,.')·«Jx'J·E(x')d~' 

-~~- - _, - ~ - -, . . 

E (X ) k -z.rrz' where -o _ is the electric field of the incident light, = "' 

, and !::(!
1
!'] is a tensor Green's function which satisfies 

I'(! 
1 
~~} is given explicitly by 

I 
ikf;;t.-X l - - ) :IT" l x -X 'I -- - • 
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+ +rr R 

.. 

X- X 
1 

• 
I 

R. = I X-)( I , and A list of where R = - - - --
further properties of r ( X I! I} can be found in appendix c. 

We. will rederive equation ( 1.2) by a somewhat different approach 

than the ·one used by Saxon and Bustamante. This derivation is not as 

elegant; but has the. advantage of providing a simple physical 

interpretation for equation (1.2) .Let us begin by considering a system 

small compared to the wavelength of the incident light so that the 

oscillating charge density is effectively just the oscillating dipole 

.moment given by eqn (1.1). The electric field of the incident light may 

be taken to be a monochromatic plane wave: 

~1 ... (1.5} 

.. 
E E- lc. where • , -• , and .-Je are the amplitude, polarizatio.n, and wavevector 

of the incident right respectively. The frequency Cd is given by c.-.J 

.. c.k We take the molecule to have no time dependent 

• behavior of its own, so the induced dipole moment oscillates with the 

same frequency as the incident light: 

-- :k·x -i""t e -o-
(l.f,} 
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where oG is not time dependent. The electric field produced by an -· , 
harmonically oscillating dipole located at X is given by: 8 -

" 

.. 

E. . (x 1:) = E (xt) - J.,".,.. - J -} 1 ~ ,v ~c~t+t 

2.. .... "" = k. ( ~ X~))(p.. - -. -

~J1( [.1) 
.. 
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"' where R , R , and R are the same as in equation ( 1.4). In this simple 

""' -
case the scattered field, ~Sf&-\ot ( ~ ) , is just the field of a single 

oscillating electric dipole moment being driven by the incident electric 

field. It is apparent from equation (1.7) that the tensor Green's 

function r ( ~, ~,} can be interpreted as a tensor that gives the 

electric field at all points in space, X , due to an harmonically -
v '. oscillating dipole located at ~ - The total electric field at any point 

in space is then £ (~at ) -
In the limit of very large 

at a distance I X-" 1 l )) ).. - ,.. 

E. (~·-t) 
- da role -' 

A -"' --- lc.lc.} --

~ .. c~.t) +§,ca++(~ .. t). 
~· (that is, when the field is observed 

) the dipole field becomes 

where k - is a unit vector equal to and may be thought of as the -
wavevector of a plane wave travelling form the location of ~ to the 

observer. Equation ( 1.8) has the form of a spherical wave centered 

. I 
on X • - Figure 1.2 shows what this spherical wave looks like. The phase 

of € ci i p•l• , given by 
, . 

e ~kR is constant everywhere on any sphere 

having X , the location of the dipole, as its center (hence the .name -
spherical wave). The amplitude of·· the wave drops off ·as f / R. as the 

light radiates away from x' The polarization of the light is - ,. "" 
(1-"kJ - --determined by the quantity 

.. ... 

( 1 - " lc. } ·~ • The tensor - _., -
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... 
Figure 1.2 Spherical w~ve produced by an harmonically 

oscillating point dipole moment at distances many wavelengths from the 

location of the dipole. The spherical surfaces in figure 1.2a are 

surfaces of constant phase (hence the name spherical .. wave).. The 

polarization of the field is 'tangential .to. these spheres at all· points. 

Figure 1.2b shows the radiated intensity in each direction~ Notice that 

there is no radiation emmitted in directions parallel to~ • 
" -
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may be thought of as a projection operator which changes~ into -
that is the 

A 

Since k -
projection of ~ onto the plane perpendicular -
is the direction in which the scattered 
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a vector 

""' to k . 
~ 

light is 

travelling, C1-kk) assures that the electric field will be 
-- N 

transversal, that is, perpendicular to the direction of propagation of 

the wave at all points. The magnitude of the projection of ..P- onto the 
A A 

plane perpendicular to f< diminishes when 
,w 

k starts to become parallel 

to~. ,., In the direction parallel to~ , no light is emmi tted at all. 
;w 

The result is the toroidal pattern of emmitted intensity shown in figure 

l. 2b. 
.. 

In the limit of "erx short R (that is, wh~n the field is observed 

at a distance I X - X. 1 
( l.._ <. ). · ) the dipole __ field (eqn ( 1. 7)) """ ,., 

b~comes: 

~ rex x') ·~ 
€clir•le ( ~~ t > 

.-. I I ""' 4nk 
~ ,._ I - if1tJ 

A,~O 

-"" A - -s R R -1 ( l. q ) -- .,... 
•fi e1~ 

R3 . ~ 

The dependence of the field on wavelength has disappeared from this 

expression and equation ( 1. 9) is just the field produced by a static 

dipole moment. ·This field is not transversal, and drops off as 

The field in eqn ( 1.9) is therefore felt significantly only very close 

to the 16cation of the dipole. 

The two limits eqn (1.8) and eqn (1.9) are known as the far zone (or 

radiation zone) and near zone (or static zone) respectively. It is often 
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useful to think of these two zones seperate ly, even though the fields 

arise from the same source. For scattering calculations it is the 

radiation zone that we are most concerned with of course, but the static 

zone fields can have indirect effects on the CIDS pattern. These effects 

will be investigated in chapter 2. 

If there is more than one scattering group present the field felt by 

each group is no longer just the incident electric field. Each group-

feels both the incident field and the fields produced by each of its 

neighboring groups. But the field produced by each neighbor depends in 

turn on the field produced by the original group. In this situation we 

. .. 

cannot write down the scattered field simply in terms of known fields and 

polarizabilities as in eqn (1.7). The best we can do is write an 

equation that the field tmlSt satisfy, and perhaps solve this equation 

approximately. If the system is composed of N scat"tering groups located 

at positions ~l , ( "' 1, ••• ,N, and having polarizabilities I( •, ... , ' = 

1, ••• ,N, then the field observed at X due to the entire collection will -
be: 

E C~ t) ,., ' 

N 
'1.c: +trlc. L 

E ( X -t ) -+ ..,o _, 

e ern ({.to) 

where ~ ( ~·~ t } is the total electric field felt by the group located 

at position!~. The first term in equation (1.10), ~(~ 1 t} , is 
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just the incident electric field, while the second term, the scattered 

field, is just the sum of fields produced by each oscillating dipole 

moment. The scattered electric field is therefore a superposition of 

spherical waves of the sort shown in figure 1.2. It is the interference 

between these waves that produces the scattering pattern observed in a 

scattering experiment. 

If the number of scattering groups becomes very large and very 

closely spaced the polarizabilities o(· _, may be replaced by a 

polarizability density II( ( X 
1

) , and the sum in eqn ( 1.10) goes ove.r to - - . 

an integral. The result is the.integral equation, equation (1.2). 

As it stands equation (1.10) is ve.ry difficult to solve exactly. In 

the calculations done by Bustamante, Maestre, and Tinoco 1....:6 , the first 

Born approximation was used.· In this approximation the electric field 

felt by each scattering group is taken to be the incident electric 

field, E (X· .L) alone: ,...~ ,_' } -c • 

- E ( x J -t > + +rrk. 
-o -

2. 

Clearly this approximation is valid only if the scattering groups are 

located far enough apart so that. the near. zone fields of each group have 

a negligible effect on the other groups, and if the scattering fields of 

·.each group are very weak compared to the incident field. Since we are 

interested only iri the radiation zone fields, we may make the further 

approximations 

.. 
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... 

e1J~t(t.tl..) 

where r' =- I X I - ZJr' "' 
~ • T ~ , and we have made use of the 

approximations 

I - I . -l ~I I X -JC. { = ,.. ~, 

,.. 
k = 

)(-)(· - _, -- )( -· -(X \ 
. -- I X -X . I - _, 

and 
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for k. l ~; ( L TTl ~;';A z<. 1. This last series of approximations 

may appear quite severe at first glance, but in fact they are virtually 

exact in most experimental situations, where the detector is always very 

far away from the sample compared to both the dimensions of the sample 

and the wavelength of light. The effect of these approximations is to 

say that the intensity and direction of the waves scattered by each group 

is the same as if the groups were all located at the center of the system 
A ~ 

( k ':" =- and - \~( 
'/ I - J ! -~,·[ = ("xP, but the relative phases of the waves -

vary depending on the actual position of each group (hence the 
~ik .. JC. 

factor e. -- _, in eqn (1.12))~ 

- - - - -_ - E 
If we substit-ute eqn (1.5) for the incident field (X· i: ' -o _, J I 

and combine eqns (l.ll)and {1.12) we obtain 

[ 
~k·JC. 

E E e -o-
o.-.o 

.. ~-

(t; 

with the scattered field alone- given by 

~S'CCl +t ( ~ 1 t ) :; 
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where 6 k -

... ;a 

k -k
0 

. We may rewrite eqn (1.14) in the form - ,.. 
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"' ( 1- ~ ~} • TT· ~D ,_ 
e. 'f 11 ( /.IS ) 

where 

N .. , .4k·Jc· rr -= 2 e ,., _, 
ol...· 

""" . . -c.· '., 
Except for the factor 

-iwt 
E .. ~ . , S:, .u.has .a form like E · • · -.c..,.,.. - .lir•lc ln 

eqn ( 1.12). Like the field of a single dipole, ~Sc4+t is a transversal 

spherical wave that falls off with distance as 1/t"" The important 

difference is that 1T (which plays the role of .:( in eqn (1.12)) is a - -
function of k instead of being a function only of the properties of the .,. 
scatterer. This means that the intensity pattern will not be the 

toroidal shape in figure l.Z, but will depend on the overall arrangement 

of the-collection of scattering groups. 

For a continuous scattering system described by a polarizability 

density '( ( X 
1

) equation ( 1.15) is unaltered except that 1\ becomes 

"""'" - -
-- d.. ( X') cl. '}(I - - C'flt (1.11) -

From equation (1.17) it can be seen that 7T is just the Fourier transform -of o( ( )( 1
} 

""'" - If we consider the. special case where II( ( X 1
} is - -



isotropic everywhere we may write 

'.Vhere 

becomes 

(X. ') f -

TT = ,... 

o((x') - -
is the scatterer density of the system. 
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etf)f ( L.l S) 

In this case rf -

where FC l:l ~) is just the structure factor familiar in the theory of 

X-ray diffraction. The !! matrix is therefore a generalization of the 

structure factor for the case where the electronic binding energy is 

important compared to the energy of the incident light, and the 

polarizability is therefore not isotropic. 

In an actual experiment the quantity measured is the intensity of -
the scattered light in a particular direction, k - The intensity is 

related to the Poynting vector: 

"' I = S • k. ,..., -
where 

c: -- -8n • - -

• 
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To find 6 we use one of Maxwell's equations and the fact that C3 , 

like e -~wi 
must have harmonic time dependence e - ~ 

,., 

QXE J.. ~ ~ 0 + -- G ~t 

'dB 
B - - ' w - -

~-t 
,.., 

therefore 

-c. 
8 = = k. - xE 

.;v 
k = t.J/c 

c.'fh (I. 2.Z.) 

The last result is true only for radiation fields, and says that C3 is -.... 
perpendicular to e and Jc.' as would be expected. The intensity is ,., ,., 
therefore given by 

--
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The scattered intensity is therefore given by 

I sea++ -- ~I 

... 

--

whe r.:: I = D , and we have used 

A"' " J*. [ ( 1 - " ~ ]· d. .. (: = 
- -- _, - (J 

~. ~ ~ 7 . ( ~ -f ~ ) 
and 

In equation ( 1.24) the intensity is proportional to k. "'(or '/ ~ 1") 

which is the well known wavelength dependence of Rayleigh scattering 

intensities (and the famous explanation for the blue sky). Also, the 

-46~·( X· --J<·] 
factors e . ,_ -J _, appear. These quantities keep track 

of the phase differences in the waves scattered from different parts of 

the system. It is these phase differences that give rise to interference 

and give detail to the scattering pattern. Detail in the pattern is 

greatest when the~e phase differences are large. Since 
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""' ... .... 
~ k. . ( X . -J< . ) 

- .... J _, r .. ( lc. -" ) • ,.. .. 'J ,., ,.,tl 'J 

(where r . . = X . -X . is the distance vector between groups i and j) I .... ,) --J ....,., 
the interference is significant only when '1 TT t'ij/~ is on the order of 

unity or greater. It is therefore possible for light with wavelength )\ 

to "see" details of a structure that has dimensions of r,i ~ ~ /2-rr 
If r .. 

'J is too much larger than A however, small variations in 

distances due to fluctuations or disorder in the system can cause the 

interference· to be averaged away, and the scattering pattern again loses 

detail. The condition. for maximum detail in a scattering pattern is 

therefor~ that the relevant dimensions of the system be of the order of 

the incident ~avelength. 

B. Classical Expression for CIDS in the First Born 

Approximation 

We are now in 

quantities I ~c.++ 
a position .. 

and I scat-+ 
circularly polarized light. ,. 

to compute the eros . We need the 

, where L and R denote left and right 

These intensities are obtained by 

replacing Eo 
""' 

in eqn (1.24) with appropriate circular polarization 

vectors. In the conventions we have adopted (see page 7, Introduction) 

the polariZation vectors are 

) 
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.... "' ,. 
where )( and 1 are two real unit vectors which together with ~D form a 

~ 

right handed orthogonal coordinate system. With these definitions: 

and the eros is 

tJ -
I < ~-f ~ J · IT · ~ .. l ~+ l c!- ; ! J • I!"· i:,.. l 1. . 

e.,., ( l.2.5') 

The quantities in the numerator and denominator of eqn (1.25) can be 
,. ... * 

simplified somewhat by taking advantage of the fact that z~ = ~~t· The 

algebra is somewhat tedious and will not be reproduced here (but see 

pages 110- 111, Chapter 3). The final result is 

A 

"" "" ,. 
-i (!! x"!!t).cpy ( ~-<Y- "'"' "'r) lc.,(!l 

n "'' 11 r& CSf'r- ~.,s ~.y JU.a- f;." ~) 

where repeated indices imply a summation, and the quantity TT .x TT t is - -
defined as 

e~~ (Lt7) 

where the dagger, t , indicates the Hermitian conjugate of a matrix: 
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* Tfji. The symbol Epi.j is the Levi -Ci vita symbol 

0 . . =r or i. = (--( =J ot- J 

4 "~ c.~ c.l '(:, perl'tutG.Tlo.-. 

E .. 
P'J 

-- of . 
J. ::. '2.. ) [S=3 ' &.\ I 

(Ah 'J odd p e. r "' \J +A + t ; 11 _, 
·+ . . JS=3 c ::.1 J J = "1 J 

Less formally, Epij is a "cross product" tensor, and the quantity 

TT )C n t is the <:ross product of tWO. tensors~ For example' .the result - -
of a cross product of two dyadic tensors is a "triadic": 

where b ~C is the usual cross product of two vectors. Since any second 

rank tensor can be written as a sum of dyadics, eqn (1.28) can be 

considered 

Under 

an alternate definition of the cross product of tensors. 

global rotations the quantity TT X IT-t transforms as a third.,. ~ 

* rank pseudovector, that is, under rotations 

--·----------------------------~--------------------~------~-~---------
A ~obal _Iotation iS a simultaneous rotation of the wave 

vectors lC. 0 and I& , and the sample (i.e., a rotation of both the sample - ,. and the measuring device). Later we will consider samples which are 
rotationally disordered. This involves rotations of the sample 
independent of the wave vectors and vice-versa. !! is not a tensor of 
well defined rank under these latter, non-global rotations. 
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but does not change sign under spatial inversion of the 

coordinates. At first glance it may seem that this last property is a 

manifestation in the eros theory of one of the properties characteristic 

of all forms of optical activity, namely that mirror-image struct·ures 

(enantiomers) give eros patterns of identical shape but opposite sign. 

(By an argument based only on the conservation of parity it can be shown 

that for all forms of optical activity, enantiomers give signals of 

identical magnitudes but opposite sign.) However, the eros should not 

change sign under global inversion of coordinates (by_ convervation of . 

parity); it should change sign only under an inversion of the sample 

alone. In eqn ( 1.26) it appears that · ~ changes sign under a global 

"" k inversion, but __ o in the numerator of 
A A A· 

pseudovector, ! LX ! ~ "" -~ ,! 0 • 

eqn (1.26) is actually a 

Therefore the numerator has the form 

of a contraction of two pseudotensors, and i1 does not change sign under 

global inversion. 

If we substitute eqn (1.16) into eqn (1.26) we obtain an explicit 

expression for eros in terms of individual polarizabilities: 

.. 

The same phase factors appear in eqn (1.31) for the eros 
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as in eqn ( 1.24) for the scattered intensity. This means that the eros 

pattern, like the scattered intensity pattern, will be largest and most 

detailed when 2.R .,..ij/).. - 1 • In the eros the magnitude of the 

contribution made by each pair of groups i and j is controlled by the 
t "' ~ r 

quantity(~~ )(.~i )«.~r( ~.()'-~4(k.)'j F-of-> To see what this 

means, let us consider two uniaxial groups with polarizabilties 

" "" A A 

= 11.. e,e, 
I "' "" ' 

and «.. = II( e e. : 
-'2. ... .., .. .... 1 

--

-

If the groups are arranged as shown in figure 1. 3 and 

-

) . ~ _o 

,. 
lc.o is along the -

axis that joins the midpoints of the groups, then the pair of groups will 

have a non-zero contribution to the eros pattern except when ,,,., = 0° 



Figure 1 .3 
... .... 

~' .. c<. ~.~. 
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Two scattering groups with uniaxial polarizabilities 

and The groups have been arranged so 

that they are both lying in planes perpendicular to the axis that joins 

their midpoints. The groups are arranged_ in a· chiral fashion so long as 

; /2. is not 0° or 90°. 
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or ,/'1 At these two angles the groups are not chirally 

( ~j X ~1) rJ.~Y arranged. The quantity 

is therefore responsible for picking out the 

chiral relationships that exist between various parts of the sample. 

There are two other properties of CIDS patterns that are easily 

proven using eqn (1.31): 

1) the CIDS in the forward direction ( 6 = 0°) is zero, and 

2) the CIDS of a collection of purely isotropic polarizabilities is 

zero. 

First we show that the CIDS in the forward direction is zero• In 

the .forward direction 
: . . . . 

6 k = 01 and the. numerator in eqn ( 1 ~J 1) is given. -
by 

Since 

+ X~,· )tJ(~f 
· .· A A "' 

( fD( r- lc.Q(. k.r) kof (t(. 
--J 
. . . + 

( «..xo<·) 
. "'' "'J ctpr O«r- ~t k r) kots 

the terms in the dou.ble sum cancel in pairs. 
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The second proof is equally straightforward. If all the groups in 

the system are isotropic, the polarizabilities may be written 

o(.. -· -- o(· 1 ,,.., 

The numerator in eqn (1.31) is then given by 

But, 

0 

Therefore the CIDS of a system of isotropic groups is zero. 

Both of the above properties depend on the fact that eqn (1.31) was 

derived using the first Born approximation. In chapter 2 this 

approximation will be improved upon and it will be found that there can 

be forward CIDS and that systems of isotropic groups can have non-zero 

CIDS. Even so, in most situations the CIDS in the forward direction is 

small, and the CIDS diminishes as scattering groups become more and more 

isotropic. 

C. Rotationally Averaged CIDS 

Equation (1.26) gives the CIDS for a stationary, well oriented 

scattering object. If the system is, say a suspension of bacteriophages 
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in solution however, there is no well-defined orientation of the 

scatterers with respect to the incident light. In this case eqn (1.26) 

must be averaged over all possible orientations. The averaging process 

has been described in detail in references 1 and 5. Breifly, we first 

choose the polarizabilities to be uniaxial: 

o(. 
All 

p(.e e. 
' "" ' "" ' 

where 

,. 
e· _, is the principle axis of «.. . 

A' 
Substitutiting eqn (1.16) 

for 1T into eqn ( 1 .26) we obtain -

·~ = _________ __..;.... ________ _ 

f N N 

2 ~,;, 
-~Ale. . .,. .. ..... _,) "* e o(.o(.. 

' J 

The numerator and denominator are now averaged seperately. The result 

is: 

.< > -· 6 "ve <_,_ +I~ ) 
.l SCA++ sc .. t+ 

with 
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and 
e1~ (1.35)· · 

.. · . · c IE 1'2.k+). 
L .. ~ · o 

( .Isa...H'+ 1~, .. 4+) = ( . &1Tr1 

x ~ ~ lo(·l'1. (I- .n..,~..~ c:os 'Lt.>) + 
IS"·; ' r I 

'· ~ e< .~ -1. ~ c e .. ;. .. )c e .. r .. ) ~ [ r: _ j. ,Q ) 
~ 4 ' qJ L -' - '~ -J - 'J L V D I '• 
' . J 

+ S 111 1~ ( 3j•f1 - ja)J ( ~ dj) -

2(~i't•jX !;-E,j)[(i'!1-+j1!11)- mz.fS j'J./12. 

. . 
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• I 

:-' 

-f I - HC~•j" !.> '"+ ( £;; ~ ~/l1W>j ~~~ ~ -j ,f,) 



... 

~ 3•\1} (- Sj2./"' + 2j 1/1 +j•) +i Wt +~ (3j ~/11- '-j, 11- jo)] f 

where &(. 

"""' 
A "" A 

"' e e r · · - r · · /r . q 
= "'i ""' ""L' ..,.,J- -'~ ~~' I 

e1n ( 1.3") 

4 rr r, 'j s in (-> I ~ 
.... " 
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= 6/'2. ( e is the scattering angle' the angle between " - and !o), 

and J 0 , J 1 
, and are the spherical Bessel functions of order 0, l, 

"" and 2 respectively. The unit vectors e · are taken to be real in this 

""'' 
expression. (This means that the polarizabilities fl( · cannot represent 

. . """' ' 
groups which are optically active all by themselves. See appendix B.) 

These expressions may be generalized for polarizabilities with three 

principle axes 
3 "' ~ A A ... 

( «.= ~ t!(ik e~k -e,k) by replacing each e. with e.,' each e . 
~' k:l "' Ao * .1 ~ * ..... •tc. ,., J 

with ~ · ft , and the quantity #( i o(J· with 2 2 &I( i k t:/..J. a A detailed 
- J""- k.•l J. •l "' 

interpretation of these equations is given by Bustamante, 1 pp 213-222 and 

pp 228-230. 

The theory summarized in this chapter. suffers from several 

shortcomings. First the scattered electric fields were calculated using 

the first Born approximation. This amounts to saying that the electric 

field felt by any one scattering group is the incident electric field 

alone, and that the electric fields produced by neighboring groups are 

small enough to be neglected. This approximation is not valid for many 

of ·the dense seat teri ng sys terns encountered in biology. In the next 

·--chapter we will extend the theory to the second Borri approximation, in 

which the scattering groups are allowed to interact with each otner via 

their induced electric fields. 
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Second, we assumed that the response of each scattering group could 

be described as an induced point dipole moment. This cannot always be 

done however. If the various parts of a sample are strongly statically 

coupled to each other so that a perturbation of one part causes the other 

parts to move as well, then the system cannot be broken up into a 

collection of small, independent subunits. In principle even for groups 

which are small compared to the incident wavelength the response would 

include induced electric quadrupole, octupole, and higher moments, as 

well as induced magnetic dipole and higher moments. 

Finally, in eqns (1.5) and (1.6) we assumed that the time dependence 

of the re-sponse of the system~ was purely harmonic, wi.th frequency equal 

to . the frequency of the incident light. This is equivalent to saying 

that the scattering system has no internal motion of its own, but is only 

capable of a passive response to the electric driving forces. The result 

is that our equations predict that all of the scattered light has the 

same frequency as the incident light, that is, all the light is 

elastically scattered. In practice however, some light is inelastically 

scattered, and the scattered light has a spectrum of frequencies. This 

spectrum contains information about the dynamic aspects of the 

scatterer. Raman scattering and dynamic light scattering are two 

examples of physical techniques based on inelastic scattering effects. 

In chapter 3 we will present a quantum mechanical theory for the CIDS 

which accounts properly for the finite size of the scatterer and 

inelastic scattering.processes. 

Bibliography 
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Chapter 2: CIDS in the Second Born Approximation 

In the last chapter we presented a theory for the difference in the 

scattering cross-sections for incident right and left circularly 

polarized light by chiral objects of arbitrary size and shape. The 

theory was developed within the framework of the first Born 

approximation, that is, the internal field of the scatterer was assumed 

to be that of the incident electromagnetic wave. Several general 

porperties of CIDS pattern were found in this approximation: 1- 4 •7 

1) Mirror-image chiral structures give mirror-image CIDS patterns, 

except that the signs of the signals are reversed. This reversal of sign 

occurs both when the system is rotationally averaged, where the 

scattering patterns are symmetric about the direction of the incident 

light, and when the. system is oriented, where CIDS patterns need not be 

symmetric. 3 These results are consequences of parity conservation, and 

have analogs in all types of optical activity. 

2) The CIDS patterns are very sensitive to parameters which 

characterize the chirality of the scattering system, but insensitive to 

parameters which characterize overall size. In particular, it will be 

shown that the CIDS of oriented periodic structures depend only on the 

chiral properties of one unit cell. 

3) There is no CIDS in the direction parallel to the incident light 

beam (the forward direction). 

4) There is no CIDS for structures composed solely of isotropic 

scattering groups, even though the groups may be arranged in a chi ral 

fashion. 

The first Born approximation is expected to be valid when the 
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density of scattering centers is relatively. low, or when the 

polarizabilities of the scatterer are not very different from the 

solvent. This is not always the case in aggregates of biological origin, 

h~ever. 

In this chapter we present a theory for CIDS in the second Born 

approximation. The second Born approximation accounts for some of the 

effects of the multiple scattering of light and of dipole-dipole coupling 

between scatterers. The presence of multiple scattering and dipole-

dipole coupling alters the third and fourth conclusions listed above, so 

that now there can be CIDS in the forward direction and systems of 

isotropic scatterers can have non-zero CIDS. 7 

A. The Second Born Approximation 

In previous derivations the effective perturbation field at each 

point polarizable group was assumed to be the incident field, ~D. This 

is the first Born approximation for the internal field. A more realistic 

approach should account for the electric fields scattered by other groups 

in the same structure; it should also account for the mutual interaction 

between groups caused by the dipole moments that are induced by the 

incident field. This may be done simply and consistently by use of the 

second Born approximation. 

The :electric field produced by a traveling electromagnetic wave 

interacting with i distribution of polarizable point groups can be found 

by solving the integral equation in chapter 1, eqn (1.2): 

~(~) - §/~) +-t'TTic. ... f [C!:,r_')·~((J·§((Jdlr1 

e.1"' ('2..1) 
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where ~ t is the incident wave, the wavelength A = !.1t/k, and ~ ( J: 'J 
is the polarizability density for the scattering system. In the case 

where the system is a discrete collection of N scattering groups, eqn 

(2.1) becomes 

El~")= - ,._ 
E (r) + 
"""0 ,. 

., J'\ (2. 1.) 

tJ( • is _, 
. 

the polarizability · of the Lth group. The where 

quantity J:.'Ct,!~) is the tensor Green's function described in chapter 

1, eqns (1.2)-(1.4), and in appendix C. 

As was pointed out in chapter 1, equation (2.2) can be given a 

simple physical interpretation by noticing that the electric field 

produced by an oscillating dipole located at r. and measured at r is: 9 

A6' -

E (r)
Al~ipole - -

If the oscillating dipole is an induced dipole we may write 

-- ()(.•E. t(r.) 
..-' -'" ..,.,., 

where ~ ,'"t is the internal field of the scattering system, the field 

actually felt inside the system at the group at ,!:~ . If the electric 

field E { ~ ) - were known exactly inside the system, the internal 

field, E . .L ( ~;) , would be E_ ( t,} . Equation (2 .2) is therefore a _ ... T. 

statement that in the absence of any explicit charges or currents the 

electric field is the sum of the fields prodl•ced by oscillating induced 
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dipoles. 

It is usually not feasible to find the exact electric field at all 

points in space, and the electric fields inside and outside the system 

are best treated separately. To solve eqn (2.2) we must therefore find 

an adequate approximation to the internal field,£:·~. We may write 
/\1 lt\t 

E .+(t'.) 
""If'\ """' 

E ( t" ·) + E . 1 ( r · ) 
,vJ _, <IV , ... Q. _, 

where § 1 ~tJ. is the field induced by the action of ~(Jon the polarizable 

groups surrounding r · . 
"""&. 

In the first Born approximation € 1~ is now 

considered negligible compared to ~ D • This approximation is valid only 

when the polarizabilities are so weak and the dipoles are so far apart 

that each dipole may be considered not to be affected by any of the 

others. A first order correction for the interaction between polarizable 

groups may be made by adding an approximate induced field. Using 

equations (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5): 

E. J(~·J-
.-viK~ l 

N -
+n k 2. 2 r. · · ri.. · · 1::: 0( !:J· ) 

. ""' J """J AI J*' 

where r.. = f\ ( r. r.) 0 This says that the induced electric field is 
~'J ...,.. ~, J -J 

the sum of dipole fields produced by all groups in the system if each 

group sees only the incident electric field. The internal field (eqn 

(2.5)) now has a contribution from the fields of surrounding groups. 

This allows some weak coupling between the scattering groups and amounts 

to the second Born approximation. Combining equations (2.5) and (2.6), 

and substituting into eqn (2.2) we find 
N 

2.- T' 41T k 2. { Y' r . ) . fi. . • 
. ~ """J""'' _, ':r 
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[ E(r.)++nk~2 fl .. ·o( .• E (1"·)] eQ,(1..l) 
0 .-, j-t;i -cJ ,J ,..,o -J I 

Equation (2.7) should be compared to eqn (1.11) for the electric field in 

the first Born approximation. 

If we now make the usual far-field approximation to the scattered 

wave (see eqn (1.12), chapter 1) we obtain 

E ( r) = 
- Sc4·H ""' 

1. '"" A .... N lc. e (1-l<.k.)·2 
r- - -- i =• 

-ik·r· 
e ""' """'' 1)(. .• 

""' c. 

where k and lc. are the wave vectors of the scattered and incident light 
- AO 

respectively, and we have taken the incident field to be ~~~ = fi0 i 0 
i k .... r. e -., ..... ,. 

In many applications it may be that the distance over which 

polarizable groups interact significantly is very short compared to the 

wavelength of the incident light. In this case ( o( « J ~~~·-!:,:I/ 4-TT k 2. 

and klr·-r. l 
J ' 

<< 1) the Green's function is effectively 

reduced to 

T' .. --
""""' J 

where Y' .... r . -r . . This approximation is equivalent to saying that 
~'J .NJ ;....~, 

the incident wave has a wavelength so long that it appears to be uniform 

over the distance in which interactions are significant. In our 

calculations we have used the full D j tensor, eqn ( 1. 4), for finding 
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the CIDS of oriented 

(2.9), for finding the 

systems,· and the short-ranged f' .. · 
-~) 

eros of rotationally averaged systems. 
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tensor, eqn 

The scattered electric field produced by left or right circularly 

polarized incident light is given by 

"kt\ I'll 

e' k:z. ( .( -k ~] · ~ 
~ . --- . ' ::. ( 

E SCA-f+,L, R 

Notice that the terms in the square brackets can be interpreted as a new, 

effective polarizability (in general complex) of the nth group resulting 

from its interaction with surrounding groups. Physically the existence 

of this effective polarizability means that in the presence of 

interaction the incident light does not perturb a single isolated group, 

but rather causes a collective response of groups coupled through their 

mutual interaction in the molecule. When the groups are close together 

·the dominant term of this interaction is a dipole-dipole coupling among 

the groups of its nearest neighbors. This coupling is described by eqns 

( 2. 9) and (1. 9) • When the groups are far apart the interaction takes 

place through radiation coupling which is equivalent to multiple 

scattering effects among the groups in the molecule (see eqn (1.8)). 

If the scattering system is continuous, with scattering properties 

described by a polarizability density o( (.,.} , the electric field in the --
second Born· approximation is given by an equation similar to eqn (2 .10): 
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J 
,·k. .(f'~~) ] 

[~ ( ~} • ( 1 +- +rrJc.1. r ( ~) ~ ')'~(~f) e AfJ - - d 3~ I 

• E G e ~ ~ '.!: d 3" e 1 ~ C '2 .fl } 
0 ~() 

where r ( .!:., t ')is given by eqn (1.4). As in eqn (2.10), the quantity 

in the square brackets may be interpreted as an effective polarizability 

resulting from interactions between the polarizability at position ~ and -
all the other parts of the system. 

In chapter 1 we found it convenient to express the scattered 

electric field in terms of a matrix rr' such that -

When Ss~-ft is computed in the second Born approximation it can still be 

given by an expression with the form of eqn (2.12), but now the 1T matrix -
is given by 

I 
with the effective polarizability ~ · given by 

""' 
o( .' = 
A-c. 

ik·(r'--r.) 
P( . • c 1 + 41T 1c. ,_ 2 r . . · r1.. . ~ """ • "'"J -" J . 
""- ,. . . - 'J - J 

' J:t& €'1~(2..1~] 

Similar expressions can be obtained for continuous systems by comparing 

eqn (2.11) with eqn (2.12). 

B. Higher-Order Approximations 

.. 
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In general,• higher-order approximations than the second Born 

approximation are possible (for example, see section G of this chapter), 

and may be necessary for dense and strongly polarizable systems. In 

these higher-order approximations the scattered fields remain in the form 

of eqn (2.12), with a J! matrix given by (2.13), and only the definition 

of the effective polarizabilities, fJ(.' _, . changes. It can be shown that 

the effective polarizabilities obey the recursion relation 

l'(h) 
where the polarizabilities ~ j 

polarizabilities in the nth or 

and are effective 

(n+1 )th "Born" approximation. For 

example, the ordinary polarizabilities ~i I (I] 
are equivalent to ~i 

and the effective polarizabilities 

in eqn (2 .14), are equivalent to 

in the second 

'(&.) a_. _, 

/ 
Born approximation, ~C 

In principle then, the 

scattered electric field may be computed to any desired level of 

approximation by use of eqns (2.12), (2.13), and (2.15). In practice 

however the computations become increasingly difficult and are seldom 

carried out beyond the second Born approximation. 

For systems that can be described by a relatively small number of 

polarizabilities (N < 100) an exact solution for the internal electric 

field can be obtained by setting up a system of 3N equations in 3N 

unknowns: 

E 
-t 

ED. 
;Y ' 

c = I J ••• J N 

e.1fH{2.1") 
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where E· _, is the electric field at the position of the ith 

polarizability, and E . 
-"' 

is the incident electric field at the same 

position. These equations are then solved numerically for the 

quantities E. _, and the scattered electric field calculated by eqn 

(1.10): 

N 

= 41Tk ~ 2 I' l ~} ~ i) • ~ i . 
t=t 

E. .,._, 

This is essentially the approach taken by DeVoe for calculating the 

circular dichroism of strongly interacting polarizable groups. 1° For the 

remainder of this chapter we will concern ourselves only with the second 

Born approximation. 

c. eros 

The intensities necessary to compute the eros are obtained by 

squaring eqn (2.11) with the appropriate right and left incident electric 

vector, For simplicity of notation we choose the 

polarizabilities to be uniaxial: 

where 

,.,. 
e. 
~' 

is the principle axis of the ith group, and {)(.. • is the .. 
magnitude of the polarizability along the principle axis. The 

.. 

... 
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expressions to be derived here can be generalized for triaxial 

polarizabilaities by use of the prescription on page 47 • 

Using eqn (2.16) and squaring eqn (2.10) we obtain: 

where 

c=~ 

and 

To compute the quantities 1 L. - r R., (the 

differential and total scattered intensities) we apply eqn ( 2 .17) with 
~ 

the appropriate choices for ~ 0 in eqn (2 .18). We have adopted the 

definitions of right and left circular polarization described in chapter 

1. After algebraic manipulation the differential scattering intensity 

for oriented systems is given by: 
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arriving at eqn (2.19) we have neglected a term which is fourth power in 

the polarizabilities. Usually this term will not contribute 

significantly. However, it can be shown that when the system is composed 

entirely of isotropic groups, only this fourth-power term contributes. 

Eqn (2.19) and the rotationally averaged equations which follow are 

therefore valid only when the scattering groups are significantly 

anisotropic. 

The perturbation due to the interaction between polarizabilities 

appears in the terms V c $ and ~"'. If the interaction is turned off by 

setting V 1; S and Vi.,-,. equal to zero then only the simple first Born 

approximation contribution to the eros is left, .llji When the 

interaction is turned on, the second and third terms in the square 

brackets in equation (2.19) contain the interfence between waves 

scatttered from waves i and j, modulated by the interaction of these 

groups with the groups surrounding them. 

D. Rotationally Averaged Differential Scattering in the Second Born 

Approximation 

Just as in the first Born approximation, a rotationally averaged 

eros pattern can be computed for an arbitrary distribution of scatterers 

which interact among themselves. Harris and McClain5 have derived very 
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general expressions for the rotationally averaged scattering cross 

section of a system of interacting scatterers. The calculation begins 

with a general form for the exact scattering amplitude to all orders in 

the "Born" approximations. The scattering cross section is then 

rotationally averaged using an analysis based on the cross section's 

irreducible tensor structure • The approach we will take here is to 

rotationally average eqn (2.19) directly. The results will be equivalent 

to the results obtained by Harris and McClain for the special case 

where: 1) the interaction between scatterers is given by the second Born 

approximation, 2) the interaction is short ranged compared to the 

wavelength of the light, and 3) the scatterers are anisotropic. In 

performing the rotational average of eqn (2.19) it is useful to note that 

the V,·J factors are molecule fixed and are therefore invariant under 

-'k •r. ik ·~· 
The phase factorS e A~ Nfrl\l'\ and f. ~· NJ f that appear rotations. 

multiplying the dipole coupling terms will complicate the averaging so 

that it cannot be done analytically. However, if the polarizabilities of 

the scattering groups are small enough so that only closely spaced groups 

interact significantly, phase factors of the type 

will remain approximately constant within the range of values of r ,,.,. for 
N 

which V c'rtt (multiplying the phase factors) are different form zero. We 

therefore make the approximation 
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This approximation is consistent witb choosing a short-ranged coupling 

between groups, and from now on it will be understood that in all 

rotationally averaged 

short-ranged coupling 

expressions the quantitities v,j 
tensor T' ·j given by eqn (2.9). 

- 'J 
to be averaged is of the type 

The results are: 

will contain the 

The general term 

~~ 11(;*-</[ l~s~s( ~/§ )· £sC ~if~J+ z~: V;,.(~/iiJ·t .. (€.j!~ 
' J ll ·~} "'1'' 

J [ S I 1\ f ( ~ j I - ~) + S I h 3p ( • i j 1 - #) J] e 1 rt ( 2 · 'J. O) 

where J I = j 1 ( f ) is the spherical Bessel function of order 1, j .,_ of 

order 2 etc. with argument 1 ~ 4 "'fr {'.i ~ '" ~ . r,.i = 1 !:.j· l . and f3 
is half the angle of scattering. 

It can be seen that for this level of approximation there is no CIDS 

at zero angle of scattering ( p = 0). To get differential scattering in 

the forward direction higher terms in the expansion 
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-- I + ,· k . t' . + -o - ', ... 

must be kept. The linear term is the one that is usually kept in 

circular dichroism computations. The CIDS patterns computed using eqn 

(2.20) will therefore be similar to the CIDS patterns computed using eqn 

(1.35) (first Born approximation used), in that there will be no CIDS for 

systems of purely isotropic proups, and no CIDS in the forward 

direction. The differences caused by the presence of interactions will 

be quantitative, not qualitative. However, in chapter 4 and in section F 

of this chapter we will show that when CIDS is calculated using eqn 

(2.10) (that is, without neglecting the phases 
' k ...... e - D ""') or the terms 

that are fourth power in the polarizabilities) the CIDS is· not zero for 

systems of isotropic groups, or zero in the forward direction. The 

second Born approximation therefore leads to qualitative differences in 

the CIDS patterns, and this may be of considerable help in interpreting 

experimental measurements. These more exact calculations can only be 

done for oriented systems at present. 

E. Rotationally Averaged Total Scattering 

• 

In a fashion analogous to the section above the total scattering for 

oriented distributions of scatterers can be obtained. For oriented 

systems the total scattering is given by: 
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T~+-I~ c::::. _;~" .. ~·· '* "' .. ... .. "' "'] 
- = 2 L. L e - -' J ~ . I( . LC e · · e ·) - ( e · · k )( ~ ··/c.) l c, ( 'l- . . ' J _, - J ~c - -J -

c J 

where 

f .. = 
'J 

for all values of i and j. Making the same approximations for 

-l k . ~. 
the e -o ~"" factors as before, we can compute the rotationally 

averaged total scattering: 

.. 
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2 * V· . U " ... .. "' ... ... ( ... ... J. ,_ ... )( ... ~ )~ o< ... -!!!! (~ .. -e:)(~ .. ·e·X.e··e }+ Y'.··e ~, .... P.; e··eJ· -
JIM -:~:t' 2 ~ 'J A' Af.J AJ "-J _.,. "'-'J AI 'I .x, "'-& -

L V. ~ ... .. ,. "' "' ... ... "" )("" .. X"' e"' }~ ~s.!.Jl (r ..• e.V ~~i·e·)(e··~r)+(r.·•t· t,···es ~-·A; s * j 2.. ,_,J ""' 1'- A i A J ~' - e ,._ 'J ~' ~ - L t/ 

( .. • )1. ,. ... ~ 
r ..• e. + ( ~ .. ·P ·) -
Ao "J ""'C. lie 'J "'J 

. . 
' DCsV· [c ~ ... e. 's., e .. e ) + c ~ . ·· e · J( ;. .. • e ) U e:. . J s ,.,J .,_., . '- "'I -r ..... ,J -J _,J - t 
S:FJ 
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x[ S f 0 + S ll r ,., 2.f + S 12 i 1 "~ J + 

A 

where r . . = ( r . - r . v l V_'" • - r . l ,_,J ,..J _, -J -' 
and the Sl ,52, etc are 

combinations of spherical Bessel funcitons as follow: 

. S5 = - 2jofts - /3]2./:z.t + j+/70 
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This equation represents a generalization of the expression obtained 

previously by Bustamante ~ .!!_. 4 

In arriving at, eqns (2.20) and (2.22) we have assumed that the 
A 

polarizability eigenvectors, ~l , are real. For a scattering group to 

be optically active by itself, its polarizability eigenvectors must be 

complex. Eqns (2.20) and (2.22) are therefore not capable of describing 
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systems with groups that are individually optically active. All optical 

activity must result from the spatial relationships between groups in the 

system. 

This concludes the general results for the CIDS in the second Born 

approximation. In the following sections we will illustrate the behavior 

predicted by these results in several specific cases. 

F. CIDS of Spherically Symmetric Scatterers With and Without 

Interactions 

Consider a scattering structure composed entirely of isotropic point 

polarizable groups arranged in a chiral shape. It can be shown that in 

this special case the first Born approximation predicts no CIDS despite 

the overall chirality of the structure. 

For a spherically symmetric polarizability 

o(. _, 

where Y = 1,2,3. The scattered intensity for incoming left circularly 

polarized light in the absence of multiple scattering and interactions is 

proportional to: 



- -'~"-·t' .. "" ( r" i..l2) ~ ~ e - - 'J d.; t;(; I - ~ L.. ~ 
' J 

An identical expression is obtained 

"' 
polarized light with fL replaced by 

therefore I'- = Itt and there is no eros. 

for incoming 
... 
~ Ito.. But 

right 
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circularly 

"* ~ ll , and 

However, if we allow multiple scattering and dipole-dipole 

interactions, that is, if we include the second Born approximation in the 

treatment, the scattered field is 

~ ... ;k·r .. J -t- 41T lc. 2 r . . . d.. . • E e - D ,._ 'J 
_,J -1 A~O J ~i 

This may be rewritten in the form 

e -o .,.,J ;k •r' .. J 
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We now define 
rp 1"' , "' V ·· = - +n Jc.: a v· I . ·· •a .( and the above equation can be 
'J 1\o' ~ 'J ""r 

written 

The term in square brackets is the effective polarizability in this case 

which can be seen by inspection to have non-diagonal terms and is (in 

general) not isotropic. This will cause the presence of eros in chiral 

organizations of systems made of spherically symmetric groups allowed to 

interact with each other. 

G. eros of Periodic Arrays 

Here we will demonstrate that the' CIDS of a periodic scattering 

structure depends only on the properties of one unit cell and does not 

depend on the lattice repeat. 

Consider a continuous, periodic structure whose polarizability 

density is 

~(!:} = ol.( Y' + t" ) 
- - ""' f''f r 
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where _t ,,,. = p ~ + 1 k -f-t" Z 
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' a ' b ' c are unit cell vectors of a 
"" ,.., -

crystalline lattice, and p,q,r are integers. A plane wave ~O 

E ... C:lc: ·t' 
= () §;, e -oN is incident on the structure. A formal solution for 

the general electric field may be obtained iteratively: 

• 
• 

• 

e 'I t1 ( '2. 2 4 ) 

where the fact that r (~It I) ~ T' ( ~ ) has been - -
used and the .. variable of integration has been changed accordingly. In 

eqn. (2.24)f,l~) , Ea.C~) , ... are the electric fields in the first 

Born approximation, second Born approximation, and so on. As n goes to 
\ 
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infinity, E h ( !':.) approaches an exact solution. Inspection of eqn 

(2.24) shows that for a polarizability that satisfies eqn (2.23) we have: 

It can be seen that an analogous property holds for £ '1.' ~ 3 , etc, and 

thus' for the general field, § c!: +- '! ,,,. 7 e i ~,·,C ,,,. § (~ ). 
lA I be Now let r written as: -

r'= -
i.e., as the sum of a vector !: rf" that defines the particular unit cell 

I 
in the array that contains the point .,.. , plus a vector r'G from the 

- N 

center of that unit cell to the scattering point. The (n+l)th 

approximation to the electric field can then be written as the sum of the 

contributions from each of the unit cells in the array: 

Using eqn (2.2~): 

where the integration is now over the volume VG of only one unit cell of 

the array. In the far•field approximation: 
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Combining eqns (2.27) and (2.28) we obtain, for the scattered field: 

E = E -E 
;"'' r c • +t ,._ ,., tJ 

In equation (2.29) the effect of the lattice on the scattered field has 

been factored from the effect of the contents of the unit cell. The 

lattice factor does not depend on the polarization of the incident light, 

and we may therefore write: 

--
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' where ES"ca++,L,-. is the scattered field due to one unit cell, equal to 

the second bracket in eqn (2.29). It should be pointed out that although 

the scattered field is proportional to the field of one unit cell, the 

internal field depends on interactions that in general can come from all 

unit cells. The argument therefore depends on D( ( r ) - - being periodic 

for every value of r' . For a finite array there will be values of Y' for - -
which ~(~-t!:p,.-)-:/= A.(t;.} , that is, the conclusion above is 

valid only for infinite arrays. However, if the interaction between 

dipoles is short-ranged compared to the dimensions of the array these 

boundary effects can be neglected. 

H. Discussion and Conclusions 

Several new effects have been described earlier, and we will 

summarize them here: 

1) The CIDS in the forward direction ( k "" k0 ) need no longer be ,.. ~ 

zero. The CIDS is a manifestation of wave interference, and in the first 

Born approximation there can be no net interference effects when the 

scattered light is parallel to the incident light. In the second Born 

approximation however, phase shifts in the forward scattered light may be 

introduced by multiple scattering and dipole-dipole coupling between 

groups. The forward CIDS is similar in this regard to the circular 

dichroism, which .. arises from interactions between groups, and optical 

rotatory disp~rsion, which arises from multiple * scattering effects. 
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Because the forward eiOS is a second order effect, it will tend to be 

smaller than eiOS at other angles. 

2) The eros of systems composed entirely of isotropic 

polarizabilities need no longer be zero. Earlier we showed that the eros 

of chiral arrays of isotropic groups could be understood in terms of 

anisotropy induced in each scattering group by multiple scattering and 

interactions. The eros of a collection of isotropic groups can be also 

understood in another way. In the first Born approximation the eiOS is 

the result of the interference between electric fields scattered by pairs 

of groups. But for an object composed of isotropic groups, chirality is 

not apparent unless the interference from at least four groups at a time 

is considered. (Three of fewer groups must always have a plane of 

symmetry.) In the second Born approximation, each group is capable of 

sensing each of the other groups and the chirality of the object 

becomes apparent. 

3) The eros of a strictly periodic structure depends on the 

characteristics of only one unit cell of the periodic array, and does not 

depend on the fact that the unit cell is repeated many times in space. 

The lattice-independence of the eros holds only for oriented systems, but 

previous calculations show that even in rotationally averaged systems the 

eros is often only weakly lattice-dependent. 4 •7 
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In this chapter we take up the quantum mechanical theory for CIDS. 

The main objective in using quantum mechanics is to improve our ability 

to describe the details of the response of the system to the incident 

electric fields. There are two aspects of this response that we wish to 

address in particular: 1) the response of systems that have dimensions 

equal to or greater than tha wavelength of the incident light, and 2) the 

effect of motion in the system that is not due to the electric driving 

forces of the incident light (inelestic scattering). A quantum 

mechanical theory for the CIDS has been developed previously by Barron 

and Buckingham1 •2 for molecules small compared to the wavelength of 

light. This theory is capable of describing CIDS due to inelastic 

scattering processes, but does not describe systems large compared to the 

wavelength of light. Our purpose · here is to generalize the theory of 

Barron and Buckingham and of chapter 1 by combining a quantum 

electrodynamical treatment of the scattering with the general strategy 

adopted in chapter 1 for dealing with large systems. In the first 

section we review the quantum theory of light scattering. In section B 

we derive an expression for the CIDS of an arbitrary quantum mechanical 

system using time-dependent perturbation theory. In section C we present 

some special cases pertaining to a collection of non-interacting 

scatterers. Finally, in section D we discuss the main features of the 

theory. 

A. Overview of the Quantum Theory of Light Scattering 
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Our purpose in this section is to review breifly the important 

features in the quantum theory for the interaction of radiation with 

matter. A full description of the theory is beyond the scope of this 

presentation, and we will present only a breif outline here. For a more 

detailed discussion see Loudon, 3 chapters 6,7, and 8. We follow the 

notation and conventions of 4 Sakurai, chapters 1 and 2, but we have 

changed the units to conform with the units used in the previous 

chapters. (Sakurai uses Heaviside-Lorentz units, we will use Gaussian 

units. See Jackson, 5 Appendix on Units and Dimensions, pp811-821.) We 

will also continue to use the conventions for right and left circularly 

polarized light described in chapter 1. Some helpful background on the 

treatment of the electromagnetic field using continuum mechanics can be 

found in Jackson, chapter 12, and Goldstein, 6 chapter 12. 

The system we wish to treat is a combination of molecular and 

electromagnetic parts. The quantum mechanical treatment is quite 

different than the electrodynamical treatment given in previous 

chapters. The primary reason for this is the need to describe both the 

molecular parts and the electromagnetic parts of the system in detail 

within a single formalism. To do this we abandon the approach used 

earlier based on Maxwell's equations for the electric and magnetic fields 

alone, and consider the entire system, both electrons and photons, as a 

single system describable by a wavefunction J ~(-f:)) that contains 

both electronic and photon parts. We are then interested not in- the 

scattered electric field per se, but in transitions between various 

states of the combined molecule/photon system. It is worth noting that 

this approach automatically includes the effects of magnetic interactions 
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between the molecule and the photons in addition to the electric effects. 

Suppose that initially the scattering molecule is in a molecular 

state described by a wavevector I c.• ) 
and there is a single incoming 

photon described by a photon wavevector I ~IJ!, 1) 

given by I fo l 2- TT/ A , and polarization vector 

with wavelength 

"" !o· The state of 

the combined molecule/photon system is then J I > = 
"" 

I i >I ~o , ~' > · 
When the atom and photon interact (via the oscillatory vector potential 

associated with the electric and magnetic fields of the photon), they 

create a transient atom-photon time dependent state, denoted 

At some time after the interaction has taken place, we 

may measure the states of the atom and the photon. The results of these 

measurements are then denoted f .f } and I ~ 1 ~ > 
for the final states of the atom and the photon respectively. The 

quantity of interest to us in then the probability of making the 

transition II>~fF> where I J: )' = l.f>f~Ji> This 

probability is given by 

P~z -= I A F't I 
'2. 

where AFI, the transition amplitude, is given by 

where the wave function J ~ ( i") } depends on the initial state of the 

system I I ) . Our task is therefore to find < ~ l f' ( -t~~)}. We 

can do this by setting up a Hamiltonian,· H, and then · using the 

Schrodinger equation to find the time developement of the system due to 
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the interaction of the photon with the molecule. Finding a Hamiltonian 

for the molecule/photon system is not a simple procedure. Once again, we 

refer the reader to Loudon (chapter 8) for a detailed treatment .• 

The derivation begins by finding a classical Lagrangian capable of 

describing a system comprised of both discrete particles with mass (like 

electrons), and continuous, massless fields (like the electromagnetic 

fields). In arriving at a Lagrangian, the electromagnetic fields must be 

treated relativistically, but the particles are usually moving slowly 

enough to be treated in the non-relativistic limit. An appropriate 

Lagrangian is (Goldstein, chapter 12, pp581-586, eqn 12-133, non-

relativistic limit): 

where mJ. and !:J. are the mass and position of the lth particle. The 

current and charge densities ~ and {-J are given by 

• 3 
J ( r J - 2. t;. e tJ. r ( r - Y') - ,..1.. ~ ,..., ,., 

J_ 

pCC) - ~ rJ.e j 
3

( !:.,t-!:) -
J.. 

.. 
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where ~~e is the charge of the lth particle. The quantities E , B, A - --
; and ~ are the electric field, magnetic field, vector potential, and 

scalar potential respectively. They describe the properties of the 

and ~ the In terms of the potentials A photon parts of the system. -
electric and magnetic fields are given by 

B='JxA -
.e1 h ( 3. 8) 

It can be shown that the Lagrangian of eqn(3.4) yeilds .the correct 

classical Lagrangian equations of motion. For the particles, the 

equations of motion are given by 

d(ll:)- ?L - 0 - -
IT "tJ. 'd t.t 

which gives 

• •• ~..t e ~ C ~) + i:~ e;c ~..t X ~ ( tJ) .. 



For the fields the equations of motion are given by 

where A}.= (A,., AJ, A*,~) and J_ is a Lagrangian density: 

L= 

Equation (3.ll)then results in the Maxwell equations for 6: -
equivalent set of equations for the potentials A and ~. -

and 8 -

82 

or an 

Having established that the Lagrangian (3.4) gives the correct 

classical equations of motion and that L is therefore an appropriate 

Lagrangian for our purposes, we may obtain the classical Hamiltonian by a 

Legendre transformation (Goldstein, chapters 8 and 12; Loudon, chapter 

8). After considerable manipulation the result is 

H 



1. %. i·e 1 J 

I r -r · l 
.N). "'J 

where ~~is the conjugate momentum 

'>L - • 
'~ rJ. 
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and ~ T is the transversal part of the electric field (this will be 

explained more later). In arriving at eqn (3.13) an important step was 

made, namely, a particular guage was chosen for the potentials A and .f . -
As is described in many texts on electrodynamics and as can be seen from 

eqns (3.7) and (3.8), the electric and magnetic fields are not affected 

if the potentials A and ~ are changed by a transformation of the form -
A'=A +'lA ,., ,., e.711 (3.1S} 

I 

• 

Transformations of this sort are called guage transformations, and they 
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allow considerable arbitrariness in the properties of A and ~. In this 

case we have chosen A such that -
\/·A = o 

""" 

-

This choice is called the Coulomb guage (or transverse guage or 

radiation guage). The advantage it has in our situation is explained as 

follows. First, we may separate any vector field f= into two parts -
F::. F .._ F - ..-.L. -T 

called the longitudinal and transverse parts respectively,. where 

0 

and 

\l·F - o _, 

Using eqn (3.7) for the electric field we have 

-- V·E 
-L -

--

and 
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'\i'lC § =. 'Q' X( §L+ §"f) "' 'Q X§T : - i- h (~X~) 
e'" ( 3:z.z) 

Therefore only~ contributes to the longitudinal part,~~, and only~ 

contributes to the transversal part, ~ T Also, from Maxwell's 

equations, or eqn (3.8), we have = 0. so a is always purely -
transversal. This means that the radiation fields (photons), which are 

always transversal, may be described using the vector potential alone. 

The electric fields due to the scalar potential are the "static" fields 

associated with the electron charges. The scalar potential is therefore 

given by: 

~(~) = 

The potential energy due to this scalar potential is 

v - f (C 'C. ) ~ (!:I J • .' r - .L 2 i.e ~( C.j) - - '2. . ) J 

~~ 
~ c· e"' - J.. ) 

e1"'(3.Z4) -
J.<j I r.t-Y'·l ,... --'J 

This is just the well known Coulomb potential of atomic and molecular 
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quantum mechanics, and is the second term in our Hamiltonian (eqn (3.13)) 

for the combined molecule/photon system. We may write the Hamiltonian as 

a sum of three terms: 

where J.4 M is the pure molecular energy, 

+ 22. 
1< . 

. ) 

HEM is the pure photon field energy, 

and H ,;,t is the interaction energy between the photons and the molecule, 

H,i1f- = 2 
L 

+ 

The interaction Hamiltonian l-/ rtt ~ depends only on the vector potential 

and not on the scalar potential, due to the choice of the Coulomb 

,. 
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guage. Up to now we have been treating the system as if the electrons 

and nuclei had no spin associated with them. Spin arises naturally only 

in a relativistic'treatment of the particles, so to include the effects 

of spin we must add another term to the interaction Hamiltonian at this 

point: 

where jJ. is the spin g-factor of the lth particle and ~,.t is the spin 

angular momentum of the lth particle. The third term in eqn (3.29) is 

the energy of interaction between the magnetic field of the photons ( 8 = -
\1 To A ) and the spin magnetic moments of the electrons and nuclei ("" = - -:,_ e~.t s ) . 

~M..t. -J. 
Now that the form of the Hamiltonian has been established our next 

task is to obtain the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian operator. This is 

straightforward for the parts of the Hamiltonian that describe the 

particles; we just let the coordinates !: J. and momenta t .t become the 

corresponding operators. The field operators A .; .~ ...-, and 6 require 
;-. ,V I -

more work however. First note that because of eqns (3.7) and (3.22) we 

need only deal with the vector potential, ~ • This vector potential is -
therefcire the operator that will contain all the information on the 

nature of the quantized photon field. We begin by expanding A in a -
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Fourier series: 

A-..,... 

Since v. A = 0. we must have e Ill L k = 0 for all k . IJ( • The vectors - -"'.-. - .... A M 

! 1 k , t 2. f,c. , and !:: may be chosen to form an orthogonal set of unit .. -
vectors. Then equation (3 .30) may be interpreted as a superposition of 

transversal "photons". The direction and wavelength of 

each photon 
(J 

plane waves or 

is given by k , - and the polarization and amplitude are given 

by A = -
As the first step toward quantizing the vector potential, we 

introduce the idea of a photon state. Each photon in a photon state is 

concieved of as a completely delocalized photon wave or photon mode 

filling up all parts of space. The allowed modes are labelled by their 
A 

polarization, f!olc, , direction of propagation, ~ , and frequency, LAl • A -given photon state may be composed of a single photon or may contain many 

photons. Formally, we denote the photon states by a ket 

'-~" 2. .... 

where each number 11 k .ler1 is the number of photons having wavevector ~ ~ 
A _, 

and polarization EL I 1 . So far this is just notation. To concretely _ ....... 
.... , 

define what we mean by these photon states we must now decide how the 

vector potential A operates on \ 11 k 1 - ' ... ' There are no a 

.. 
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priori rules for how this should be done, and we simply put forth a 

* postulate: The quantum mechanical vector potential operator is obtained 

from the classical vector potential, eqn (3.30), by the replacement 

-
where c..J "" e. I " ( - t 

' and ct~c..c. and a,u(. are operators such that -

atotl ~" 1, - _, ... n"D( ... , n~c 2 ) 
) ~ J ....... 

There are ways to motivate these choices. For example, in classical 
mechanics the coefficients C k ,it. can .be considered canonical variables 

whose Poisson brackets correspond to the commutators in eqn (3.32). 
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nk.l > ... ,rt~.tl) . .. .,., 

and 

J nk"'- \ Ylk 1, ·· ·, n~l(.-l' · · ·1 ~k "l. f 
,. .... , - -" 

+ The operators Q ic,t(, and lllc.~ act like the ladder operators in the theory - -of the quantum harmonic oscillator. Indeed, it can be shown that the 

classical electromagnetic Hamiltonian J..l£ M can be put into a form which 

is identical with the Hamiltonian of a large number of independent 

harmonic oscillators. 

--

To evaluate eqn (3o34) we need to find 'l/j/?t For a pure photon 

field (no charges or currents present) the classical vector potential 
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obeys the wave equation 

0 -
(Jackson, p220). This equation is satisfied by eqn (3.30) if we choose 

Using this time dependence for J\ , we find -

where 

• ~ "-.) 'Z. 7+ p = -c. c. - c.. k~ ~tr c.~ ( "1(. ka: ) - - -
and 

-
J I . lf-

1"1 = -2. < ck 41{ + c,_,.,) uc 1c. ~<. ~n c _ r::" -
In eqn (3 .34) the quantities P~c,l(. and Qlr.t( play the role of the canonical 

,. --
variables of an harmonic oscillator, and the classical Hamiltonian 
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* becomes the quantized Hamiltonian operator by eliminating CM and C k I( - -in eqn (3.35) using eqn (3.31). We are implicitely working in the 
.,.. 

a j&G(. are not time dependent even ... + In terms of the alc.ot.,and ~Jc.D(. 
Ao -

Schrodinger picture here, so Qk.l( and ,. 
though the classical eke( and c:tl.. are. - ;.. 

operators the quantum Hamiltonian is 

"" i-
where N ~I(,= a~ll a~l(· Equations (3.26)' (3.27)' and (3.29)' together 

with eqns (3.31), (3.33), and (3.29) complete the specification of the 

Hamiltonian for the combined molecule/photon system. In the following we 

show how the scattering amplitude AFI = ( F ( ~ ( t_.cP)) is obtained 

.. 
using this Hamiltonian and the Schrodinger equation. 

With the choices for the operators and photon states made above the 

states Ink I, ... , ~k '!)are eigenvectors of"Hefl'\= .,... _,. 

HEM I Y1 k I I • • • ) Ylk 1.) 
_, .,.H 

--

--

J ••• , n~N1.) 

~qn ( 3.~-r) 

We may therefore form a basis se·t ror the Hilbert space of· the combined 

,.. 
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molecule/photon system from kets of the form 

l N > = l h >l r > 
where I ., ) is a molecular state which is an eigenvector of the pure 

molecular Hamiltonian, 11M ' and I r > is a photon state of the sort 

described above, an eigenvector of the pure photon Hamiltonian, HeM . 

Any state of the combined system may be written as a superposition of the 

IN) states: 

I \l'(t}) - 2 2 Chylt) I., /1 y) 
1'\ Y' 

~ c~ 1 N > 
N 

where the sum over N actually represents a multiple sum over all the 

quantum numbers describing the eigenstates of the molecular and photon 

parts of the system. In the total Hamiltonian (3.25) the pure molecule 

Hamiltinian HM acts only on the l ~) states and the pure photon 

Hamiltonian HeM acts only on the IY) states, but the interaction 

Hamiltonian H ;.,+ acts on both molecule and photon states. If the total 

Hamiltonian did not have the interaction term the eigenstates of the 

molecule/photon system would be the I N ) states. The presence of H ,·"t 

causes the photon and molecule parts of the system to mix, and the result 

is in general a form like eqn (3.39). 

To find the scattering amplitude A Fr , we use time-dependent 

perturbation theoryo The Schrodinger equation for our system is: 



(H M T H;.,t t 1-1 E •• JI f'!tJ > = d;? I !t'> 
~q..,(3.4-0) 
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where all three terms H M , It 1 ~t, and UeM are time independent since we 

are working in the Schrodinger picture. We want to solve this equation 

for the quantity ( F l ~ ( t J ) where l F) is the final state of the 

system J ~ J ~ )I-F ) (scattered photon and final molecular state) and 

where J ~ ( t) ) is subject to the boundary condition that as t goes to 

infinity, I i' (- t)) ---J I I ) where / I ) is the initial state of 

the system, I ~O 1 ic))l i. ) . (incident photon and initial molecular 

state) • 

Equation (3.40) may be simplified by means of partial picture 

transformations. Suppose we let J 'i'l t}) have the form 

... -u e-i HeM -t;t; l w ~ ~ ~ > l "X £-t) ) : J: \. v I 

where HIM is the electromagnetic Hamiltonian operator, and 

is in effect a time developement operator for the tim~ dependence due to 

the pure electromagnetic Hamiltonian alone. We also define new operators 
1 I I 

H M , H ~~and J.t 1;.,t according to 
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where 

I I 
Since H~ and 1-\ SMcommute with HEM; H-M = HM and H~= HEft\. Notice 

however that H,~-t ( -f: ) is time dependent, that is, H1"~ is no longer 

an operator in the Schrodinger picture, but is in a picture half way 

between the Schrodinger picture and the Heisente rg picture. With these 

definitions equation (3.40) becomes 
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Multiplying on both sides by u:,.. { t) we obtain 

Equation (3.43) is a new Schrodinger equation, equivalent in every way to 

eqn (3 .40), but simplified in that there is no HEM ter~"~ in the 

Hamiltonian. The price paid for this simplification is that 
I 

now ~ci,r(t) istimedependent. 

We may now perform a second transformation to eliminate~~· Let 

I f' ( t ) ) = u M ( t ) 1 '£ ''l t ) ) 
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where 

Then, by the same process as before 

H :+ c t l I '£ ''c t J 'I 
- ·J,. ?-/':P"ltJ) 
- ' lfl t """) . 

In equation (3.45) only the interaction Hamiltonian is shown 

explicitly. The time dependence due to HJII\ and H1 ,_. is now buried in 

H I~~J.. 't) and ( :Jj '''t) ) • ~ l J: ~ From eqns (3.41), (3.42), and (3.44): 
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where 

We may solve eqn (3.45) formally by the use of yet another time 

development operator: 

It can be verified ·by direct substitution that I '!' ''( tJ ) in eqn 

(3 .4 7) satisfies eqn (3 .45). We now use our requirement that I f ( -aJ)) 

= I I) . From (3 .46) we see that 

Since II ) is an eigenvector of both HM and HiM the effect of the 

. E +/~ 
operators u M and u.~ is to multiply I r) by a phase factor e' I 

The scattering amplitude is therefore 
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where 

I F '') 

The global phase factor multiplying A FJ. has no 
-z. 

physical significance (since we are interested only in P,.'t = I A,'t \ ) , 
and we may ignore it. In the limit of large times, 

So far this has been nothing but a formal manipulation. The advantage to 
. ,, 

the final form we have arrived at is that if H,·-+ ( t) is a "small" 

perturbation, we may expand the exponential in eqn ( 3 .49) and obtain a 
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workable approximate expression for AFI: 

1 f(JI II l I 

( i1) ft .~t l t ) J t 
_,. 

. II 

- ( F I 1: ) + ( ;1,; ) J < F I H .: lt 'll I ) d t I _, 
(/1 t I 

+(:ttf ) (FI 
it 1 It I It 

H ,·"t l t 1 HI ~t { t ) ( I ) d t d t + . . . 
-IP - (/J e 1 ., ( 3. 5o) 

The matrix elements in eqn (3.50) can be simplified by using the ,, 
definition of r{;~~ l~). First, it can be shown that the effect of the 

transformation 

I 

H.-,.t c t) = u~~ j4. + ve (t) 
··~ . ., ""' 

is just to make the photon creation and destruction operators ak.l(. and 

a:lltime dependent: . ..... 

-
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where a k " ( 0) 
- t a4cA. and '\-.. • 

and 0.~ ( 0 J act on the photon states exactly as did 

' ,._d.. 
H 1t,t (t) is therefore given by eqn (3.29) with ~ 

,._ A. 

given by eqn (3.30), 

H .~+, ( i ) is then 
If\ 

which gives 

but with the time dependent a~c.-:s given by (3.51). -

< F I H ~-~t I I ) = 

--

2 ; ( E t - E i H: f t; (. ~ 1 1-1 ;. ~+ ( t ' > t I ) 

e 1., ( 3. 52.) 

and 
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, ,, 
2 ( ~ I 14 ,;.,+ ( t,} I N X J\1 \ H ··.rt { i ,, ) I 1: ) -
N 

L_ e t; ( Et- 1:11 H ft. e i (E"- E i H '/-~; 
N 

In arriving at eqn (3.52) we have used the fact that the J N) states 

are a complete set: 

2_1NXNI = 
N 

With expressions (3.52) and (3.53), the scattering amplitude becomes 

A Fl: ~ r F:t + 

. 
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I I It ' If )( < F I 1-\ ·~+ l t I} ( N X N 1 H ;"+ ( i ) I I > d f c{ t 

.e,., (3.54) 

The probability amplitude in eqn (3.54) is now in the form of a sum 

of contributions of decreasing magnitude: 

AFr-= 
A<, 

F't. 
..,_ A Cz.l + ... 

Ft 

e'f~t ( 3.5'6') 

The next step is to substitute eqn (3.29) for the interaction Hamiltonian 

into eqn (3.54). 

further simplified 

and Q t .J in A on 
..,..~~~.. -

The expression for the scattering amplitude can then be 

by acting the creation and destruction operators ~ k (!(, 

the photon parts of I F) , l r ) , and I N) . -When 

this is done the roles that the various contributions play in the 

A Co] 
scattering may be understood in terms of microscopic processes: Fl: = 

lr:-1 is the amplitude for the case when no interaction occurs between the 

atom and the photon. This term vanishes for scattering at angles away 

( l ,.. ) ~. [ ~ ) ) . A F~ 1 
from the incident beam ~ ~ • • is the amplitude for 

the simultaneous absorption and re-emmission of the incident photon 

(elastic Thompson scattering) and arises from 

the ( ~1 e Y 2M..t C.z.) ~ ~( ~J t ) terms of the interaction 
('L") 

Hamiltonian. A~l: is the amplitude when the absorbtion and emmission 

of the photon take place at two different times (either elastic or 
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inelastic scattering) and arises from the ( %.;. e;wtJ. (_) 1 ( ~~ t) · . .J2.J. 
and ( :C.t e 9..t/2m_t C) £).• \) )( ~ ( ~J f) terms. S Other higher-

order contributions can arise from various combinations of these two 

processes and collectively amount to a quantum mechanical description of 

multiple scattering and multiple photon effects. In these calculations 

we will concern ourselves solely with single photon, single scattering 

A c n A C1.1 
effects and will therefore consider only F~ and F:t in equation 

(3.55). 

These amplitudes are given by: 



lOS 

i. 91 k. x SJ.) ( t > 
~ ,..,o -

+ 

with w~~ E-'/t., c.un~ E"/ii ,c..J;_· E'ft. , wta, = CE,.-E,)/ii 
etc., and where I h) is an eigenstate of the atomic Hamiltonian, 1-\-M, 

A A 

with eigenvalue E" , and E- , E A , c.N , w'(), k , "o are the polarizations, .,., """"" - ,., 
angular frequencies, and wavevectors of the scattered and initial photons 

respectively. V is a normalization volume. The total scattering 

amplitude can be written conveniently as a product of the incident and 

final polarization vectors with a matrix 

(l) (2.) 
A F:t.:. A F% +- A p~ ::. 
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( -:i...) (-tn)j( w..(. +w-Wi-W0 ) E~1T· i- e1tt(3.57) 
2-V - - - -o 

with n given by: -

( 
I ) < _ ~ e -i k • r ~· ) 0 

h 1 2 _:L e - -t ( o - ' 1 k.,. s l ' ) 
c,.Jt\f +wo 1. ttr.,t -+- J.. - ,..g. 

where ~ k = k -k D • The terms ~ k 1(. S 1 and 
AI ,_ ,._ '2, ,._ N ~ 
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. 
~'-
'2. ~0 )( ~J. describe a scattering process due to the 

interaction of the spin of the particles and the magnetic fields of the 

7-9 incoming photon. Although these terms can give rise to differential 

scattering of circularly polarized light, we will not explicitly discuss 

these processes here. 

The Tf matrix is not a tensor of well defined rank under rotations -of the scattering system. However, if the exponentials in eqn (3.58) are 

expanded in power series, it is possible to write the TT matrix as a sum -
of rotational tensors of all ranks (hyper-polarizabilities) tensorially 

.contracted with powers of J<. and k
0• The 1f matrix has been defined so - - -that the leading term is the familiar electric polarizability tensor. 

This can be obtained by setting: 

-~ k... r • e - -J- z\ 

and choosing ) f) = 1 i ~ . This approximation is valid whenever the 

volume where the charge density of the system is located is much smaller 

than the wavelength of light. Then we can write: 

-- 2.. -1\ 2( 
" 

x(w,.,Re.l<tl~\~)(hl~li)~ + 
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B. CIDS 

If the volume from which the scattered light is collected is small 
.. 

compared to the distance, r, between the volume and the detector (that 

is, if the scattering volume can be approximated as a single point) then 

the differential scattering cross section d r/ c::t.ll.. is related to the 

intensity by 

I -r· 
D 

where JC0 is the intensity of the incident beam and 1l is the solid angle 

intercepted by the light sensitive detector used to make the intensity 

measurement. If the incident intensities for right and left circularly 

polarized light are equal, then the CIDS is given by 

d (f"L. "-~ 
~..(L -

A - ~11.. e~l1 (3."o) -
J..r;.. J.cfA. + - -cilL d.(L 

The differential cross section is given in terms of P FX by: 5 

cltr -dJt 
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where Io = ('/v) -t.. wo is the intensity of the incident beam. 

Substituting PF't = I Ar:%.ll. · into eqn (3.61) and performing the 

integral, we obtain: 

d 6',_ A. 
I 

diL 

~I e ~ 1T( w=w,·+w0 -w,. )· E '- ~ 12. 
- - .... AI I 

where are the polarization vectors for left (L) and right (R) 

circularly polarized light. This expression assumes that the incident 

light is travelling in a single direction, given by ~D. Suppose now 

that the light source is a continuous beam of photons which is collimated 

so that all photons are travelling along. ~O, but which may not be 

monochromatic. Then the scattering cross sections are given by: 

J~,R 
Gt.Jt 
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where Iw0 /I 0 
is the fraction of the incident intensity which has 

angular frequency UJ0 • Substituting equation (3.63) in equation (3.60) 

we obtain for the CIDS: 

where W+i ,.. £..u +- W c.' • From now on it will be unders toad that "[ is to 
. ""* .... 1. .... • ... \% 

be evaluated at w - ~- w+-i . The quantities\!.·'!!·~'"\ ±I! · T! · E-"' 

can be simplified somewhat: 

1
... .. '1. ... ,. .. 2. 
s ·n-~ I -I e- ·Tf·E- l .:. 
... - ,.&, - - -"" 



.. 

ill 

. t ..... .... )f ... 

- ' ( TT x TT) k0" e 41(. ~6 - .- «.pY 1 l-

""' 
, and ~ 0 is a unit vector 

along the direction of propagation of the incident light. Similarly: 

""* E- • -

Substituting equation (3.66) in equation (3.64), the expression becomes: 
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Equation (3.67) is our most general expression for the CIDS ratio. It is 

valid whenever: 1) there is no llDJltiple scattering, 2) the response of 

the system is linear in the electric and magnetic fields (no multiple 

photon effects are taken into account), 3) the incident beam is made up 

of photons which are all travelling parallel to one another along the 

- ""' 
direction given by !:o , 4) the observation is made at long times after 

the scattering event, 5) the incident beam is perfectly polarized, and 6) 

the scattering volume is effectively a single point. 

Equation ( 3.6 7) gives the. CIDS ratio for a specific polarization 

state of the scattered photons. To obtain the CIDS ratio in the case in 

which the. final state of the scattered photons is not measured, we must 

average this expression over all final polarizations. Performing the 
.1' IC"' 

average of equation (3.67) amounts to averaging the dyadic E e , which ,.. -
appears in both the numerator and the denominator: 

Also, in most experimental situations the incident beam is approximately 

monochromatic. Under these conditions: 

• 
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In the next section, we will give expressions appropriate for the 

eros of a polymer or aggregate scatterer, but before proceeding to this 
.. 

special case, it should be mentioned that the expressions derived above 

are valid for the eros of an oriented system, and do not describe the 

differential scattering of rotationally disordered systems. To be 

applica~le to disordered systems, our results would have to be 

rotationally averaged. Although this averaging can be performed in 

principle, the process in very involved and the final expressions would 

probably be too complicated to be useful. 

C. CIOS of a Collection of Independent Systems 

The application of equation (3.67) directly to a large polymer or 

aggregate is not practical, but it is often possible to approximate the 

scattering of a large object as the scattering of a collection of 

independent scatterers.10- 11The expressions presented in this section are 

essentially generalizations of earlier results (chapter 1) to allow for 

situations where the individual scatterers do not behave as point 

polarizabilities. 

Let us consider a scatterer made up of N non-interacting scattering 

groups described by N Hamiltonians H1, H2 , ••• , HN having eigenvectors 

I n,) , l t11) , ... , l rflf ) • It can be shown that the total scattering 

amplitude for the combined system is the sum of the scattering amplitudes 

for each of the individual systems: 
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I 

It is usetul to define here an effective scattering amplitude AFr such 

Jr I ' (2. 
that tJ.. ..[L_ = A F~ · : 

I 

( A Fr) L ~ -
I ( )~/2. ;_ '! TT . ;_ - W -Wr· ~ I;;" 

4 rrc. 2. o .,., - "'- -L,~ 
J 

In the case considered here 

e'f"' (3.11) 

I 
Our task is therefore to find the quantities Tf' . The calculation can -... 
be carried out in a straightforward manner by making use of the general 

definition of the fT matirx with the substitutions 

I f N >, l n >- \ ~ I }t n & '> . . . l n "~, and 

... I iff > . Care IIIlSt be taken however, since 

I ~ ) = l f I }l +~ ) 
l ( >= l i I )l l 1 f 

the TT matrix is not -
independent of the origin of coordinates. Imagine one of the scattering 

groups located at a position ro relative to a "global" coordinate frame 
;v 

(see figure 3.1). Suppose we know the 1f matrix in a local coordinate -
frame centered on the 
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Figure 3.1 A local coordinate frame relative to the global 

coordinate frame. The axes of both frames are assumed to be parallel. 
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group. Then it is not difficult to show that the 1T matrix in the local 

frame is related to the rr matrix in the global frame by a phase factor: -
-~ ~k ·~ TT e - -o 

_ I ou.l ~,. .. "' e 

where ~-O is the vector which points from the origin of the global frame 

to the origin of the local frame, and ~~ = ~ - ~0 as before. The 

phase factor appearing in equation (3.72) is responsible for keeping 

track of the relative positions of the scattering groups in space. With 

this transformation rule, the TT - matrix for a composite system of N 

independent scatterers may be computed (see appendix 3A): 

TT• ---· ,. 

with 

rr' 
-r 

-- _,·~k ._r ... _} (r) e - ... .. 
FI 

and where 
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and TI I" is the 1! matrix (computed according to ( 3 .58)) for the rth 

scattering group alone in the rth local frame. The eros is then 

r ,,., r tr' J -i A k · ( r - r , ) ~ i c) _ -or -or 
~ Ft. F~ .e e'i~ ( 3. 74) 

Equation (3.74) is the general result, but there are two qualitatively 

different special cases, the inelastic case (where the the atom changes 

state during the scattering process and the final atomic state I f ') 
is not the same as the initial state / ,· ) ) , and the elastic case 

(where I f. ) is the. same as l i ) ) . For the inelastic case 

• 
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where 

" 

and 

In the elastic case 
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The most common inelastic scattering process in Raman scattering, 

where the molecular system changes vibrational levels during the course 

of scattering. As is well known, the scattered light has a different 

wave length than the incident light in Raman scattering: the change in 

the molecular energy levels allows .energy to be transferred from the 

light beam to the molecule and vice-versa. Classically this same 

phenomonon occ~r~ if the scattering system is time dependent, that is, if 

the system has internal vibration or some other time-varying property 

that causes it to respond to the incident light with frequencies of 

oscillation other than the frequency of the incident light. 

Raman scattering is not the only kind of inelastic scattering 

process. Any scattering process in which the final molecular state I~) 

is not the same as the initial state I i ) (even though I .f ) and 

I i ) may have the same energy) is termed an inelastic process. The 

distinguishing feature of inelastic scattering is that it is incoherent, 

i.e., light scattered by one part of the system does not interfere with 

light scattered by another part. In equation (3.75) the intensity 

scattered by the collection of independent groups is the sum of 

intensities scattered by each individual group. No interference cross 
r ( r) 

terms survive, due to the 4pr factors in eqn (3.74). In appendix 3A 

we give a breif quantum mechanical explaination for this phenomonon. The 

incoherence of inelestic scattering means that the angular dependence of 

the scattered intensity does not carry any information on the spatial 
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relationship between groups. In inelastic scattering experiments the 

interesting quantity is the frequency spectrum of the scattered light, 

which carries information on the dynamic properties of the subunits, 

rather than the angular intensity variations. The information contained 

in Raman eros data should be similar to the information in infared 

circular dichroism spectroscopy. For more information on Raman eros 

(sometimes called Raman optical activity, "ROA") see references 2 and 12. 

In the elastic scattering process the initial and final molecular 

states are identical, and the frequencies of the incident and scattered 

light DllSt be the same. In this case there is no information in the 

frequency spectrum of the scattered light, but now the scattering is 

coherent, and there is structural information in the angular dependence 

of the scattered intensity. The effects of interference between light 

waves 

cross 

scattered from various parts of the system is contained in the 

terms proportional to (!!,.x1J:,) ( r-~ 'r'
1 

) in equation (3.76). 

In fact, eqn (3.76) has exactly the same form·as eqn (1.31) for the eros 

of a system of classical electric polarizabilities. The !frmatrices are 

capable of describing the scattering by a molecule of any size or shape 

(or groups with magnetic polarizabilities), unlike the electric 

polarizabilities, which can describe only point groups. 

D. Discussion 

The expressions presented here are valid for all wavelengths of the 

incident light, for arbitrary geometry and size of the scattering 

molecules, for molecules which have both electric and magnetic 

properties, and for both elastic and inelastic scattering processes. The 
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expressions can also describe the anomalous CIDS effect caused by 

scattering at wavelengths within the absorption bands of the system. 13 

The chief shortcoming is that the effects of multiple scattering and 

induced coupling between parts of the system are not taken into 

account. This means, for example, that no CIDS is predicted for systems 

composed entirely of isotropic groups, in contrast to the theory of 

chapter 2 where multiple scattering and induced couplings are taken into 

account. 
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Appendix 3A 

To illustrate the derivation of equation (3.73), we consider a 

scattering system composed of two non-interacting groups. Here we have 

neglected all terms dealing with spin angular momentum for convenience. 

For such a system the states I + ) , l rl ) , and f i ) appearing in the 

definition of the'!! matrix are I+ > ~ I .f.,)( +l.) . I~) = I Yl, >t '\) 
I n, )l ~1 ) • and l i) ~ l i, )I ,·1 I with eigenvalues of w+ = 

Wr + Wr , W" .. w,. + VJM , and W· = W · + W · Substituting -rr ..-, • ~ ' "• "2. • 
into equation (3.58) we obtain 

__ ..L 
vw (JJ' 1; 

,.( +,1<+.1 ( !• ( ~) +I. ( U)l VI, )ln.)] 
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where 0 IJ"L , I 1,~ ( ~ ) and I I,~ ( ~ 0 ) are operators acting on the 

wavevectors of systems 1 and 2 respectively: 

T, 1.(k:} 
,.,1 ,., 

= 2 
pa,.tt Cle, 

ciJ e i k · ~ 
4 e -o -J. 
~.L .?J. 

rf sy st~~ 11 1. 

Using the orthogonality of the wavevectors and after some manipulation, 

equation (3A.l) becomes: 

-t Jww. i ~ [L,.,:,- ""• )<+,IT,,.(~ ljll, X "•I J. (~.) li,) 
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The last four "cross terms" cancel each other. Transforming the 

integrals in equation (3A.3) into their local coordinate frames gives the 

desired result: 

TT -
The form of equation (3A.4) helps to illustrate the origin of the 

coherent nature of Rayleigh (elastic) scattering as opposed .to the 

incoherent nature of Raman (inelastic) scattering. In the Rayleigh 

process the iniUal and final states of both atoms are identical, and the 

kronecker delta's in equation (3A.4) are both unity. The scattering 

amplitude (computed according to equation (3.57)) will therefore contain 

two terms, which will lead to interference cross terms when the amplitude 

is squared. 

On the other hand,. in the Raman case the initial and final states of 

one of the two atoms (the atom that the photon actually scatters from) 

will be different, and only one term in the sum on the right hand side of 

equation (3A.4) survives. In this case, no interference terms are 

obtained in the squared amplitude. 

This difference is the result of the laws for calculating 

probabilities in quantum mechanics. In the Rayleigh case it is not 

possible to decide which atom has done the actual· scattering of the 

.. photon, since no state change has taken place in the process. The 

probability that the scattering event has occurred is therefore the 

square of the sum of the probability amplitudes for scattering from each 
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individual atom. In the Raman case on the other hand, the atom that 

scatters the photon is "tagged" by the change of state it undergoes in 

the scattering process, i.e., it is possible to decide which of the two 

atoms scattered the photon. In this case the probability that the 

scattering event has occured is obtained by summing the squares of the 

probability amplitudes • 

.. 
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Chapte.r 4 CIDS Model Computations 

In order to get a fuller picture of the CIDS behavior predicted by 

our earlier work, we will present here the results of detailed CIDS 

calculations for particular model geometries. First we consider a linear 

array of polarizable point groups whose polarizability axes twist as one 

proceeds down the axis of the array. This geometry can be considered a 

model for the CIDS of a cholesteric liquid crystal. The calculated CIDS 

expression for this model has a simple analytical form that shows various 

properties of the CIDS patterns clearly. We then consider a more general 

helical array which allows us to investigate questions that cannot be 

addressed by the first model. Finally, we consider the case where the 

eros of an arbitrary helix has been averaged over all orientations of the 

scatterer. This case may be considered a model for the eros of a helical 

chromosome in solution. Recently McClain et a1. 1 have made some similar 

model calculations for rotationally averaged systems of point 

polarizabilities, but which do not include interaction between groups. 

The computations presented in this chapter were done using the 

FORTRAN programs RIBLIN2 (twisted ladder model), RIBBON (liquid crystal 

model), ClDSC (oriented general helices), and CIDSAVE (rotationally 

averaged general helices), which appear in appendix D. 

A. Twisted Ladder 

Consider the array shown in fig 4.la. In ·this structure the 

scattering points have been arranged on a line parallel to the z axis, 

and the principal axes of the polarizabilities of the groups are arranged 
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Figure 4.1 Geometries used in the CIDS calculations: a) the twisted 

ladder geometry, and b) a general helical geometry. In a) the rods 

represent uniaxial point polarizable groups with polarizable axes 

parallel to the rods. In b) the ellipsoids represent point polarizable 

groups with anisotropic polarizabilities. 
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in a spiral fashion. For the nth group of this system the polarizability 

is: 

a • at t 
n n n 

eqn (4.1) 

with 

(
2wnAz)A (2wn~z)A 

tn • cos p s + sin --p- y 

eqn (4.2) 

where a is the magnitude of the polarizability, P is the pitch of the 

helix, and t:.z. is the spacing between groups along the helix axis. We 

have taken the polarizabilities to be uniaxial with identical magnitudes 

for all groups. For simplicity all the end effects in this model have 

been neglected. That is, we have ignored the fact that a group near the 

ends of a helix experiences a somewhat different interaction with its 

neighbors than one near the middle. This can be done if the helix is 

very long compared to the distance over which groups interact 

significantly. Notice also that the direction of the incident light is 

parallel to the helix axis. With these choices, eqns (1.23) and (2.10) 

may be used to find the scattered intensities for right and left 

circularly polarized light. After considerable algebra we obtain: 
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eqn (4.3) 

.... eqn (4.4) 

where 

c "' 

and 

eqn (4.5) 

eqn (4.6) 

where N is the number of scattering groups in the system, ). is the 

wavelength of the incident light, and the upper (lower) sign refers to 

BL (BR) • The interaction fac:tors SL and SR are 

... 
2 M i 

5 ,. 1 + 4'1fk a I [ ( 1 + --'"---
L,R . , t•-M ~zl tj 
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x ei(2wAz1/l ± 2wAz1/P)cos( 2wAz!/P)] 

eqn (4.7) 

where jtjindicates the absolute value of the index 1, M is the number of 

neighboring groups which interact significantly with any given group, and 

as before the upper (lower) sign refers to SL (SR) • The second Born 

approximation adopted in these calculations is valid only if SL and SR 

are not too different from unity (less than 1.1). In eqns (4.3) and 

(4 .4) the effect of interactions is contained entirely in the factors 

jsLj
2 

and jsRj
2 

, while only. A and BL,R depend on the scattering 

I 1
2 (o) 

angles. The overall form of eqns (4.3) and (4.4) is sL,R IL,R where 

I(o) is the scattered intensity for left and right circularly polarized L,R 

incident light in the absence of interactions between groups. This 

result is due to our neglect of end effects and the fact that the 

direction of the incident light is perpendicular to all of the 

polarizabilities in the system. 

Figure 4.2 shows the behavior of the CIDS as a function of the polar 

angle, 9 , for the twisted ladder model for various ratios of pitch to 

wavelength. In fig 4.2 the effect of interactions has been completely 

supressed. The azi1111thal angle, f , has been chosen to be 45° to give 

the simplest patterns. All the patterns in fig 4.2 have been calculated 

for one turn of a right handed helix containing 50 groups evenly spaced 

along the z axis. 

When the pitch equals the wavelength of the incident light the 

CIDS pattern shows a large backward lobe. This lobe has a maximum value 

of CIDS • -1, indicating that one of the circular polarizations is being 
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Figure 4.2 CIDS vs. polar angle for the twisted ladder geometry for 

different ratios of pitch to wavelength: a) P/). • 1/2 , b) P/). = 1 , 

c) P/). • 2 , d) P/). • 5 , and e) P/). '"' 10 • In these calculations the 

groups that make up the system are not allowed to interact. For these 

calculations N • SO, P • 100 nm, and 6z =- 2 nm. Notice that for P/). ) 1 

the CIDS always reaches a value of -1. Also, the angle at which the CIDS 

is a maximum moves toward the forward direction with increasing P/). • 
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reflected by the chiral structure while the other is completely 

transmitted. The polarization of light being reflected is that which 

matches the handedness of the scatterer. In this way the lobe is 

negative for right-handed scatterers and positive for their mirror 

images. The reflection of like-handed waves by chiral objects is a 

common feature in eros patterns in general, and has been observed 

experimentally in the light scattered by cholesteric liquid crystals, and 

also found theoretically in macroscopic models of the optical properties 

of liquid crystals (Chandrasekhar2, pp202-221). At wavelengths longer 

than the pitch the eros dgnals diminish rapidly as P/"A becomes 

smaller. At wavelengths shorter than the pitch the eros remains large, 

and the lobe of maximum eros moves forward with increasing P/"A • 

Figure 4.3 shows the eros patterns for which the interactions have 

been included. For this geometry and direction of incidence the effect 

of interactions is very simple. Using eqns (4.3) and (4.4) we obtain: 

A • 
jsLj2r~o) - jsRj2rio) 

jsLj2rL(o) + jsRj2rio) 

jsLj2 - jsRI2 r;.o) - I(o) 
+ R • 

jsLj2 + jsRj2 r;.o) + I(o) 
R 

eqn (4.8) 

The last expression on the right in eqn (4.8) holds only when 

(jsLj2- jsRj2)/(jsLj2 + jsRj2) and (~o) - ~o))/(~o) +rio)) are both 

small. Since SL and SR do not vary with angle, eqn (4.8) tells us that 

within the approximations noted above the effect of interactions is 
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Figure 4.3 CIDS vs. polar angle for the twisted ladder geometry for 

the case where the groups are allowed to interact. For this calculation 

N•SO, P • 100 nm, ~ • 2. nm, and 3 a • 1 nm o The primary difference 

between this CIDS pattern and the one in figure 4 .2c is the presence of 

CIDS at 0° e 
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merely to add a baseline shift wherever the CIDS is small. In 

Particular, the CIDS without interactions (I(o) - I(o))/(I(o) + I{o)) 
L R L R 

must be zero in the forward direction ( e - 0 ), so the quantity 

(js1j2 - jsRj 2 )/(js1j2 + jsRj 2
) is responsible for the CIDS in the 

forward direction. 

B. Liquid Crystals 

It was suggested earlier that the twisted ladder geometry might make 

an approximate model for the CIDS of a cholesteric liquid crystal. In 

figure 4.4 the liquid cyrstal is considered to be _an infinite array of 

twisted ladders side by side with each other. This model for the 

structure of a cholesteric liquid crystal is similar to models used in 

earlier calculations on the optical properties of cholesteric liquid 

crystals (Chandrasekhar, p202-221). The CIDS pattern depends on only one 

unit cell of this array, so the CIDS of one turn of one twisted ladder is 

the CIDS for the cholesteric liquid crystal. In computing the CIDS for a 

cholesteric liquid crystal we have used a continuous twisted ladder of 

scatterers rather than the discrete twisted ladder described above. To 

do this we used eqn (2.11) for the electric field rather than eqn (2.10), 

and used polarizability density 

a(r) • a6(x)o(y)t(z)t(z) 

eqn (4.9) 

where 
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Figure 4.4 An infinite array of side-by-side twisted ladders as a 

model for the structure of a cholesteric liquid crystal. The small rods 

represent long, rod-like liquid crystal molecules. The direction pointed 

by the molecules in each plane twists in a right handed helical 

fashion. The unit cell of such an array is one turn of the twisted 

ladder geometry shown in figure 4.1, where the uniaxial point 

polarizabilities represent liquid crystal molecules • 

.. 
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A A 

t(z) = cos(2wz/P)x + sin(2wz/P)y 

eqn (4 .10) 

and a is a linear polarizability density. Also, we allowed the 

scattering groups to interact with the groups on neighboring twisted 

ladders as well as with other groups on the same twisted ladder. The 

result is identical in form to eqns (4 .3) and (4 .4) with the quantities 

A, ~· BR, s1 , and SR given by: 

and 

1rP/>.)(co.s8 - ljl_ 
cose - 1) + 41r/P' 

eqn (4 .. 11) 

eqn (4.12) 

eqn (4 .13) 

where P is the number of twisted ladders per unit cross sectional area in 

the liquid crystal. As before, the second Born approximation is valid 
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only for cases where s1 and SR are close to unity. The 

quantities s
1 

and SR were computed using some of the special properties 

of the tensor Green's function listed in appendix B. The reader 

interested in these details should contact the author. 

To measure the CIDS of a cholesteric liquid crystal, the liquid 

crystal material is placed between two quartz plates with a 10 micron 

spacer ring between them. The quartz plates insure that the liquid 

crystal forms a monodomain that can be described approximately by the 

model in figure 4.4. The incident light is passed through the sample at 

90° to the. plates (that is, along the helical axis of the liquid 

crystal), and the scattered light is collected at various angles to the 

incident beam. However, at angles greater than about 35° from the 

forward direction or less than about 145° (35° from the backward 

direction), the scattered light does ~ot pass cleanly through the quartz 

plates, but is mostly reflected at the air-quartz interface. Also, even 

at scattering angles less than 35° or greater than 145° the air-quartz 

interface tends to selectively transmit or reflect the scattered light 

depending on its polarization, and this can introduce artifacts into the 

CIDS signals. 

The experimental data is shown in figure 4.5 a-d. All data were 

collected with an incident wavelength of 442 nm. As can be seen, data 

are ~aclting in the region from about 35° to 145°. Also, in figures- 4.5a 

and 4.5d,. large variations in the CIDS are seen near 35° and-145°. These 

are most likely due to the polarization-selective reflection of-_ the 

quartz plates mentioned above~ ·A complete report on the experimental 

aspects of the measur~mertts'· is in preparation. 

Because of the narrow range in which good data can be collected from 
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Figure 4.5 Measured CIDS of cholesteric liquid crystals: 

a) P/X • 1.17, b) P/X • 1.52, c) P/>.. • 2.26, and d) P/>.. • 4.52. The 

incident wavelenght was 442 nm in all measurements, and the incident beam 

was oriented parallel to the helix axis. The absence of data in the· 

region between 35° and 145° is due to experimental limitations (see the 

main text). The liquid crystal molecules used in the experiments were: 

a) 40 % CB15 cholesteric liquid crystal + 60 % E7 nematic liquid crystal, 

b) 30 % CB15 + 70 % E7, c) 20 % CB15 + 80 % E7, and d) 12 % CB15 + 88 % 

E7. 
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the liquid crystals, a direct comparison between the calculated and 

measured CIDS patterns is not possible. The most characteristic feature 

of the calculated patterns is the large lobe that always reaches a value 

of -1 when the pitch is longer than the wavelength. But this lobe always 

falls into the gaps in the experimental data for the pitches measured so 

far. 

The magnitudes of the calculated CIDS signals are much larger than 

the magnitudes of the measured signals, and this is a serious problem 

that has not yet been fully explained. One reasonable possibility is 

that the model on which the calculations are based is for a perfectly 

ordered crystalline array, but the actual liquid crystals have 

considerable disorder. Some preliminary investigations have been made 

into this explaination but the jury is still out. 

Though direct comparison of calculated and measured CIDS patterns is 

not possible, we may still compare the calculated and experimental trends 

of the CIDS at one angle as a function of pitch. Table 4.1 shows the 

calculated and experimental CIDS values at 180° for cholesteric liquid 

cry_stals with 5 different pitches. The angle 180° was chosen because the 

measured CIDS seems most stable and reproducible in the backward 

direction. The values of the measured CIDS "at 180°" are actually the 

largest value of the CIDS in the region between 145° and-175°. 

In the last column on the right in table 4.1 it can be seen that the 

ratio of the measured value to the calculated value is fairly constant 

for all pitches. Figure 4.6 is a plot of CIDS at 180° vs. pitch. The 

experimental values have all been multiplied by 10 in figure 4.6. It can 

be seen that the theory and experiment agree quite well except for the 

constant factor of 10. This agreement suggests that the model structure 
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Table 4.1 eros at 180° for Cholesteric Liquid Crystals 

Pitch/Wavelength eros exp CIOS theory eros theory/Cros exp 

1.17 -0.095 -0.948 10.0 

1.52 -0.070 -0.750 10.7 

2.26 -0.050 -0.480 9.6 

4.52 -0.035 -0.227 6.5 
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Figure 4.6 CIDS at 180° vs. pitch to wavelength ratio. The solid 

curve is the theoretical dependence of the CIDS at 180° on P/A , and the 

X's are the measured values multiplied by 10 • 

. -... 
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has some qualitative features in common with the structure of the real 

liquid crystal, though clearly there are also significant differences. 

Equations (4.11) and (4.12) together with eqns (4.3) and (4.4) can 

be used to find an analytical expression for the eros at 180°: 

eqn (4.14) 

The effects of multiple scattering and interactions have been neglected 
.:·~_?: 

in eqn (4.14). As can be seen, the model predicts that the eros at 180° 

depends only on the ratio of the pitch to the wavelength, and the curve 

in figure 4.6 is therefore a constant for all cholesteric liquid crystals 

with geometries approximated by the geometry of figure 4.4. Deviations 

from eqn . (4 .14) are then indicative of the effects of disorde.r or 

multiple scattering and interactions in the liquid crystal. 

Equations (4.13) and (4.8) can be used to find the eros in the 

forward direction: 

eqn (4.15) 

where r • P/>.. and a • wpa/2 • According to eqn (4. 15), the forward eros 

depends only on the ratio of pitch to wavelength and the polarizability 

density, po. • Deviations from eqn {4.15) are indicative of the effects 

of disorder in the liquid crystal, or of higher-order multiple scattering 
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than is accounted for by the second Born approximation. 

C. General Helix 

In section A we considered a twisted ladder-like helix of 

anisotropic polarizabilities, for incidence parallel to the helix axis. 

In this section we consider a more general arrangement where the helix 

may have a non-zero radius. We have also allowed the groups on the helix 

to have general, triaxial polarizabilities, and have considered 

directions of incidence other than parallel to the helix axis. The CIDS 

of a general helix can be computed by straightforward applications of 

equation (2.10). It has not proven possible to significantly simplify 

the expressions and we will not present any new equations here. In 

performing calculations with finite helices we have not neglected end 

effects. The geometry of a general helix also provides the possibility 

of investigating the CIDS of a system composed entirely of isotropic 

scattering groups, a case for which the CIDS is zero for the geometry of 

section A. 

Figures 4.7a and 4.7b show the CIDS patterns of the helices. In 

each figure the solid line represents the CIDS computed when interactions 

between the scattering groups are included, and the dashed line is the 

CIDS for the same helix without interactions. The pitches and radii of 

the helices are equal to the wavelength of the incident light. The 

incident light is parallel the the helix axis in figure 4. 7a and 

perpendicular to the helix axis in figure 4. 7bG The helices in both 

figures are composed of uniaxial polarizable groups tangential to the 

helix at each point. The polarizabilities are all identical in 
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Figure 4. 7 CIDS patterns of an oriented helix: a) incident light 

parallel to the helix axis, and b) incident light perpendicular to the 

helix axis. For these calculations the pitch, radius, and wavelength are 

all 100 nm. The helix is one turn in length, with 10 polarizable groups 
,_.-. 

per turn. The polarizabilities are uniaxial with the polarizable axes 

tangent to the helix. The solid lines are the CIDS patterns when the 

groups are allowed to interact with each other ( a .. 5000 nm
3 

), and the 

broken lines are the eros patterns for the same helix and orientation 

without interaction. 
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magnitude. Only one turn of the helix is used in the computations and 

there are 10 groups evenly spaced in this turn. 

The properties of CIDS patterns for general helices without 

interactions have been discussed in references 3 and 4 at the end of the 

chapter. It is of interest to note however, that the pattern in figure 

4.7a shows the same like-handed reflection feature (the large backward 

lobe) as that calculated for the simple ladder model in section A (figs. 

4.2 and 4.3). 

For these relatively small values of the polarizability the effect 

of interactions at angles away from the forward direction are rather 

small, and the CIDS patterns are still very nearly symmetric. The most 

apparent effect of the interactions is the presence of non-zero forward 

CIDS. 

In the case where the scattering object is composed entirely of 

isotropic groups the presence of interactions between groups is necessary 

for the system to show CIDS. Figure 4.8 shows the CIDS pattern for a 

helix identical in shape and orientation to the one in fig 4.7a, only in 

this case its polarizabilities are triaxial and isotropic rather than 

uniaxial and tangential. The CIDS pattern in figure 4.8 bears a marked 

resemblance to the pattern in figure 4.7a. This resemblance is not 

accidental, and can be understood by considering the interaction effect 

more closely. As was shown in chapter 2, the effect of interaction is 

formally equivalent to altering the polarizabilities associated with each 

scattering group. When interactions are significant the effective 

polarizability of a given group becomes a property of the scattering 

system as a whole rather than a property of the isolated group. In the 

case shown in figure 4.8, the spherical polarizabilities of each group 
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Figure 4.8_ eros· pattern of an oriented helix composed of isotropic, 

interacting scatterers. The incident light is parallel to the helix 

axis. The number of scattering groups, the pitch, radius, and length of 

the helix are the same as in figure 4~7. The polarizability is 5000 nm3• 
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are effectively elongated by interaction with their neighboring groups. 

These effective polarizabilities therefore play the role of the 

anisotropic polarizabilities in the cases shown in figure 4.7. 

D. Rotationally Averaged Helix 

The range of applicability of the rotationlly averaged CIDS 

expressions of chapter 2 is somewhat more restricted than those obtained 

for oriented scatterers. The conditions of their validity are: 1) that 

the only scattering groups which interact significantly are very close 

together compared to the ~avelength of the incident light, and 2) that . 

the magnitudes of the polarizabilities of the scattering groups are small 

enough so that there is no significant 11a1ltiple scattering. The net 

effect of these restrictions is to reduce all interactions between 

scattering groups to short range, dipole-dipole couplings. For 

comparison with the results of sections A,B and C, we have chosen a 

helical geometry as our scattering system. 

Figure 4.9 shows the rotationally averaged CIDS patterns of a helix 

with pitch and radius identical to that in figure 4.7. The helix in 

figure 4.9 is 20 turns in length. For the oriented helices in fig. 4.7 

the length has no effect on the CIDS, and the patterns of figures 4.7 and 

4.9 can therefore be compared. For rotationally averaged structures the 

scattering is independent of the azimuthal angle ~ and depends only on 

the polar angle 6 • The dashed lines in figure 4.9 show the CIDS pattern 

with no interaction effects, and the solid line shows the CIDS pattern 

including interaction effects. 

The effect of interaction appears as a marked decrease in the 
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Figure 4.9 Rotationally averaged CIDS pattern of a helix. Broken 

lines indicate the CIDS pattern when no interactions are present and 

solid lines indicate the CIDS pattern with interactions. The pitch and 

radius are the same as in figure 4.7. The polarizabilities are uniaxial 

and tangent to the helix. For the pattern where interactions are 

4 3 
present, a • 8x10 nm • The helix is 20 turns in length, 10 groups per 

turn. The presence of interactions between groups results in a marked 

decrease in the size of the CIDS signals, but no apparent change in the 

shape of the pattern. 
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magnitude of the ·eros, but little change. in the shape of the pattern. 

This is the opposite of the effect that interaction between groups had on 

the oriented helix of isotropic groups in figure 4.8. In the latter case 

the groups were initially completely isotropic and the effect of 

interactions was to make them appear somewhat anisotropic. In the 

present case the groups are initially completely anisotropic and the 

effect of interactions is to make them appear more spherical. This 

reduction of the anisotropy of the groups is also visible in the CIDS 

patterns of the oriented helices in figure 4. 7, though it is not as 

pronounced. 

A comparison of the patterns in figure 4.9 with the corresponding 

pat terns in figure 4. 7 shows little resemblance between the CIDS patterns 

of a rotationally disordered system and the CIDS of the same system in a 

particular orientation. This is not surprising since the averaged CIDS 

patterns are superpositions of the CIDS patterns from all possible 

orientations of the scattering system, and need not resemble any one 

orientation. The averaged CID·s patterns are generally smaller in 

magnitude, and have more lobe structure than the CIDS patterns for 

oriented systems. Both of these results are a consequence of the fact 

that the differential intensity can be both positive and negative. The 

superposition of many patterns will tend to diminish the overall 

magnitude of the CIDS and break up any smooth regions in the pat terns. 

There does not seem .to be any tendency for rotationally avera_ged helices 

to preferentially scatter circularly polarized light of like handedness 

in the back direction (see the previous discussion), and therefore the 

"refleCtion" lobes visible in figures 4.2, 4.3, 4.7a, and 4.8 are absent 

in figure 4.9. 
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In a previous publication4 it was suggested that the CIDS patterns 

for rotationally averaged helices are largely independent of the length 

of the helix. This appears to be true when the incident light has a 

wavelength 1111ch longer than the pitch and radius of the helix, but not 

when the wavelength is similar in length to the helix parameters. Figure 

4.10 shows the CIDS pattern of a helix of oniy one turn, otherwise 

identical to the one in figure 4.9. The two patterns differ in 

magnitude, number of lobes, and sign of the backward lobe. 
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Figure 4.10 Rotationally averaged CIDS pattern of the same helix as 

in figure ~.9, but only one turn in length. The CIDS patterns of 

rotationally disordered systems depend on the size of the system, even 

though the CIDS patterns of oriented systems do not. 
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Chapter 5 Circular Differential Imaging 

In the previous chapters we have dealt exclusively with circular 

intensity differential scattering. Here we take up our second topic, 

circular differential imaging. Much less is known about this technique 

than is known about CIDS; few experimental measurements have been made to 

date, and even the theoretical investigation presented here is only a few 

months old. The emphasis will therefore be on qualitative ideas and 

examples ra~her than quantitative predictions. 

In a normal optical activity experiment, the transmitted or 

scattered intensity is measured directly as it emerges from a chiral 

sample. This is the way CD, ORO, and CIDS are measured. But what happens 

if we now view the chiral system through a microscope? The image 

produced using left circularly polarized illumination will be different 

than the image produced when the illumination is right circularly 

polarized. The difference between these two images can be called a 

circular differential image. The information contained in a circular 

differential image will not be the same as the information in an image 

produced using unpolarized light. In the latter case the optical 

contrast that distinguishes one feature of the sample from another is 

provided by differences in the absorption and index of refraction of the 

various parts of the sample. In a circular differential image the 

contrast is provided by differences in the interaction of different parts 

of the sample with left and right circularly polarized light. 

It will be shown below that the intensity with which each feature in 

a circular differential image appears is proportional to the "optical 

activity" of that feature in the particular direction from which the 
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sample is being viewed·. This "optical activity" may take· the form of 

circular dichroism or circular intensity differential scattering. As the 

waveiength of the illumination changes or the direction of view changes, 

the optical activity of each feature also changes, highlighting different 

features at each point. In order to see more clearly how a differential 

.. image comes about, let us now turn to the imaging theory • 

A. Imaging Theory 

In describing the properties of a circular differential image, we 

will treat the interaction of the incident light with the sample in much 

the same way we treated the problem in the CIDS calculations, i.e., we 

will consider a sample made up of a collection of small groups that 

respond to the electric field so as to produce oscillating induced 

electric dipole moments. Each of the small groups may be as large as 

several hundred angstroms for incident light in the visible region, or as 

small as a few angstroms · for shorter wavelengths. As before, this 
,. 

division of the system into groups is somewhat arbitrary. It is only 

necessary that the groups be small compared to the wavelength of the 

incident light so that each one can be treated as a single point. The 

scattering and absorptive properties of each group can then be described 

by a polarizability tensor, a. Some of the optical activity of the 

sample will result from the intrinsic properties of each individual 

group, and this information is contained in the polarizability tensors 

associated with the groups. This optical activity is due to the short-

range structure of the sample and is manifested primarily as circular 

dichroism. The remainder of the optical activity arises from the long-
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range spatial organizaton of the collection of groups as a whole, and is 

manifested primarily in the CIDS. 

After the light has interacted with the sample, two qualitatively 

different imaging experiments are possible: 

a) Brightfield imaging, in which the microscope and detector are 

placed directly behind the sample. In this experiment the 

measured intensity is due mainly to the transmitted light, with 

contributions from light that has been scattered directly 

forward. -
b) Dark field· imaging, in which the microscope and detector are 

•' 

placed at an angle to the incident beam. In this experiment the 

measured intensity is due entirely to the scattered light. 

In the brightfield experiment the circular differential image can 

contain contributions from both the circular dichroism and the circular 

intensity differential scattering of the sample, while in the darkfield 

case only the circular intensity differential scattering contributes. 

Figure 5.1 shows the experimental geometry. We will treat the image 

calculation in the following way: 

1. The electric field scattered or transmitted by the sample is 

calculated using classical scattering theory. The field is different for 

the brightfield .and darkfield experiments. For the darkfield experiment 

B(r') is the field scattered by the sample: 1 

2 ikr 
k e 

0 
B(r') • E (r') • scatt . r 

0 

2 ikr' /2r 
0 

e 

.-.. ·-· 

( 1 - klt) • 

" 
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Figure 5.1 

The vectors lt
0 

brightfield (B) 
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Geometry for the differential imaging calculations. 

show the direction of the incident light for the 

and darkfield (D) experiments. The other variables 

are: the distance between the sample and the lens, r
0

, the distance 

between the lens and the detector screen, d, the lens aperture diameter, 

a, the direction of propagation of the scattered light, It, the position 

in the lens plane, rp and the position in the detector screen plane, 

r. Variables used in describing the relation between the sample and the 

imaging system are shown in the lower half of the figure • 
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eqn (5.1) 

where k a 2w/A is the wavenumber of the incident light, r' is a position 

vector in the lens plane, r
0 

is the distance between the sample and the 

lens plane, l is a unit vector pointing from the sample toward the center 

of the lensJ r
0 

is the vector from the center of the lens to the sample, 

ri • ~ - r
0 

where ~ is the vector pointing from the center of the lens 

to the ith group (see inset, Fig. 5.1), ai is the polarizability tensor 

of the ith group, and E
0

, t
0

, and k
0 

are the amplitude, polarization, and 

wavevector of the incident light. In eqn (5.1) we have assumed that the 

lens aperture and the dimensions of the sample are much smaller than the 

distance r
0 

between the scatterer and the lens. Also, the field in eqn 

(5 .1) is computed in the first Born approximation, that is, we have 

assumed that there is no appreciable induced dipole-induce~ dipole 

interaction between groups or multiple scattering in the sample. Some of 

the effects of dipole-dipole interactions and multiple scattering can be 

taken into account by the use of the second Born approximation. This 

amounts to replacing ai in eqn (5.1) with an effective polarizability 

which contains the coupling information (see chapter 2). 

For the brightfield experiment the electric field at the near face 

of the lens includes both incident and scattered waves: 

K(r') • E £ e 
0 0 

ik •r' 
0 + K (r') 

scatt 
eqn (5.2) 
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2. We take the imaging apparatus to be a single thin lens. That 

is, after the scattered or transmitted light has left the sample and 

arrived at the lens, the effect of the imaging system is to modulate the 

phase of the field as a function of position in the lens plane. The 

polarization and magnitude of the field are not altered at all. 

Specifically, we take the electric field on the far face of the lens 

(after passing through the lens, but before beginning to propagate toward 

the detector screen) to be 

E (r') • ei~(r')E(r') 
f 

eqn (5.3) 

where Ef and E are the electric fields on the far and near faces 

respectively, and r' is a position vector in the lens plane (see Fig. 

5.1). The phase function ~(r') is given by2 

2 
~(r') • kn~ - kr' /2f 

0 
eqn (5.4) 

where n is the index of refraction of the lens material, ~0 is the 

thickness of the lens at its widest point, and f is the focal length of 

the lens .. 

3) Once the electric field is known on the lens, we calculate the 

propagation of the field outward from the lens toward the detector screen 

using vector diffraction theory. If the lens aperture .!. is small 

compared to the distance d between the detector screen and the lens plane 

(see Fig. 5.1), the electric field on the detector plane is given by3 

ieikr .. ... 
E(r) • =-2,... .. -r- kr x(f n .. aperture 

ikr' 2 
-ikr• r' + --:--

2r ] X Ef(r' )e dS 
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eqn (5.5) 

where r is a position vector pointing from the center of. the lens to a 

spot in the detector plane, r a I rl, r • r/r, and n is a unit vector 

normal to the surface of the lens plane. The integration in eqn (5.5) is 

over the surface of the lens aperture. We choose the lens and detector 

planes to be parallel to the xy plane, so that the normal to the surface, 

a, is along_ z. 

Darkfield Circular Differential Laaging. All parts of the 

calculation are now specified. To obt~ln the image electric field (i.e., 

the field arriving at the detector) in the darkfield case we substitute 

eqns (5.1), (5.3), and (5.4) into eqn (5.5): 

eqn (5.6) 

where t.k • k - k
0 

is the momentum transfer vector for scattering in the k 

direction, 

C • iE k3 (exp(i(knA + k •r ]) 
0 . 0 0 0 

·and F(k,r1) is given by,:· 

ik(r + r ) 
0 e 

2'11'rr 
0 



kri 
(It + -) • r' ] dS • 

r 
0 
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eqn (5.7) 

The integral in eqn (5.7) is commonly found in imaging theories based on 

scalar diff~action theory. It is this integral which gives the localized 

field intensity that will produce an image of the scattering sample. In 

1 1 1 
eqn ( 5. 7) the quantity r + r - f appears. According to geometric 

0 

optics, the condition for a thin lens to produce a focused image is 

1 1 1 - + - - - • 0 where d is the distance from the lens plane to the 
r d f 

0 

detector plane (see Fig. 5.1). For points in the detector plane near the 

lens axis d : r, and we may set the first term in the argument of the 

exponential in eqn (5.7) to zero. The second term in the exponential can 

be rewritten in terms of the magnification of the imaging system: 

kri k 
(It+-- ) •r' •-

r r 
2 2 i(x + mxi) + (y + myi) r'cos~ 

0 

where xi and yi are the x and y components of r 1 • x and y are the x and y 

components of r, and m • r/r
0 

is the lens magnificationo The remaining 

integral may be performed directly: 

.. 



F(k,r.) 
1 

- F(P.) 
1 

2 
= 2na 
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eqn (5.8) 

where J 1 is 

7 
I(+ mx.)- + 

1 

the Bessel function of the first kind of order 1, Pi = 

· ? A (m + 1 )f_ 
(y + myi)- and r = a The function F(pi) reaches a 

maximum when Pi = 0, that is, when x = -mxi and y = -myi, and diminishes 

for all non-zero values of pi. 

To calculate the clarkfield circular differential image we must 

calculate the image intensity at the detector for right and left 

circuLarly . polarized illumination and then subtract •. · .. To do this we· ,_ .. "~· . 

.. 

substitute !eft and right circular polarization vectors for the incident 

polarization vector t
0 

in eqn (5 .6) and square the electric fields to 

obtain left and right circular intensities. The unit vectors for left 

and right circular polarization are 

EL = ---
1 (E + i£

2
) and ER = ___ l (E - i£ ) 

/2 l /2 1 2 
eqn (5.9) 

respectively, where t 1, t 2 , and R
0 

form a right-handed orthogonal 

coordinate frame. After some algebra we obtain: 

I··- I 
L. R 

eqn (5.10) 

where the differential intensity 6Iij is given by 

• ,0 
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eqn (5.11) 

* and •i is the Hermitian conjugate of 

In arriving at eqn (5.11) we have taken r 

: It, which is valid for images in the portion of the detector screen 

close to the lens axis. 

The differential intensity t.Iij (lt,lt
0

) is the scattering optical 

activity of the sample in the It direction due to the pair of groups i and 

j. In a normal CIDS experiment what is measured is the total 

differential intensity in a given direction, which is a sum of 

contributions from all single groups <L t.Iu> and pairs of groups 
i 

<L L t.Iij) in the sample. It is usually not possible to tell how much 
i(j 

each group has contributed. On the other hand, in a darkfield 

differential imaging experiment the individual contributions from the 

self and pairwise differential intensities of the groups are spatially 

resolved. To see this more clearly, consider the case where the sample 

contains only two groups. From eqn (5 .10) the circular differential 

image is proportional to: 

eqn (5.12) 
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Eqn (5 .12) has three terms: two proportional to the self differential 

intensities 6I11 and 6I22 , which give the optical activity due to the 

individual groups, and one proportional to the pair differential 

intensity 6I 12 , which gives the optical activity due to the chiral 

orientation between the groups. If the two groups are well resolved so 

that there is no overlap between their image spots [F(p
1

)F(p
2

) .,. 0 ] 

only the self differential intensities will contribute. The differential 

image will_ then consist of two image spots, each spot having intensity 

proportional to the self differential intensity of the corresponding 

group in the direction of observation, l. Fig. 5.2 shows the 

differential image of a pair of groups. The presence of intrinsic 

differential intensity in Fig. 5.2a shows that each group is chiral 

individually, and in Fig. 5.2b the differential intensity due to coupling 

shows that the spatial relationship between groups is also chiral. 

On the other hand, if the groups have no self differential intensity 

(6I11 • 6I22 • 0), but bear a chiral orientation with respect to each 

other and are closely enough spaced to overlap in the image, [F(p 1)F(P 2) 

~ 0], then only the pairwise differential intensity contributes. Fig. 

5.3a shows the circular differential image for the pair of groups shown 

in Fig. 5.2. Because the pairwise differential image arises from the 

interference term, F(p1)F(p2 )6I12, Fig. 5.3a shows more structure than 

the images in Fig. 5.2. In Fig. 5.3b a differential image is shown in 

which all of the e~fects leading to a darkfield differential image are 

present. 

The circular differential image can reveal structural information in 

images formed under unpolarized light. In figure 5.4 the image of a 
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.. 
Figure 5.2 The circular differential image of a pair of 

scattering groups: a) groups well-resolved and having intrinsic optical 

activity, but not interacting with each other, and b) groups well-

resolved and interacting, but having no intrinsic optical activity. 

Solid lines indicate positive differential intensity and broken lines 

negative differential intensitye The point of view in the images is from 

perpendicular to th~, axis that joins the two groups, and at an angle of 

60° to each group. The light is incident parallel to the intergroup axis 

from belowo The distance between groups is equal to 3/4 the incident 

wavelength for these calculationso In figure 5.2a the sign of the 

differential intensity does not depend· on the orientation between the 

groups. In figure S.2b the sign does depend on the orientation, and 

would be opposite for a mirror-image system. 
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Figure 5.3 The circular differential image of the pair of groups 

shown in Fig. 5.2: a) groups not well-resolved so that pairwise 

differential intensity contributes, and b) combination of the cases shown 

in Fig. 5.2a, 5.2b, and 5.3a: groups with intrinsic optical activity, 

interacting with each other, and not well-resolved. The wavelength, 

direction of the incident light, and point of view are the same as in 

Fig. 5 o2o As before, broken lines indicate negative differential 

intensityo 
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Figure 5.4 Images of a helix in unpolarized light and circular 

differential images of a helix: a) image in unpolarized light at high 

-resolution, b) circular differential image at high resolution, c) image 

in unpolar!zed light at low resolution, and d) circular differential 

image at low resolution. Shaded regions denote negative differential 

intensity. The polarizabilities of the groups that make up the helix are 

uniaxial with principal axes tangent to the helical curve. The groups 

are individually non-chiral and all contributions to the circular 

differential images are due to pairwise differential intensity. The 

incident wavelength is the same in all images, and is equal to one tenth 

the pitch of the helix. The light is incident from the left along the 

helix axis, and the point of view is perpendicular to the direction of 

incidence. 
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helix is shown at two different image resolutions, all other conditions 

being identical. The helix used for the calculations in figure 5.4 is 

similar to the helix in figure 4.1. At high resolution a zig-zag pattern 

appears in the image formed under unpolarized light, but it is not clear 

that this is a helix. The circular differential image shows that there 

are chiral relationships bewteen adjacent groups and therefore confirms 

that the object is helical. At low resolution, the image under 

unpolarized light reveals only that the object is elongated somewhat in 

one direction. The circular differential image shows the object to be 

chiral, and clearly shows the axial symmetry one would expect of a helix. 

A sample may show a differential image even if it is not optically 

active overall, or if the total scattered differential intensity in a 

given direction of observation is zero. In figure 5.4 the total 

differential intensity in the direction of view is zero, as can be seen 

by the symmetrical regions of positive and negative differential image 

intensity. But because each pair of groups in the helix contributes 

individually, the differential image is not zero. In general, all that 

is necessary for a differential image is that some group of the system 

bear a chiral realtionship to another group and that these groups either 

interact or have overlapping images. 

As the wavelength of the incident light changes, both the self and 

pairwise contributions to the differential image also changeo The self 

contributions are greatest inside the absorption bands of the groups 

where the intrinsic optical activity is greatest, and the coupling 

between groups is increased by the large induced dipoles and the 

anomalous scattering within an absorption band. 

Brigbtfield Circular Differential t.aging. When the lens and 
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detector are placed directly behind the sample the electric field 

arriving at the lens plane has two parts: the forward scattered electric 

field and the incident electric field. In classical electrodynamics it 

is the interference between these two fields that leads to absorptive 

effects. The primary difference between the brightfield and darkfield 

differential imaging experiments is the presence of these absorptive 

effects in the brightfield image. 

When eqn (5.2) for the electric field at the near face of the lens 

is substituted into eqns (5.3) and (5.4), two image fields will result, 

one originating from the incident field and one originating from the 

scatt~red field: 

eqn (5.13) 

where t
0 

is the incident polarization, E is the total image field, E1 is 

the image field due to the incident light, and 1g is the image field due 

to the forward scattered light (given by eqn (5 .6) with It =- lt
0
). The 

field E1 is given by 

C'r x (It x £) J exp(i k
2 

(.!.- -f1) r• 2 - i(kr- It )•r']dS o o r o aperture 

where 
ieikr 

C' • .=..,....- kE e 
2wr o 

ikn~ 
0 If the lens aperture 

eqn (5 .14) 

has a finite 

diameter, the integration in eqn (5.14) is very difficult. However, this 
. . . . 

field is the one that provides the bright background illumination in a 
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brightfield experiment, and therefore we expect it to be very slowly 

varying over the surface of the detector screen. The smaller the 

aperture the more slowly varying the background field is. It can be 

shown that even if the aperture is taken to be infinite however, E1 is 

still approximately constant for the portion of the detector screen near 

the lens axis. For an infinite aperture then, eqn (5.14) becomes 

-2~ir r k 
2 ~(r,£0 ) • C'r x (k x £ ) ( 0 

) exp[i _£__2 (x + y2)] 
-r o o k 2r 

211'ir 
= C' £ ( o ) 

0 k eqn (5.15) 

where we have used 1 1 1 ---. r f r and the second equation holds for 
0 

portions of the detector screen near the lens axis (r = k ). 
0 

To find the brightfield differential image we square eqn (5 .13) with 

£
0 

• £tor ~ [as defined in eqn (5.9)] and subtract: 

eqn (5.16) 
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where 

and 

The quantity (IL - IR)I, the background illumination, does not contribute 

to the diff~rential image. The quantity (IL - IR)S is just the darkfield 

differential image evaluated for scattering in the forward direction and 

has already been discussed. The cross terms in eqn (5 .16) contain the 

absorptive effects. Usually the incident field is much larger than the 

scattered field and so these absorption terms should give the primary 

contributions to the brightfield image. Substituting eqns (5.6) and 

(5.15) into eqn. (5~16) we obtain, for the absorption terms: 

eqn (5 .17) 

where is proportional to the difference in the 

absorbed intensities for left and right circularly polarized light. For 

optically thin samples (£c1 << 1, where £ is the extinction coefficient, 
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c is the concentration, and 1 is the path length) the absorption 

differential intensity is approximately proportional to the 

circular dichroism. In the brightfield experiment therefore the circular 

differential image is essentially a map of the circular dichroism of each 

feature of the sample. Figure 5.5 shows the image in unpolarized light 

and the brightfield circular differential image of the helix in figure 

5.4. In the differential image it can be seen that the groups all have 

different intrinsic chirality, even though the image in unpolarized light 

is similar ~o the image of the helix in figure 5.4, where the groups have 

no intrinsic opt.ical activity. 

Usually the 'Circula~ -dichrois;n'.!"is sensitive to molecular structure 

on the order of a few tens of angstroms. 4 The differential image in the 

brightfield case will therefore mainly contain information on short-range 

structure in the sample. However, if· the sample is capable of scattering 

appreciably, the difference in total scattering cross-sections for left 

and right circularly polarized light can also contribute to the apparent 

circular dichroism. This contribution is largest when the dimensions of 

the scatterer are on the order of the incident wavelengthe For incident 

wavelengths outside the absorption bands of the groups only the 

differential scattering effects contribute to the circular dichroism. 

Inside the absorption bands the absorptive circular dichroism is usually 

dominant, though the scattering contribution also increases as the 

absorption bands are approached. 4 

Be Summary and Discussion 

. . 

The circilar differential iDu!ge ·~an be thought of as a two-dimensional 
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Figure 5.5 Brightfield images of a helix at high resolution: a) image 

in unpolar~zed light, and b) circular differential image. The groups 

that make up the helix have intrinsic optical activity, but are not 

interacting with each other. The intrinsic optical activity varies from 

group to group. Since the helix is being viewed from directly opposite 

the incident beam the differential image contains none of the darkfield 

scattering effects (since there can be no interference in the forward 

scattered light). the optical activity is therefore due entirely to 

circular dichroism. 
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mapping. of the optical activity of the sample. Each feature in the image 

is differt!ntiated from surrounding features by the differences in its 

optical activity rather than differences in absorption or refractive 

index. This has two advantages. First, samples that have little or no 

contrast in an ordinary optical image may show contrast in a differential 

image. In effect, areas of differing chemical composition are "stained" 

by their differing optical activity properties. Second, the sign and 

magnitude of the optical activity of each feature are characteristic of 

structural properties that are too small to be resolved by the microscope 

directly. This should be especially valuable for parts of the system 

whose structure changes with time or environment, for example, the 

folding and unfolding of chromatin. 

The optical activity of each feature in the sample manifests itself 

differently at different angles of observation with respect to ·the 

incident light, and at different wavelengths of the light. When the 

sample is viewed from directly opposite the source of illumination 

(brightfield experiment) the optical activity is primarily circular 

dichroism, and is sensitive mainly to short-range molecular structure 

when the incident wavelength is inside the absorption bands. When the 

sample is viewed at an angle to the illuminating beam (darkfield 

experiment) the optical activity is due to circular differential 

scattering and is sensitive mainly to structures with dimensions similar 

to the incident wavelength. In the visible and UV regions this means 

very long-range macromolecular structure on the order of thousands of 

angstroms. The circular differential scattering of each feature is 

different at each angle of observation, and as the angle is changed some 

features in the differential image will change sign or disappear and 
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others will become more promi~ent. We have spoken primarily in terms 

appropriate to microscopy at visible and UV wavelengths. In principle, 

however, circular differential images could also be formed using short 

wavelengths in the far UV or X-ray regions. 

If the sample fluoresces or if it is treated with a fluorescent dye 

it should also be possoble to form differential images from the 

flourescence emmission. In this case the darkfield differential image 

will contain a contribution from the fluorescence detected circular 

dichroism, 'FDCD) which may dominate the contribution from differential 

scattering~ Also, if the sample is placed in a magnetic field even non
~~·~.·~?i.-

chiral parts of the sample will acquire a magnetically induced optical 

activity and contribute to the differential image. 
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Appendix A Left and Right Circularly Polarized Light 

The electric fields for plane wave left and right circularly 

polarized light are: 

LCP 

where k • 2'11' /'A , 1.11 • kc , and the light is propagating along z from 

negative values of z toward positive values of z. We wish to visualize 

these fields in space and time. The physically meaningful parts of the 

fields are their real parts: 

A A 

PR • ReBa • E
0

[cos(kz-wt)x + sin(kz-wt)y] 

·At a fixed point in space (say, z • 0): 

P • E (coswtx + sinwty) 
L o 

r • E (coswtx - sinwty) R o 

eqn (Aola) 

eqn (A.lb) 

To an observer standing at z • 0 and facing the light beam (looking back 

toward negative values of z) the vector PL in eqn (A.la) would rotate in 

• 
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a counter-clockwise direction and the vector rR in eqn (A.lb) would 

rotate in a clockwise direction. 

At a fixed point in time (say~ t a 0): 

P a E (coskzx - sinkzy) L o 

l • E (coskzx + sinkzy) R o 

eqn (A.2a) 

eqn (A.2b) 

These fields look like the fields in figure 1.2. rL is a left handed 
.,, -~.: · .. ·· :·:· 

helix and corresponds to figure I.2b. rR is a right handed helix and 

corresponds to figure I.2a. 

Combining the space and time dependence, the fields may be 

visualized as left handed ( ~ ) or right handed( 'R, ) helices moving 

forward along z at the speed of light • 
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Appendix B Some Notes on Polarizabilities 

1) The electric polarizability is defined by the equation 

where K is the electric field at the position of the polarizability, and 

p is the electric dipole moment induced by the field. 

2) The polarizability transforms under rotations as a second rank 

tensor: 

where U is a rotation matrix which rotates the original coordinate axes 

into a new coordinate system, and a' is the polarizability in the 

rotated coordinate system. 

3) The polarizability is most conveniently represented as a sum of 

dyadics formed from the principle axis vectors of the polarizability 

(i.e., the eigenvectors of the polarizability matrix): 

A A* A A* A A* 
Cl• a1t1tl + a2t2t2 + a3t3t3 

where a
1

, a
2

, a
3

, and t
1

, t
2

, t
3 

are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 

the polartzability- respectively. Physically, the· eigenvectors ·are 
- . 

· ... deterudiled by the symmetry of the polarizable gr6up. The eigenvalues and 
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eigenvectors are complex quantities in general. 

4) The-rate at which a group absorbs energy from an incident light beam 

is related to the imaginary parts of the polarizability eigenvalues: 

where & is the polarization vector of the incident light. 
0 

5) The circular dichroism is related to the cross products of the 

eigenvectors with their complex conjugates: 

Clearly, if the CD is to be non-zero both the eigenvalues and the 

eigenvectors must be complex. 

6) The intensity scattered by a polarizable group is second order in the 

polarizability: 

where & is the polarization vector of the scattered light in the 
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direction of observation. Both the real and imaginary parts of the 

polarizability eigenvalues and eigenvectors contribute to the scattered 

intensity. 

7) The scattering optical activity is related to the cross product of 

the real part of the polarizability with the imaginary part: 
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Appendix C Notes on the Tensor Green's Function 

2) ll"(x - x ... ) 1 ikjx- x ... j 
= ( 1 - - VV ... ) (e ) 

k2 4njx- x ... l 

3) r(x- X ... ) = r(x"'- X) = r(x- X ... ) 

where the - symbol indicates the transpose of a matrix. 

4) r(x - x ... ) = r(R) 

where R = x - x ... 

we have 

1 
ikR 

= ( 1 + - v v )( ~-) 
k2 R R · 4nR 

Since the radial part of VRVR is 

1 AA a2 l AA 1 a ikR 
r(R) = (1 +- RR- +- (1- RR) -R aR](e4 .. R-) 

k 2 a2R k 2 " 

5) Under rotations r behaves like a second-rank tensor: 

6) By explicit use of 4) we obtain: 

r(R) 
A ... i kR A ... l i i kR 

= ( 1 - RR):nR + ( 31lR - 1 )(k2R2 - kR )~nR 

201 
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However, if we take the trace of r we obtain 

and since 

we have 

We must therefore add a quantity r to obtain the correct 

trace: 

7) The electric field produced by a point dipole oscillating with time 

-iwt: dependence e is 

If the oscillation is due to an applied electric field, and the point has 

polarizability «(z#) 

.. 
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where E (x') is the applied field. Finally, the coupling energy between 
0 

two oscillating dipoles located at x and x' is 

8) For a medium with no explicit sources, with no magnetic 

susceptibility, which responds passively and linearly to applied electric 

fields, the total electric field is given by the integral equation: 

E(x) 

The magnetic field is then 

B(x) i =- k V x E(x). 

9) The tensor Green's function acts as a partial inverse for the 

Operator V X (v X ) - k 2 = VV - r - ~ That 

operator up to within an element of its nullspace: 

is. r inverts 

F (x) + F(x) 
0 

the 

where F satisfies V x (v x F ) - F = 0. 
0 0 0 

F is an element 0f the vector 
0 

space spanned by 

that is, 

'.• 

E•k = 0, F comple.x.}, 
0 
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Appendix D Computer Programs 

The programs listed in this appendix were used to make the 

calculations that appear in the main text. Program RIBLIN2 was used to 

.. make the twisted ladder calculations of figures 4.2 and 4.3, program 

erose was used to make the oriented general helix calculations for 

figures 4.7 and 4.8, program CIDSAVE was used for the rotationally 

averaged general helix calculations of figures 4.9 and 4.10, and program 

IMAGEC was used to make the differential image calculations for the 

figures in chapter 5. Programs erose, CIDSAVE, and IMAGEC have very 

s iini.iar 
·. ~-· ·:~. 

input and output conventions. There are three auxiliary 
.. . . •· 

programs, HGEN, HGENAVE, and IMHGENCr that generate input data files for 

CIDSC, CIDSAVE, and IMAGEC respectively, for scattering systems with 

helical geometries ( "HGEN" stands for Helix GENerator). In the following 

we will give a brief description of the input requirements for these 

programs, and examples of input and output files. 

A. RIBLIN2 

Program RIBLIN2 calculates the CIDS for the twisted ladder geometry 

in figure 4.1. This program evaluates eqns (4.3) and (4.4) and includes 

the effects of interactions and multiple scattering, but neglects end 

effects. Program RIBLIN2 has very simple input requirements (due to the 

highly specialized geometry) and is designed to run interactively. Upon 
.. 

running RIBLIN2, the program asks the operator "ENTER THE PITCH, 

WAVELENGTH, HELIX PHASE, POLARIZABILITY, DIPOLE SPACING, NUMBER OF 

DIPOLES, AND INTERACTION INTEGER". Most of these quantities are self 
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expanatory. The quantity "helix phase" is the angle ljl in eqns (4.3) and 

( 4. 4), and the interaction integer is the number of neighboring groups 

that are allowed to interact with any one group (the number M in eqn 

(4.7)). The term "dipole" means "scattering group". 
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Example output data file for RIBLIN2 

PROCi!M iiBLIN2: ililiC!L RIBBON lNTiUCTING ilTB. ITSEU', 
iND iiiiCtS •NOT• lN~LUDiD 

PITCB: 1£0.0001 

•· WUiLiNGTBs 200.0000 
BII.Il PiUSis 0.Uia011!00i+ei 
POLAR IZ.U lLll'f: 100.0000 
DIPCLi SUCUC 1e. 0U:00 
D IPOLI NUMB ill 11 

~ INlii!CTICN IhTivii 3 

AhCLl CIDS IL+ll IL Ill 
1.00U0Ui+U e.eec32,2i-i1 1S8.83<l2 100. oHSIIl 87.i1816 
0. S000Uil 2 .ce83E:lci-t 1 188.8151 102.;053 87.sae8e 
1.eeeeu 0.cee~•72I-n 1S8.7581 11U.8771 87 .aa104 
2. 700UI "·cE871S5i-U 188.6627 101Z.8281 87.S34e0 
~.eneee e .c:se331 I-t 1 168.5293 10!Z.7598 87.769~; 

4.!0001lil e.ee:::ussE-f1 1S8.3575 100.6719 87.6e5S4 
!.U001li 0 .6SSiS2 »E-0 1 188. a73 100.56H 67.~8,S2 

S.!0UU e.e.;ess1oi-01 187.8985 100.~~73 87.4El121 
?.2000211 e.eS13~Ui-n 1S7 .61111 100.2S07 87.32a3e 
e.uu.:e e.ea2~Hii.-11 187.2846 1io10.124t 87~151111E 

;;·· 9. lili0UII lit .6S32U9E-IIl 186 .IU911 99.9385~ 86.960~7 

s.seeeu e.ss~~<r:~u-01 1S6.51U s9.n:51P0 S6.7810~ 

11.8UU · e.eli!7?1e&-u 1S6.069~ 99.51778 86.56161 
11.7111!21 e .6:i73152I-e 1 165.58~8 99.26287 86.32195 
12.S0tel 0 .eSSI410i-11 185.e6el 98.S9825 86.06175 
13.!0UI e.7ee:~Si73i-n 11~4.~947 ;;e.n~a;, 85.7808: 
14.40UI 1.711l.!1S~6.E-01 18~.8886 98.4~977 85.47884 
1!.~0UI 1.7e5e!ee:I-t1 183.2413 56.18!88 85.1554~ 

16.21021 e.;ee3ai8E-u 182.5525 w7.7~221 84.810~4 

17.101/lel' e.71U3711-t1 181.8219 97.37671 8~~44323 

1E.et0ell e .71te14~E-11 1S1.14i2 96.99542 6~.05377 

18.S0UI e. 71S!tE:' i-0 1 181.23~1 ;6.!92~2 83.6U64 
1S.eee2e e.n2eee:e•-e1 179.3759 96.169~9 83.20651 
21.7eUI i.7271S5EI-01 178.47~7 55.72cS6 82.7~E0'5 

21.EUil 2.7321E7U-Il 177.5311 55.26~14 82.265i7 
22.~0U0 I. 737tiUJtii-01 1?6.5418 S4. 78183 81.75992 
23.401111 1.?~355E:Il-11 175.511194 9~.27S77 81.225d~ 
H.:!IIUI 1.7:,1110423i-lll1 174.~328 93.75799 8t.e747i 
2~-"1021 e.757ta7Si-01 173.3117 93.216!3 80.111951~ 

2S.1U21 t.?U7~E?I-11 172.1455 9z.ess.-5 7S..4S~44 

27.1/lUii fll.773flli:i21i11 1711.;1352 52.17488 78.86044 
27 .9£UII e. 7 c2U4& 1-e 1 169.6796 91.47465 78.21~;5 

2e.eaeu e.?d7452i-t1 168.3785 5111.E5!11 77.5237E 
2i.7eeet "·U22r.tC:ti-11 167 .liJ331 9t.21e23 76.6168111 
.!111.611111 e.a13~5ti7i-U 165.6421 89.55814 76.063dS 
~1.5111el Ill .E2!54Sli-11 16~.211159 8S.e8e97 75.32tie 
~2.4tl~il i.e3b5217&-u 162.7248 88.18483 7~.54001 

~3-~uee e.e~2U73li-£1 161.bl89 87.46988 73.729V.1 
:4.2U£1 l.e672?S.71-11 1!S.5283 ee.7:5627 72.Sf.20:! 
35 .UUII e.e831~~!I-01 1!8.et33 85.:f8U7 72. 02:i17 
:!6.11121 11. ;elec3si-11 1!6.3544 85.2137& 71.u.,se 
~e.saeee I.SU:Ue8I-11 1!~.&51e 84.425311 10.22s4e 
~7.E0iil e •• ~72SS21-IU 1!:2.9161 83.et89~ 69.2671117 
3E.71UI 1.•57671:3£-U 151.1177 82.79494 68.32273 
3S .ea1ee I.S7S312i'l-11 US.2874 81.95:!55 o7.33J81 

;; u.~lhiU e.UI,21i 147.~158 81.19~03 66.32174 
41.411111 e.te2o47o 145.5£37 811.21968 65.28~U 

42.~1UI 1.1152129 143.5521 79.32779 dt.2242E 
43.2UU 0.11171112'2 141.5617 ?8.U967 63 .142"2 
44.Ullrl £.U17clo 1.!9.5337 77.495E6 62.1381112 
45.11"21 i.U37S~3 1~7.~6S1 76.55611 61.513i3 



c 
C PiOGiAM iiEtlN2 
c 

c 

c 
c 

illl*S P.~.PHI,llPHl,DZ,li,AIP,DA,CPHI,l,CIDS,SCATT,lL,II, 
J DiG ,AD ,sr~ ,SJt2 ,P 1 

CCMFLil•16 S,SL,Si 
OEEN(~A~I•'iiABON.DlT',UNIT•l0,T!PI•'Ni~') 
~I-~.1•15~ 2c535 cg?g~ 2~e~stee 
Dl•Eit2U .lllD01 
d.lT6(5,Uil) 

lllll iCi~Al(' talS fiOGiA~ CALCULATES THE CIDS Of A BILICAL' 
1 'ii!EOh 01 IUDUL POLUILUILiriES'/' INTIIACTU.G WITH', 
1 'lTSiLi. Tci ~~~ i6iiCTS Oi A fiNITI lillY lBi NOT TAtiN'/ 
I ' I~tO ACCOUNT'//) 

t1RIIi(S,llll2) 
102 iOi~AT(' iNtii Tni Plt~i. WAYiLiNGTh, BELli PBASi, 

I POIA&I~A!III!t'/' ~IPOLI SFACIN~. NUMBER Ol tiPOLiS, AND 
1 INTiRACTION INTIGii') 

iiAD(5,*)P.~ 0PAI,ALPBA,tZ,N,NL 
~Blti(li,le~)P,.,PHI,ALFEA,DZ,N,NL 

104 iCR~A!(' EiOGBAM iiiLIN~: HiLICAL BIBJON INTEBAciTING WITH', 
1 'ITSiLi, i~ iiiiCTS •NOt• INCLUDID'// 
1 'PITCii:',TSS,I.a6.7/' t~AiiLINGTE:', . ..,,, 
I T~0,G1o.7/' aiLIJ PUS I:' ,T5e ,G16.7/' -poLUIZUILl'fT: ', 
1 TS~,J16.7/' DlPOLi SPACIHG',T511l,G16.7/' DIPOLI N0~3ii', 
J T!0,Il6/' Il'thaACTION INUC.JB' ,!51,116//) 

.SIII(U,103) 
llllJ i0i~AI(4J,' ANGL&',U7,EI,'CIDS','l'33,61,'li.+Ii', 

1 

J T~~.6I,'II.',Te~.eJ,'Ii') 
Al•c.~DU*FI/w 
AlP•2.~~:til~*FI/P 
DiG•fi/lSe .eUIII 
CfRI•DCOS((N-l)•AIP•DZ-~.CDIIl2*PHI*D!C.) 

Sl•S(ALiil,li,AlP,LZ,Nl) 
SF•S(lLEHA,&i,-AlP,DZ,~L) 
Sl,•SL*D~ONJ~(SL) 
Si2•SB•tCC~JG(Si) 

A•i. 2jjQII 

tO 1 1•1,4dU 
CALL BI!!O~(Ai,11P,tZ,CPBI,SL2,S!2,A,N,ClDS,SCATt) 
ll•I.Stee•SCATT•(1.0D0e+CIDS) 
IB•e.SDii*SCAtt•(l.tDe&-CIDS) 
Ai;•A/t.t;• 
WB1Ii(li,121)AD,CIDS,SCA!t,IL,li 
l•l+DA 

c 
101 J~ii1U(5G1Ci.7J 

STOP 

c 

1 

1 

IND 
~J!&OGliNI IIiiON(Al,AIP,DZ,CPII,St2,SI2,AN,N, 

CIDS ,SCAT!) 
Mil£•8 ,,,Atf,~l,CP&I,AN,CIDS,SCA'l't,Sl,CA,IL,Ii,SL2,SI2, 
C~Pl,C~l.~l.~.~.~.•L,.j,II,Ji,A,BL,JI 

SA• .US IN( U) 
CA•CCCS(AN) 
CCll•i.~tee•(cA•CA+l.etee) 
CM1•1.5~ee•DZ*Al•(CA-1.et2i) 
~Z•AU*DZ 
Z•DJICAT(") 
U•J.ISIH ( l*\0:11) 
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f•DSIN(CI"'l) 
•t•DSI~(Z•(C~l-QZ)) 
.,B•tSI N ( z• ( Cl11+-~ l)) 
II•DSIN~Cr.l-lti.~ 
l&•tS IH en~ L ., c 
II(i.i~.e.e~ae)t~iN 

.A•L 
iLSl 

A•IJ/f 
U.D Il 
Ii(lL.&~.~.~Dii)taiN 

JL•L 
ltSi 

llL•d/11 
lHI: 11 
Ii(li.iQ.2.2~00)TH£H 

U•L 
Il:)i 

U•d/11 
iND Ii 

c 
II•Slc*((.A*.A+BI*Bl)*C2il+A*!L*SA*SA*CPHI) 
IB•SB,*((.A•A+Bi*Bi)*C'fl+A*iB*SA*SA*CPHI) 
:iCUt•II+Ii 
II(SCATT.Ni.0.0Dii)THiN 

CI~S•(IL-Ii)/SCATt 
!LSI 

CIDS•i.ltel 
iND Ii 
iiiUBH 
IND 

JUNCTION S(Al.id..l,.ll,AU,DZ,hL) 
COHPLI1*16 S,il,i,,iJ,CI 
RIAL*c .llin.l,A,,AlP,t~,AlZ,.A1PZ,B,i2 
CI•(e.~L21,1.i~ii) 
u:,;·u•u 
AlPi.•.lU*DZ 
t~·<e.eDee,e.etei) 

c 
DC 1 L•-NI,NI 
Ii(L.iQ.~);o ro 1 
i'•tHOU( L) 
B•DUS(Ii2) 
il•(l.IDII,I.IDil)-(l.ltlt,I.IDei)/DCHPLI(AlZ•AlZ*JeR)+ 

I CI/DCr.Pil(Ui.*.R) 
i'•CDiif(Cl*DCr.Ptl( AlZ*i+AlZ*i2+.AlPZ*I2 ) )• 

1 DCMPLI(tCCS(.l,Pi.•i)/(£1.*1)) 
~~-~~·u·I~ 

1 CCNTU.Ui 
dl U( 5 ,•); 1 ,12 

c 
S•t.e:ee+DCr~ti(AI*Al*.lLPiA)*FJ 
UTUi~ 

• IND 

.. 
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B. erose 

Program erose calculates the eros of an arbitrary oriented 

collection of up to 1000 polarizable point groups in the second· Born 

approximation. It was used for the oriented general helix calculations 

in chapter 4, but can also be used for geometries other than helices. 

Program erose is· capable of computing the eros of systems with groups 

that absorb and have intrinsic optical activity (i.e., have complex 

polarizability eigenvalues and eigenvectors, hence the name eros~. 

Programs erose, eiOSAVE, and IMAGEe read input data .from a separate 

file.> The q!llY question they ask of the operator is the file name for 

the input data file. The input data files for erose, eiDSAVE, and IMAGEe 

are very similar, and can be created (for helical scattering systems) by 

using the programs HGEN, HGENAVE, and IMHGENe. Most of the input 

variables are self-explanatory, and can be understood by looking at the 

comments in the program listings, running HGEN, HGENAVE, or IMHGENe 

(these are interactive programs with explanatory p_rompts), and examining 

the sample input files. For erose the polarizabilities of the scattering 

groups can be input in two forms: 1) as polarizability eigenvalues and a 

set of three Euler angles to define the orientation of the polarizability 

eigenvectors for each group, or 2) as pre-formed polarizability 

matrices. The program HGEN writes input data files that use the first 

input option. The second input option is necessary for systems with 

groups that have complex polarizability eigenvectors. 



" 

Example input data file for CIDSC 

HILIJ, ISO PCLS, f•1~2, i•1e0, JIPl1•5ee, 11 GROUPS 
1 TU&N, NO lhiBih, I~T 
11li4r.OUt 

100.U01 
a.02tc:0U"i+U 
e.~eeeeeeA•ee Joe.eeee 
.!~0 

d.frl0111UIZ0i+U 
11 

1 
0 

lll0.UU 
ee.~e17i 
30.d1E9 
-Je.::~nn 
-ee.=.et72 
-1u .eeu 
-ae.•,use 
-~e.snee 
30.SI117S 
ae. :#IU 1; 
ue.eeu 
5~~e.eae 
:eee.ur 
~zea .eee 
5lee.eu 
sue .eu 
5eee.eu 
5ue.eu 
:ue.ur 
5000.0U 
5U0.0U 
5eea.au 

ii.U0002U+U 
Je.euu 
7~.ueu 

108.0001 
144.r.l001Z 
1ee.eeu 
21e.aeu 
2!2.UIU 
2ee.eur 
3a.eeu 
Jee.aeu 

e.ueueei•ee 

il.eneee~,;·era 
58.?7653 
;~.u=e~ 
S5.U5o-6 
:E.??E50 

-3.~5EU3c£-e5 
-5E.77c~: 
-s5.usse 
-i5.1,56~ 
-56.77S45 
1.1~E51S5i-0-6 
51ZU.00frl 
!US .000 
:ru.0ee 
~ue .eelil 
5220 ·""" :ue .eea 
~ue .frlfi"' 5Ue.eee 
!!1,00 ·""" 
:u~ .eee 
511:1111.001 
se.eeeea 
ii.U00it 
se.eeeaa 

'"·"""" l!lfrl.rr:lilllllllt 
se.eeeee 
se.eeeee 
se.e~eee 
91.eeeee 
se.euea 
i"-~0itlltlll 

1Z. UI0U00i+01 
U.0U00 
22.UU0 
~r.uue 
•e.uue 
5Z.0UIIIfll 
6i.UU111 
72.0U00 
ae.rzuee 
;e.euee 
ue.uee 
:eae.ue 
:us .eee 
~ue .eee 
5200 .aee 
:eelri.eee 
~ree.eee 
5!tfrl0.11lfll0 
:ue.eee 
~ue.eee 
:ue .us 
:ue .eee 
s.u~e58 
9.04J258 
•·e•~e5a 
•.u~e5e 
S.04~056 
9.1-6;!258 
S.U.!ISS 
9 • .:4~258 
9.04;!058 
S.U:!058 
9.04~058 
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Example output data file for erose 

Pi0GU.P1 CIDSC 11-JAN-e-i 
SCAiTliii ViSCiiPTION: ii.LU. ISO POLS. E•101, 1•101, ALPRA•5el. 11 GROUPS • 

1 lOlLNo NO INTRINSIC OPTICAL .ACTIVlTI 
INTiiiCTICN iiilCT IhClUDiD 
GiO~iliiC&L FABJ~iTiiS STOiAGi iii.Ia IIIU.ti! 
lNCltiNT •AViliNGTli: ue.1eee 
AZI~~THAL SCATTIRING ANGllt Gl .IUI00GI001+11 
I~Itl&L POLAi ANGLi1 0. 101111110001:+10 
ilN~L POlAR ANGII: 361.1GIU 
NU~EiR 01 POI~tS IVAICAT!Dt 361 
GLOBAL iuLiR ROTATION ANGLIS Pils 1.01U0UI+01 

UITA: 0.11211001+00 
11: I. IGIII!G101U+IGI 

NUM!ii 01 POLAB~AilLITIIS IN SCU'Iiilla 11 

POLU AN~U C IDS SCATT II II 
GI.I0011UI+U 1.1111!UI-0i 1.:!28729Si+ll I. 1Eoi3E!Gii+ 1GI 0 .1643S50i+UI 

1.i10Ui0 0.!631E3~i-2~ ~-~:!ll!a56i+U 1.1E51658i+li 0.164i179Si+1111 
~ .011!1/!UGI e.U6fllo25I-21c 1.:!270785E+U 1.1E~7160£+ 10 0.16:336251+U 
~.111102011 0.155c~55i-lc 1.~19529cE+U 1 .1E00E:!:3i•ll 1.15S5o5SI+UJ 
4.U0111i0 t.:. hle»ieJi~c 1.~11!8041U+U 1.1:43272i+ll 0 .1537UH•11 
!.011liUGI a.2377~5~i-0c 0 .cil269Ui+U 1.14669:!51+10 GI.143SI976i+U 
e.ee0eu if.27tS796I-ec ".2740713!+10 1.1~7U70i+11 0.135564~i+U 
?.a~lll0216 Gl • .:inte2s-e« W: .25c77 Ui+U I. 1C:E7612i+ 11 fil.12600iEi+10 
e.1110eee0 0.31437:,31-12 Gl.229451fE•U e.u:0asu:•u 8.11oi364SI+U 
s.0n0u 0 • .!1E!:IS17i-0:i: l.cUS16U:+UI e.u2n47l+te 0.102GISUI+10 
u.uue e • .3w.51E54A-ec li1.1795876i+ll li1.9U687U+I/!9 - e.8a51S67i•t9 
11.0102:1 ~ .2685!:761-ic Gl.15447-i3i+U 1.774U5Si+0; 0.7711:2S7~1+09 

12.l10il 2.1S4£:~2Ji-0:i: li1.1:!01457i+U t.E!1SS64E+V!i 0.64S4611JEi+il9 
13.!oi0U3 e .e7::eiue:-~~ 0.1272277i+lli1 GI.!::!SU23I+09 •• ~356766[+09 
14.i0UI -1.1.Ui72ii-12 0.a618177t+e9 0.4.!030101+09 0.4:5151671+e9 
15.11!111020 -1.4752.2!~&-a« I .d74BS20i+09 I. 3~~B414E+GI9 e.33Seoieet+t9 
lS.Irlk"!U -e .U05:t,76-lrl1 e.! 1438S2E+0; e.2!4607-ii+f9 t~t.~5~7E1ei•09 

1? .~eue •2.1642S22E-01 e .Je22383E+e9 0.1E75973i+l!'9 1.1946415E•09 
18.11!0121 -0.J133E24i-t111 e .£7918SeE+e9 e.t:!52t9wi+I!S. IIJ.143S6S2I+09 
19.00e£0 -e .4-.S4W15i-tU 1. e: t48S ~" •e 9 t.ii'i31E16E+I8 e.U7~4SU•e9 

2~.0e021 -a. 'i.2522:!Jli-11 fll.1578644i+f9 e.n2t7641+ea 0 .646~653I+e8 
.21. 20UGI -e.;e::us2I-11 e .1J5E&04E+t9 e.e17o~c21+28 I. 741271 S£+08 
.22.eeeu -e.;;~4U6i-21 e .t:!59189E+I9 1.61479SSE+f8 e. 7443S27i+llle 
2~.eeue -2.E36S76JI-11 1.15438321+19 1.72576451+28 t.836067SI+f6 
24 .eeue -1. 7a:!f.2251-e 1 1.1873701£+09 e.a'it9J1U+ee Gl.lfii~27SSI+IS 
z:.eeue -e .5562 ea6 1-11 e.2J281~i•lili e. ue9S79i+29 t.12t8274i•tw 
26.0001/!QI -i.4J:bll35i-11 Gl. 26269011 +19 1.1~42316i+lll9 1.14645E5i+fll9 
c7.Ue1Ze -t • .!41eee~I-u e.J33168EE•fiiS 0.1Ee8Sc7E•IIJ9 e.172275U•ea 
ze.e:~~eze -2.2cit~e7i-a1 0.:!847729£+09 11.1E72U7i+09 e.1i756cei+e9 
c9.eeue -i .2121 995i-81 1.4324E35i+e9 1.21165411+29 1.22fii83UI+I9 
:!a.0fiiiiiZ3 -e.1eEEi75.E-et 1.47:!8:52EE+e9 1.2~296231+09 1.24087051+29 
~l.UUI -1.1i»•i96a-t1 e.ees9:534i+i5il 1.2~U?17E+29 0.,~6761Ei+l9 

~2.~aeee -t.S»27ca4a-ec e .::~11l5139t•e9 1.2E26236i+19 0.2678904[+09 
~~.e0eee -1.?313311!41-0c l.!oi3ES5E£+19 0.2E99!S0i+29 e.27393Sci+0& 
Jt.eeue -&.!Ula1i-ec lll.546:il543i+e9 1.2'i209S:i+09 0.4:74855EI+0SI 
~~.ee1ee -•.~e203S9i-1£ Ill. !4015941+19 a.ze92125E+e9 e .27184691 •11!9 
~e.aeu1 -1.1225~~41-t£ 1.!239S61i+0; I. 2Elo82JI+I9 e.252313SI+09 
:!7 .eeue 11!.4S~7E7Si-~J ~~: •• a;&7S7t•09 0.,!00!58i+e9 1.24962201+09 
:!e.eerra 2.213526:51-tc 0 .4691577E+e9 e.2~5il0ti2E•e9 1.23411J515I•29 
~S.rlUU e.~51E!SU-0c 0. 4~:!11J2E2E +e9 1.21727591:+09 1.21575231+09 
.a.uue e ·••..!•571~-e.c e .~9J3432i+l; 1.1i7f4~11+29 e .1.~711l01i•09 
41.2111!21 1.6311 ?4ii-lc e .~515~S5E+I9 1.17687721+19 e .1 7465841 •IIJ 9 
t2.eeu1 ~ .7642~sei-Ic e. !190507E+e' 111.1~~70E~!+2S 3.15334441+09 
43 .0U21 fii.C::i327c6•-t~ e.c6719411+i9 1.1~47~84i+09 11J.132403fi+09 
44.11Jf821 e.U17c33I-ill fil .~270~1/!SI+ISil t.1U71111+QI9 1.11238!#71+09 
4S.IIlliiUI e.u~e~&SJI-01 e .1asset5i:+e9 III.S!:SI89SI+I/!8 i.93752f0i+0E 
46.UUt e .t.:h:BH-e 1 e .1S5SII!i7i.+19 e. 7E?7? 111•ea e.76S3264i•ee 
4?.eeeee 1.1~55~?1i-ll 1.1254~221-+e~ 1.6~561071+18 1.61Sti114I+08 



.. 

c 
c 
c 

c 

?BOGUM CIDSC 

CC~fLil•16 AlNT(1200,3,~),CI,PHASi,i,PI(3,3),ALPiA(10~·.3), 
1 T(1~0",~,3) 

iiAL•a Di~,~.Ci&I,SPSI,t!,A,C!,SA,Dl(3),AD,CitS,SC!TT, 
1 IL,IB,I(l200,3),PSI(l2~0,:),~,Pai,THETAl,TBETA2, 
1 iESI,itHETl,ili 

CHAIACiiB•j~ NIN,NOUT 
CBAjAClEB•i hDATi 
CHA4!CTik*e~ hDiSCl,NDiSC~ 

C INPiJl 
c 

PABA~iiiRS: N•NAMI Ji CONIROL DATA INPUT iiLi, 
Ntl~Cl,~DiSC2•DISCilPTION Oi SCATTERING SYSTEM, NOOT•NAMi OF 
OOTPUT ~ATA •lLi, 1•4AiiLiN~TH, ?BI•AZI~~T&AL ANGIE, c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C NCTI: 
c 
c 

11111 

7 

e 
1 

11 

11 

T~ETAl, THETA2• IOLAB A~GLi LIMITS, NANGLE•NU~EER OF POLAR AhGL!S, 
iPHI,iia£TA,!li•Tlii iuLEB ANGLES TBAT DIFINI TBE GL03AL ORIENTATION 
v1 Ii& SCATI,aii, ~·NiJ~&iB Oi POLARIZABLE GkOliS IN SCATTiRiR, 
NlNT•INTEiACTION SUiPiiSSCI (IF NINT-e ONLY TEl iiiST BORN 
CCNTIIEUTICN TO Tii CltS IS CO~PtTiD), INP•POlARIZA~ILITt INPUT 
DATA MODi Sili~lOR.tii iNf•~. THi PRO~BAM BEAtS IN POLARIZASILITY 
U<H:.Uluh AND JiiiitUTICN iOU:I ANGLES, IF INP IS ANT OTiiii iAI.Ui 

"TBi FiO~B!.I" iUDS IN/fJii-flliFARED PJLAIIIZUILI:'t I"ATRICtS), 
l(l,J)•f:JSHION V&CTOR Oi ITii aOUP, !LPiiA(I,J)•iiGihULUES Oi 
PCLAii~ABIIIti 01 ITS ~BOtP, PSI(I,J)•iOLIR !NGLIS GIVING THi 
OBII~rATIO~ 01 Tai IIGihiiCtCRS (PP.I~CIPLI !liS) Oi POLAiiZAiiLITt 
o;· ITB GiOiJi e T (I ,J ,t) •POUiiZ!BIL ITt 111Ti U lOB TU .IT!i :; iOiJP. 

CBOOSIN~ AN !tiMUT~AL !NGLI f!I IS l~OIVALINT TO A BOTATIO~ (USING 
llii •LOEAL iulii A~GLIS) El IrHI•-PHI, iTHaTA•a, iXI•0 Ci EPBI•~. 
itaitA•2, IJI•-idl. 

•un<c:,•)' PIOCiiAi'1 cu:sc' 
aiiU(S,•)' • 
iiili(6,•)•iNlii TiE N!t'll OF Tii DATA INPUT iiti• 
BUt(5,Ul)Nit. 
IOI.1U ( !32) 
Oii~(NAri•hiN,ONI1•10,Ttii•'OLD') 
l'IINP•le 
ii!Z(tiNf,1~5)h~ISCl,NiiSCi 
1Cii'!!I(A52/15t) 
IIAt(I"IhP,l~1)hOUt 
BUD( :''II NP ,• )• 
iUI:(rHt.f,•)iiil 
IUD( I'U.f ,• )lHITU, TBI'IA2 
BIAt(~INP,•)NA~GLA 
iiAD(~IhP,•)IPai,ItiiTA,IJl 
BUt(l'lNP,•)N 
iiAD(~INf,•)NINT 
aut (MIH.P ,• )I hi 
11( I hi .1~ .Ill )lEiiN 

its I 

jJ:) 7 1•1,N 
iiAD(~INi,•)(l(l,J),J•1,3) 
DO c I•1,h 

.. B&A:l (l'l INi ,•) (!l..Pii!( I ,J) ,J •1,3) 
DC 1 l•l,h 
II!t(I'INP,•)(PSI(I,J),J•1,J) 

DO 11 l•l,N· 
IIAD(I'lNP,•)(l(I,J),J•1,3) 
j)J Ul l•l,N 
DG 11 J•1,3 
BUD( I' INP o•) (TU ,J ,1),1•1,3) 
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c 
C LJBillN~ TeE OUTPUT illl 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

·c 
c 
c: 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

OFEN(~A~i•NOUT,UNIT•~9,tiFi•'Nif') 
CALL tJii(NDAii) 
liii£(~i,l~~JSDlli,NDiSC1,NDiSC2 

10~ fOi~Al(' rRO~iAM CIDSC ',A;/ 
1 'SCJ:tlBli ~iSCIIPTION:',T2~,A50/T2S,A50) 

Ii(NINt.iQ.~Jt~iN 

1 
102 

1 
I 
I 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 

1U 
1 

liiii(Si,*)'INtiiJCTION EFFiCT NEGLECtED' 
ilSi 

iBllJ(;»,•J'INllBACTICN iiiiCT INCLUD!t' 
END U' 
4iiTI(9S,102) NIN,.,PBI,lBETJ1,TRET12,NlNGLI,!PBI, 
Uli.iU ,ill ,N 
FCil'IU (' Gi01'1IIIICAL P!RAI'IETIBS STOUGi fiL.i: ',T5e,A3i'/ 
'INCI~i~I fAYill~G!i: ',l~0,G1 •• 7/ 
' lLI•1UTIUl. S~ATTiBIN; ANGLl:' ,T5Z,G14.7/ 
'INITIAl POili 1N~Li:',l50,G1~.7/' FINAL POL!! AN~Li:',T50, 
G1 •• 71' NO~~ii Oi POihlS iiALUATiD:' ,TS0,I10/ 
'GL0:£1 .JLiB BOtlTION ANGLiS PBI:',T;~,Q1 •• 7/ 
: C• 'BETA:',T50,GH.7/ 

1I:',rsa,ca.7/ 
' NtJI'!Ui 01' POL.AHUU.I!IIS IN SClTTiRII: ',TSIZ,IU/) 
dih(:iS,U.•J 
FCII'AT(' EOL.AB AHGLi','Il?,' CIDS',T33,' SClTT', 
tt~,· IL',TS~,· IK'I 

SOiiODtlhi GiN GiNi~AllS tai POLA!I,liiLITIIS iiOM THE iDLE! 
lN;LiS IN fHi I~?CT. GiN ALSO APPLIES THE GLO£AL ROTATICN 
(lni.ir!ii"U,ili) •iiiCB JiiE~TS THE SCATTiiill UUTIH TO TU 
INCIDiNt LI~aT. . 

Ii(INP.i~.e)CALL ~iN(N,ALPiil,PSI,£Phi,ETHiTl,I1I,I,T) 

SUBiOD~INi iOIN~ C~LCuLATIS T51 INTERACTION iJiiCT IN T~i SiCONJ 
!OiN AFiiCII~lTIOh. AI~~(I,J,!) IS Tii lifiCTIVi 'INTiiACTION 
PCL.Jii~Aiiii!I'. 

Ii(NINT.Hi.e)tliiN 

iLSi 

IND Il' 

CAlL BCiN2(~,.,l,l,liNT) 

DO ::1 I•l,N 
~c ~ J•l,J 
.uO ~ I•1,3 
liNT(I,J,~)•T(I,J,I) 

C PAil~Il'ii Sil ~p 
c 

c 

DI~•J.141~a ~s~Je as7•t~I/1Se.eDee 
ct•ce.etee,l.eree) · 
~·2.e;ee•~.1~15» 2c~~~ e;79:1Ze/~ 
Cfil·~~CS(FBI•Di~) 
:)iii I •DS IN ( iat •DtJ) 
U•( l'iiU2-TI:IaU1 )*DiG/NAHGLi 
A•tauu•na~ · 

C tHIS LOOi CO~fJtiS 1'Rl CitS AT ilCa !~~LI 
c 

DO c I•l.~lNGLa+l 
C.J•tCC:i.(A) 
u·~sih(AJ 
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Iii ( 1) •S A"'Cr AI 
Dl(~)•S.l 111 S?HI 
JliC(:!)•CA•l.Sllti:0 
DC 4 J•1,3 

" c 

IiO 4 l•l,~ 
PI(J,l}•(2.~•~~.a.a~ae> 

c 
c 

£HIS LOCi CCrrUTiS Til ii MATIII AT EACH AhGLI 

I:O 3 J•1,N 
iBA~i·~·(~'(1)"'I(J,1)+Dl(2)*I(J,2)+Dl(3)"'I(J,3)) 
i·~~ili(-CI•P4JSI) 
DO J A•1,3 
DO ~ 1•1.~ 

3 EI(i,l)•PI(I,L)+i•AINT(J,l,L) 
c 
C SUB&COriNi lSICT CALCOL!TiS !~! RIGHT AND LEFT SCATTIBlNG CROSS-
e SiCTICNS ;acr THi PI ~!TBII. 
c 

Dl(~)•C.l 
C.ll.l lSiC'I(Ail,.PI,IL,Ii) 
At•!/I:iG -
SC.li!•U+Ii 
Ii(SC.lTT.E~.~-~Ja~)taEN 

CIZS•If.atae 
itS I 

IND IF 
WiiTi(~S,10~).lD,CI~S,SC.lTl,Il,Ii 

' &•.l+.il& 
101 iCiM.ll(~~16.7) 

S'IOP 
iND 

SOBiCUTINI EJBNZ(~,W,I,T,AINT) 
CCMP111•1e AI~T(1~00,~,:!),CI,I1,i2,B2,1,Q,IB(~,3), 

I 1IJ(3),if,i3,~.l,Qi,i!(:!,~),&,B,C,TI(3,3),IJ(3,~), 
I r<uae.~.JJ 

il!L•e 1(1201,3),W 
C SiT UP Ui.l•"'iTiBS 

c 

Q•2.itee•~.1oi1S9 'o~J~ 89?9D20/W 
iF•4.2D2r·~.1415S ~=5~: as1;t2e 
CI•(~.it22,1.0~~1) 

C TEIS LOCP CC"FJ!iS T41 INDOCID INTIBACTION FIELI:S TILT AT EAC~ 
C P~L.liiZJiLa SITi 
c 

DO 1 I•1,N 
DC a 1•1,3 
DC o 1•1,3 
il(l,l)•(I.ID02,1.tD2t) 

e TI(,,L)•t(I,l,l) 
C THIS LOCP.SU~S UP Tii IN~OCit iiiLtS FBOM Til •10~PS ;aiCB INT!I!CT WITH 
C POSITIOfl I 

DO ' J•1,N 
Il(J~i~.I)GC tO 2 

C CCMPUTl Til DIST&hCi Y&CIOiS, ltC. 
IIJ(1}•J(J,1)•J(I,1) 
IIJ(2)•J(J,2)~l(I,2). 
1IJ(3}•l(J,~)-l(I,3) 
i~•IIJ(1)"'IIJ(1)•IIJ(2)*1IJ(~)+IIJ(3)*IIJ(3) 
i•CDS,IT(12) 

DO ' 1•1,3 
DO ~ L•1,J 
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·of': 

5 IJ(4,l)•!(J,I,l) 
C CC~POTI THE PBASi i!CtOi 

il•C~Eli(C1•~*11J(3)) 
C BIGIN C011iUII~~ tal GilEN'S iUNCTICN 

ic•C~ili(CI•~•i)/{i*iP) 
i~•(1.0te~,0.0D0~)/(~·~*Bc)-CI/(Q*I) 
CA•({1o2Lte.~.0D00)-f~)*l2 
cE•{(-t.eoee,e.etee)•{~.etea,e.enee)•iJ)*i2 

C ~~LtiPLI tii ~~!iN'S iUNCtiON BY TBi JTH POLARILABiliTT 
A•IIJ(l)*TJ{1,1)+1IJ(2)*TJ(2,1)+XIJ(3)*TJ(3,1) 
B•1IJ{l)¥TJ(1,2)+1IJ(2)*TJ(2,Z)+XIJ(3)*TJ(~,2) 
C•IIJ(1)*TJ(1,3)+IIJ(c)*TJ(2,3)+IIJ(3)*TJ(3,3) 
DC ~ ••1,3 
iA(I,1)•CA*TJ(l,1)+Ci*IIJ(I)*A/R2 
iA(I,2)•~A•TJ(&,2)+wB*llJ(1)*!/12 

3 IJ(l,~)•GA•rJ(,,3)+G!*liJ(l)*C/12 
C St~ uP til I~TiBACTlONS TIMlS PiOPii PHASE FACTORS 

uo t ,.1,3 
DC t 1•1,3 

t . ·· li(l,l)•iB(I,L)+BA(l,l)*l1 
2 , ,, CC:4H~iJ~ c ···,::.•. 

C COMiOU UN'I: (AilD Tii UNIT ~.UBII AND MOLTIPU BY 'Ilii lTD: 
C POLAiiZA~ILITI) 
c 

DC 7 1•1,3 
J)O 7 L•1,3 

7 .llNI(I,I,l)•II(l,l)+ 
I if*;*Q*(TI(,,1)*ii{1,L)+TI(I,2)*4B(2,L)+TI(I,~)*Bi(3,L)) 

1 CCNIINU~ 
iiTiJiN 
Ul) 

SOBiOUIINi ~EN{N,JLP3J,PSI,EPBI,IT!!TA,III,l,T) 
CCI1f111*1a &1PdA(100~.~),T(1000,3,3) 
iiAL*S PSI(1~00,~),1(1i20,~), 

I i1(3),I2(~),I3{3),T1(3),Tc(~).T3(3),i(3), 
1 tiC,CIP,SiP,CiT,S&T,Cil,Si1,Cii,SPI,CTI,STI,Cli,S1I, 
1 iiKI,IIBITA,lli 

DATA il 11.e~ee, e.eoee, e.etee; 
DATA 12 ;e.etee, 1.0000, e.ecee; 
tArA i3 ;e.eJee, e.0oat, t.etae/ 
DiG•3.1t1~· 2653~ ei?wt~i/lSI.ID£8 
Cii•tCOS(irai•DiG) 
SIP•DSIN(iPil•DiG) 
Cif•DCOS(Itiif£*Li~) 
Sif•tSIN(iTiiT1*tEC) 
Cil•DCOS(ili*DiG) 
Sil•ilSIN(III*Di~) 
DC 1 I•l,N 
Cfi•DCOS(PSI(I,l)*DiG) 
Sii•ilSIN(PSI(l,1l*DiG) 
Cti•tCOS(iSI(l,~)•LiG) 
Sti•Dsi•(FSI(I,2)*D&G) 
CII•DCOS(PSI(1,3)*~•~) 
SII•DSI~(~~l(I,31*DiG) 
CALl i~lii(CPI,SPI,Cti,Sti,C1I,Sli,i1,Tl) 
C.UL iiJUi (CiP ,S lP ,Cit ,Sit, Cil,Sil,T1 ,Tl) 
C.UL i.Olii {CFI ,SP l,CT I ,S'U, CU ,SU ,E2, T2) 
CALl iUiii(ClP,SiP,Cit,SIT,Cii,Sil,T2,T2) 
CALL iUlii(CPI,SPI,CTI,Sti,CII,Sli,E3,T3) 
CALl IUiii(Cii,Sii,CII,Sit,Cil,SII,t3,t3) 
DO 2 J•l,;! 
~0 c t•1,3 
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2 

1 

1 

2 

3 

T(I,J,I)•AliHA(I,1)•T1(J)•T1(1)+ 
1 AlPHA(I,2)*Ti(J}*T2(1)+ 
1 ALP~A(I,J)*T3(J)*T3(') 

I 
I 

I 
1 

1 
J 

I ( 1 ) •I ( I ,1 J 
1(2)•1(1,2) 
i(J)•J(I,~) 
CALl iOliB(CiP,SiP,Cil,SIT,CII,SEI,i,i) 
1(1,1)•8(1) 
1(1,2)•B(c) 
I(I,J)•i(~) 
CCNTU.ui 
iilUU 
i"D 

SOBBOUTIHi IULii(CP,SP,CT,ST,CI,SI,A,E) 
i!AL•S A(3),~(3),CP,SP,CT,ST,CI,Sl,U,Y,~ 
U•(CI*CT*Ci-~l*SP)• l(l) -(SJ*CT*CP+Cl*SP)* !(2) 
Y•(CI•CI*SP+Sl*CP)* A(l) -(Sl*CT*SP-Cl*CP)* !(2) 
w• -Cl*ST* A(l) +Sl*ST• !(2} 
E(l) •U 
B(2}•V 
B(3) •II 
iiTOill 
lND 

+ST*CP• A ( 3) 
+ST*SP* !(3) 

+CT• !(3) 

SUiiO~TIN• lSiCT(l~PI,Il,Ii) 
CCftPlil*1o ~~(~,3),IL(~),Ii(:),Al(3),Ai(3),l(~,J),u(3,3) 
iiAl*S I(J),Il,Ii 
DATA D /(l.~~ee.~.eLee),(e.eDee,e.eDee),(e.eDee.e.etee), 

<e.e~~e.e.fcee),(1.etee,e.foee),(e.eoee,e.etee), 
ce.eoee,e.e~e~),(e.eoee,e.eoee),(l.eD~e.e.eo~e)/ 

DATA iL /(0.7117 1~6 7d1 leo :t7 SD00, e.iD00), 
(e.s~e8, 8.707 12o 7o1 1o6 ~~7 stee), 
(e.etea,8.etru)/ 

DATA ii /(~.7e7 li6 7~1 166 !67 SDfe, 1.0D01), 
(e.etee.-e.78? 126 1a1 lo6 567 sDee), 
(IZ.IZ.il00,11l.IZU)/ 

.DO 1 1•1,3 
DC 1 J•l ~ 
T(I,J)•UCI,J)-l(I)*I(J) 
DO i I•l,J 
Al(I)•(II.1Zt00,e.ID00) 
Ai(I)•(e.eDee,e.eDe8) 
~0 c J•l,:! 
DC c 1•1 3 
Al(I)•AI(I)+l(I,J)•PI(J,L)*El(L) 
Ai(I)•AI(I)+T(I,J)•PI(J,L)*ii(t) 
U.•II.IDU 
U•r .e.cu 
JlO : I•l 3 
Il•Il+AI(I)*I:CONJG(At(I)) 
Ii•li+Ai(I)*I:CO~JG(Ai(I)) 
IUIIIPi 
IHD 
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C. CIDSAVE 

Program CIDSAVE calculates the CIDS of a rotationally averaged 

arbitrary collection of polarizable point groups. The program evaluates 

eqns (2 .20) and (2 .22), and therefore includes the limited interaction 

effects described in chapter 2. The program can be used for systems that 

absorb, but not for systems with intrinsic optical _activity. (This last 

limitation is also due to the limitations of the basic equations (2 .20) 

and (2.22).) Program CIDSAVE has only one input option: 

polarizabilities are read· in as eigenva~u~s and orientation Euler angles. 

. . . .~ . 



Example input data file for CIDSAVE 

Hitll, 2 GROuPS, P•3~~. i•~, OhlAliAL POLS, 
1t?iA•l~eee, --1~0 
H12GPS.OU'I 

151.0UIIJ 
e.eeeeeeei•ee !oe.eeee 
~63 

2 
0. 0001il0Ui+ie 
~.00U0ZU+~I1! 
0.UU0hi•U 
0.Uiii00UE+U 
e.llleseeen•\'lra 
120.UIU 

e .flleeeeeu•ll!e 
e.eueeeei•se 
ra.d.;.,eeei•U 
e .eilueen•ee 

5ilii.0Ql000 
»i.UIIIilll 

0. U0Ui1U+III0 
121.U00 
1UI1!".111111 
ueee.u 
se.euee 
li2.011!000 
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Example output data file for CIDSAVE 

u-JJ.N-84 PiOGUP': C IDSJ.U 
SCJ.ttiiii DiSCIIPtiON& ~ALII. 2 GiOUPS. P•JII. 1•8. tNIAliJ.L fCLS. 

GIO~ITIICJL PARJ.~ITIIS 
INCI~iNT tAViliNGTA: 

AlPHA•10illl. ~·158 
STOIA~i iiLI: 

INITIJL PCLAi AH~Ii: 
IINJl POLAi J~GII: 
NOM!ii Oi POINTS iVAlUJ.tiD: 
NU~!ii Of PCLJ!~J!ILITIES IN SCUTEiiB: 

POL.U !NGLI 
8. ei:lll0ii!U+U 
1.UIIUI 
2.ilti1UI 
~ .. UII:ilflil 
4.e0eue 
~.eeuu 
e .eeuu 
?.neue 
e.eeeue 
w.nuu 
UI.SIUiil 
u.0eer1 
12 .00ue 
13 .aeere 
u.0eeee 
1~.eeu1 
1e.eeue 
11.eeue 
1e.ueu 
19.eeeee 
ce .eeeee 
21.ilhl28 
c2.UIU8 
23.eeul 
24.e0eu 
25.01828 
ce.eeue 
i?.IUIUI 
28 .IZIUI 
2w.1eee1 
:e.eeue 
31.010ZI 
:2.SIIUI 
~~. 1ee u 
~4.eeue 
~~.uue 
~e.euee 
~?.IIUI 
~a.eeeea 
:5.21111U 
41.11121 
u .ill It 
42 .ilillil 
43.01221 
u.eeeee 
45.UUI 
46.eetee 
n.1eeet 
te.ell0illt 
4i.ll!lill 
~1.1eeea 
~1.20UI 
~2.111!111 

CIDS 
e .fd.,01111Ui+li 

-lil.5iSI3326i-U 
-1.21JSISSi-l:! 
-0 .45etlil!:iU-0:! 
-e .e132:e21-e:! 
-1.12o8J7SI-ac 
-e .1e~2~ 14.0-e~ 
-2 .247JcUI-i'lc 
-e.~2cl~tu-e.c 

· -e . .uel261i-B.C 
-I.Ui315i3i-I.C 
-a.eu3e7u-ec 
-e. 711:~~e2s.,;-111 .c 
-I.S31755i1i-lc 
-l.i5?365SI-Ic 
-e .UJ5i1J4RS&-e1 
-f.12~222tii-lil1 
-1 .1375i4e?E-e 1 
•1.15JC:4S~&-11 

-e .1cstt:52i-t1 
-e.1S532c5I-u 
-e .clb:7ti-t 1 
-e .21C:o7oiH-11 
-1.2~~Sia?e;;-e1 
-lll.25JC:267&-e1 
-1.27Uti4U-81 
-e.2876e5ei-lill 
-~~~.~U::J~•4i-i11 
-It .321UitU-U 
-1.~:!731411-11 
-e.352ieni-8 1 
-t.~6775i98i-i11 
-I.~S18~d21-11 
-e.~a-td33i-e 1 
-e .tetsi23U-11 
-e.u7c~S5i-111 
-e.t27111ci.i-i1 
-e .43..0~211-e1 
-lli.U11453i-11 
-e.445-tc6&i-i1 
-e.u?SiSi?U-11 
-e.ue~c5U-t1 
-lll.ttSw4E6&-e1 
-i1.44317b71-e1 
-e.t:71.!111Ci-t1 
-e.~o7454i-11 
-e .u7 a718i-11 
-1 .tet772tl-111 
-e.~ei1~<:.U-il 
-fii.37UI~I8I-11 
-e.~~e5t511-11 
-e .J~ 76!11117 .a-e 1 
-e.~e2t21di-11 

a-n-
e. iUUUi+lll 
-3681.511 
-1472~ .ee 
-~,995.4-4 
-seu4.24 
-see8S.82 
-1:!21'8 .5 
-175913.7 
-c27957.2 
•285931.6 
-349467.4 
..:418164.8 
-4915CI6 .1 
-!69262.9 
-650697.8 
.;.n5367.e 
-822723.5 
-91215i9.e 
-1213211. 
-1195159. 
-1187434. 
•1i79419 •. 
-1~7149-t. 
-acU37. 
-1:t1tJc. 
-16~2i!6S. 
-1'11333@. 
-179t66e. 
-186345». 
-19~1184. 
-15ii3306. 
-2149320. 
-2298753. 
-21U159. 
-2176130. 
-2a32se. 
-C.C223U. 
-2232875. 
-H~47te. 
-2ic7712. 
-2.:11598. 
-21862@2. 
-i151689. 
-2111177o5. 
-ct~4~8!5. 
-1ii214Si. 
-1928582. 
-1S40136. 
-175~e5. 
-1652825. 
-1!4667!5. 
-14~2574. 
-1~12878. 

B12GPS.DAT 
151.2002 

i'1.0e0000U+I2 
361.0008 

Jelll 
2 

IL•II 
e.nc33~3i+0B 

e. 722Ul15E•e8 
e. 721407U+ea 
e. 7ci'125.CU+IZ8 
e. 718cH:e.E•e& 
e. ?leseuE•ea 
1.7141118:!~i+f8 
1.7111521£+28 
e.7e7eeeu•ea 
fll .• 7Ufd4U.E+i8 
e.SS9SB76I+08 
e. c:s::!~7l.E•t8 
1.6S*'46EII+08 
e.se:2~23J:+es 
e.e7so752E•ee 
e.en8150i•2B 
e.6e76?2'11+e8 
8.~E1265i91+08 
e.e!:46ci;2E•e8 
8.64777331+08 
8.S417254E+Q!8 
a.e:~5i192i+28 
e.6.:easu•ea 
I. 61SSS5SE+Ii18 
e. euea:7E+II'8 
".6i1~4:!11I+28 
a.~s:?CtSE•ea 
e. ee79Sirti• e8 
a.5ei2466E+e8 
8.5725183i+08 
1.5E48244i+28 
e.5:71o481•ee 
1.545iS185E+Ir'l8 
8.5421435I•ea 
1.5~4776tii•08 
e.52?5~~9i•88 
e.5cet~ec:.&:+2S 
11.~1~47;21•28 
e.seci39:!SI•e8 
e.:uee4a&•ea 
t.4S:!5633!+08 
e.4e74~82i+28 
S.4E14175i•IS 
llt.47~fH~S3I•t8 
8.4701152I+08 
e.tE464ee&•e8 
e.t:95i1151•e8 
e.t~45S55i•ea 
e.t4S8SSi5i•ll8 
e. u:4t44E+ea 
lll.44122i12!+i18 
e.t~?225~E•e8 
e. t~34oeu•ea 
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•' 

c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

PBO,UI'I Cl.OS.lii 

IIAL•= JLin!,iEC!l(J),YiCtJ(~),iiCT(250,3,3) 
il!L•e DiG,D!,!,!D,CltS,SC!lT,l,PS1(250,3), 

1 t,~,tlliT!l,IaiT12 
iiAL•a J0,Jl,Ji,JJ,J4 
ilAL•e Jl,!J,G,SE,CB,SE~,SI~,SB4,Dl(1000),Tl(1000),!0 
liAL•d DOl,llJ(J),i~lJ,iiJ,~lJ,iliiJ,EJilJ,iliJ,iJlllJ, 

1 flJ,iJI(~),iJil(~),YJil(3),El(3),EJ(3),iiTA,OlJ(3), 
1 DII,DJJ 

liAL•S SJ~2,SUM1I,SO~lJ,S~M2l,SU~2J,SUM3,SOMtl,SUM4J,SI,SJ, 
1 St~5I,SOP.5J,SU~ol,SUM6J,SOM?l,S0~7J,S01'18I,SUMEJ,SuM~!,SUM3! 

Bi!L•e 11,i11,i21,1~,i~1,14,141,F5,F51,iS,F61,17,i71 
iiA~•E S1,S~,SJ,S4,S5,SE,S7,S8,S.,S10,S11,S12 
CA!iJCiiB•;t NuiSCl,NDiSC~ 
CBAiACIIi•~0 hlN,~O~T 
C4!iACTai•~ N~!Ti 

CCM~Ch II'IAlNI t(250,3,~),JLPaA(250,3),1(250,3) 
CCMMON lSI S1~S~,S3,St,S~,S6,S7~S8~9,S10,S11,S12. 
CCI'II'ICN 1J I Jfi ,Jl ,J2 ,JJ ,Jt . 

C INPU'I 
c 

PJUI".itliS s NIN•H!MI Oi COiiTIOL INPUT DATA FILE, NDESC1,NDESC2• < 

I:ISCBii'IlCN Ci SCU'IiiiNw SYSU11, NOU!•N11'1i Oi OUTPUT :.J!T! iiLA, 
~·•AiiLihGTH., T:CITU, Illi'I12• POLAR AN~Li LIMITS, NA~GLI•NUMUX c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

2010 

2U1 

21112 

Oi POLAI Ah;LiS, N•NUM~il Oi POLAilZABLi GROUPS I~ Thi SCA!TiREI, 
I (l,J )•EC~ IriON HClOi Oi ITii GiOUP, ALP I! A (l,J )•iiGIN'i UiJIS OJ' 
PCL!iiZA.I!lllU Oi ITB lliiO~P, FSI(l,J)•iULiR ANGUS GIVING THi 
OiiiNtAtiCh Ci t~i il;ih~iCTOiS (PRINClPLi AllS) Oi POLARlZ~BILlTY 
Oi lTi GiOOP. 

DC au I•1,,!ill 
DC·~lU J•1,.3 
AlPBA(I,J)•~.fiDifi 
1 <I ,J l •a. ld.llilt 
PSI (I ,J) •2 .IIIO:illil 
JlC i0U &•l,J 
YiCT(I,J,,)•~.III~IiJ~ 
T(I,J,l)•l.ite0 
DC ~U1 I•1,.! 
il( I) •Iii .III.Diil" 
iJ(l)•i.iliU 
UlJ(l)•liJ.i:4i0fi 
iJY I (I )•2 .111DU 
fJU (I) •fi.0DU 
liJ(I)•I.il~U 
iJI( I)•& • .,DU 
ncu< I 1•2 .aue 
ucn (I) •e .uu 
DO 2122 I•1,11i101 
J)I( I )•1.2Difi 
tt<I>•t.ecea 
DI;•ii.IDU 
A•a.eue 
Al:•&.IDU 
u•e.uu 
CillS•i.lliU 
SC.lii•fi.aDill 
e•a.e;,u 
TiiitU•2 .il001 
tiiiU~•f.i.liel 
Ji•".illilf 
J 1•e .eD2r 
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J2•1.e.DU 
J .!•~ .ll!j)U 
H•i.111tU 
.U•I.Ii!DU 
AJ•i.0~U 
G•e.eue 
sE•e.eou 
c!•e .etu 
Si2•0.2tU 
S!J•e.uu 
SU.•i.iLU 
U•III.2DU 
iHJ•t .i!DU 
aiJ•e.e~n 
~u-e.eou 
IIII J•l. 1Ul01 
iJllJ •!a. i!D"I 
UiJ•£.2~11!0 
iJillJ•£ .uu 
Y IJ•II .11~02 
BiU•e.uu 
u I •e. etee 
DJJ•i.ellee 
SOttil•i .tDU 
suttu•e .eue 
su;1u •~Z .e»ee 
Silncl•i.IDil 
S~11cJ•I.2Dill 
Slil1~•2.i41U 
S ttlti•i. li!DU 
Sl.!t'ltJ•I.IZtli 
SI•i.e.LIU 
SJ•i.i:i:U 
Stit'I~I•I. 2Dell 
SU115J•Ii.lll.i:IUI 
Stift6l•t.eoee 
Slit'15J•i.i.lii0 
Slll171•2.~21f 
SW17J•i.iDil 
SCP'IS I•ll. ill ill 
SU116J•If.~~"il 
s ttt:.&•e. eue 
Sli11~i•i. i:lel 
i l•i .ellee 
i11•2.iliU 
lH•t.IIUII 
•~·e.eue 
1:1•e.eue 
u•e .eou 
iU•I.iDU 
•~·e.eue 
J~l·t.eue 
iE•e.e~ee 
i61•11.il:ill 
l?•i .eDU 
171•1t .tUHillf 
Sl•i.tDU 
Sc•I.Uei 
s~·a .uee 
U•l.lltel 
S!•C.,ZDU 
SE•t.,Z.ilU 
S?•i.IUlU 
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"' 

1111 

ue 

7 

6 

a 
c 
c 
c 

113 

liS 
I 

UJc 
I 
I 
1 
I 

1U 
1 

c 
c 
c 
C. 

c 
c 
c 

c 

se•e.i.l)U 
s;•i.i.iiU 
S10•1.itU 
s a•e .eue 
S 12•& .eDU 
niU(6,•)' PIO~UM CIDSAU' 
wiiTi(S,•)' 
•BIH(S,•)'iNTD TU N.&.'ti 01 TiE .:au INPUT FILl' 
ii.ll:(:,Ul)hlli 
JCii"U(.&JI) 
OEiN(N.&I"i•hi~,UNIT•10,TfPi•'OL~·) 
MINi•U 
ii.&D(~I~P,lile)NDISCl 
li.&Il(MIN.P,10:)N~iSC2 
i Cit'!U (.&5£) 
Bi.&t(I"IhP,101)NOUT 
iiAD(rihi,•)l 
llUt("INi ,• )TiiT.&l, TRIU2 
Bi.&ttl"lhE,•)h.&N~ll 
IIU(I'IIN.P,•)N 
DC 7 I•l,N 
ii.&D(~INI~~)(I(I,J),J•l,~) 
DO 6 I•l,N· . 
iilt {rtlNP ,•) (.&Lfii.& (I ,J) ,J•1,~) 
J:C 8 I•l,N 
li.&D(~INP••)(iSI(I,J),J•1,3) 

L.&JiliN~ Tii OUTrUT iiLI 

OPIN(~.&I"i•NOuT,UNIT•99,tiPI•'Nil') 
C .&LL U U ( Nll.&I .& ) 
liiii(;,,li3)ND.&ti 
IO~t'!At(' iiO~I.&M ClDS.&VI ',.&9) 
lilfi(SS,12~)NDISC1,hillSC2 
iCi:"!.&H • S~.UUiil i:iSCiiETICN: • ,.&51/ 

, • ,.&50) 
wilfi(S,,122) NIN,V,THIT.&l,r!iT12,N.&NGLI,N 
iOiM.&t(' ~iOt'!iTIIC•L i.&i.,..itillS.STOilGI iiLI:•,te2,.&3i/ 
• INCIIliNT illaLIN~TH:',Te0,G1t.7/ 
'INITIJL POI.&I .&NGLI:',T~I,G1~.7/' FIN.&L POL.&I .&NGLI:',T50, 
G14.7/' NUMiil o• ROINtS ii.&LU.&TiD:',T58,111/ 
'NOt'!Eii Ci POI.&I~.&JILITIIS IN SC.&TTII!i:',T~i,I10/) 
111Ii(S,,1U) 
o~OI1'1.U( • .POL.&I .&NGI.i' ,T17, • CIDS' ,'1'33,' IL-l!', 
Tt~.· Il+Ii') 

S~JBO~tiNI GIN GINii.&TIS t!i POLAIIZ.&iiLITiiS FiOM T~l iUL.a 
.&NwLiS IN Iii IN.PUT. 

CAI.I. GU(.,PSI) 

P.&l.&ftUll Sit Of .· 

s 01'11•1. Ill II 
DO 1 I•1,h 
.to 1 ttld•1,3 
.&I•llili.& (I ,ftl) 
IJ(AI.I~.e.eDe•)GO TO 1 
il(1)•!(I •'-"•1) 
II ( iC) •T ( I ,ne ,2 ) 
.U(~)•:CI,~I,3) 

C SOiiOU'l'INi VIC !I C.&LCOUUS AN IN'l'EIMI~UU IN Tli C.&LCUL.&TION. 
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C iOI CALL YiCri(N,I,ii,YICII) TEl iETOINiD QUANTITY (iiCTI) IS: 
C SUM OH ' OP IO H Oi 'Ill PRODUCT 
C (lri POtARILABILI'IY)*(CCUPLING CONSTANT VII)* 
C (l.iNIT iiCTOi tJI TBi lTE POUiiZULi .UIS). 
c 

1 

13 
c 
c· 
c_,.;. 

c 

c 

c 
c 

3 

CALL ViC'II(N,l,ii,ViCtl) 
WICT(I.~~.l)•VICTI(l) 
ViCT(l,M~.~)•ViCII(~) 
iiCr(I,r.2,3)•WiCTI(3) 
StlMill•su~e·u•u 
CCNilr.Ui 
tl~·~.l41~a 2S53~ d~7~tilll/18lii.£Dilll 
G•4.llltllle•~.l415~ 'o535 SS7SDiillli/W 
tA•(TAiiA~-TiiTAl)vDl~/NAHGLI 
U•Ui'IU•LiG 
DO 1~ U•1,NANGli+l 
DI(UJ•e • .,!lee 
U(UJ•i.etlill 

TBiSI LCCFS SUM UP COhTiUUUCHS iiOP1 UCI PUB OF POLUIZABILIUES 

1:0_-~ I•l,N 
iiO-;.i r'l•1,3 

AI•1lE:ilJ( I ,r'1) 
Ii{AI.i~.~.eDilli)GO TO 2 
tC 3 1.•1,3 
iiCTI(t)•~iCT(I,r'1~L) 
il(L)•T(l,Ml,L) 
Dil•DCr(ViCTI,ll) 

.DC 2 J•I+1,N 

IIJ(1)•1(J,1)-I(I,l) 
1 IJ ( 2) •1 ( J ,2 ) -1 ( I .2 ) 
11J(3)•l(J,3)-I(I,3) 
iciJ•tOT(liJ,liJ) 
IIJ•iiS~BT (12IJ) 
UIJ(l)•liJ(l)/!IJ 
UlJ(2)•1IJ(2)/aiJ 
UlJ(3)•11J(3)/IIJ 

DC 4 P1~•1,J 

lJ•AI.ilU (J ,1".2 J 
II(AJ.i~.lll.lliDiillli)GO TO 4 
.DC :: 1•1,3 
fiCTJ(l)•iiCT(J,"2,L) 
IJ(L)•T(J,r'2,1) 
tJJ•DCT(fiCTJ,iJ) 
CALL CICSS(iJ,li,lJIJ 
llllJ•DCf(II,ClJ) 
iJllJ•~Ct(iJ,UlJ) 
iliJ •tO 'I ( i I,IJ) 
IJlliJ•tOT(iJI,UIJ) 
fiJ •( il iJ-J .l!l.DI!I.-•.HI lJ*lJIIJ) /(IIJ812 IJ) 
SCft~l•2.eD~t•li*lJ*(ll•AJ)*fiJ/3.2Diill 
StP1:B•2.eDelll*ll*AJ*(Al+1J)*fiJ*EIIJ/1~.1Dii 
CALL CBCSS(&J,WiCTI,iJVl) 
ClLL CaCSS(VECIJ,II,YJll) 
SUP11I•DCr(iJVl,UIJ) 
S~lJ•~C'I(iJil,UIJ) 
SW12I•tCT(Wicti,IJI)•IJUJ. 
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~· 

c 
c 
c 

S~McJ•DCT(VlCTJ,IJl)*IIIIJ 
SUI'I·U•DCT ( V..i:TI ,iJ) 
SD1'14J•DCT(fiCTJ,il) 
SUM~I•SU~4I*IliJ 
S0~5J•SUM4J*iliJ 
SI•tOl(YiCTI,OIJ) 
SJ•.DCT(YiCTJ,UlJ) 
SU~6I•t.e~ee•(SU1'14l*ilJIJ*EJIIJ+SI*IJ11J*iiiJ) 
S~M6J•0.5D00*(SU~4J*iiiiJ*iJIIJ+SJ*EIIIJ*IliJ) 
SU1'17l•SI*illiJ+DII*iJliJ*iJIIJ 
SU~?JaSJ•iJIIJ+~JJ*illiJ*IIIIJ 
S~SI•SI*iiiiJ*EJIIJ*IJIIJ 
S~MSJ•SJ•IJJIJ*IIIIJ*iiJIJ 
i~•(1.0D2i·SUM4I-SuM4J) 
i4•(iliJ*IIIJ-SUI'I~I-SOI'I~J) 
J~•(illiJ*iJJIJ*IIEJ-SL~SI-S0~6J) 
i~•(alllJ*iiJIJ+IJJIJ*iJIIJ-SUM7l·SU~7J) 
i7•(iiiiJ*iiJIJ*IJIIJ*IJIIJ-SUMSI-SU~8J) 

THIS lOOP &.D;s TBi CONtilfUTIONS lT ilCB lNGLi 

.... u 
tC 1~ ll•1,NANGll+1 
UU•A/c.Ui01 
Si•tSlN( UU) 
CE•DCCS ( iiU.) 
Si2•SE*SE 
SEJ•S!*S!2 
Si4•S!2*SI2 
,,aJ•G*IlJ*Si 

c 
C SOIBO~tiNi liSSiL ClLCtllliS Til SPBiiiClL IISSIL FUNCTIONS Jl 
C taiOUGi J4 
c 

CALL JiSSIL(QIJ) 
c 
C SuJBOOtiNi S ClLCULlTi~ til ilCTCBS 51 T!IOUGB 512 
c 

CAI.l. S 
IJ( ~IJ .Ni.r.J .lii.DiilliJ )tBIN 

•l•(&liJ•(J2/~IJ-J1)-illiJ*iJIIJ*JJ) 
I LSI 

iND U 
Sti'I~•SO~Jl-(1.3Diili+4.1III*SI2*Ci*Ci)*SOMJJ 
J11•ll*(Si+S!J) 
i21•(,.41Me~•J1-1.1b.Dik*J~)*SB-(e.68Diili*J1+1.18Diili*JJ)*SB3 
J:l•J:•(Sl+S2*SJ2+S3*SE4) 
U1•H*(S4 +S~*Si2+SO*S U) 
1~1•1e*(S7+Se*SJ2+Si*S!4) 
I61•l6*(S1Iii+S11*S~•S12*SE4) 
F71•J?*(Iil.~ieJII•I.J7ei~~·SE4+1.25Diii0*SJ2)*J4 
Dl(lA)•ti(I&)+lJ*ll*(~.:Dii*(iJIIIJ-SU~1I-SUI'IlJ)*il1-

l (SUM2I+SUP2~J*I21) 
tl(IA)•TI(lA)-SUI'IJ+lJ*AI*(J~1+F41+F51+F61+F71) 
1•&+.111 

15 COUUtJI 
4 CCNUhUI 
2 CONIINOJl 

l•AI 
tC 12 IJ•l,NlN~li+l 
JiU•A/2 ·"~ee 
SE•tSIN(!iU) 
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Ci•I:CCS(UU) 
SCATT•TI(IA)+S~~i*(l.iD~~-SB*SB*CB*CB)•~.0D0i/15.0D00 
U•.l/ti~ 
IJ{SCATT.i~.0.0D00)TBIH 

CUlS•16.i6Uw 
ISTA&•' •' 

· ll.Si 
CIDS•DI(IA)/SC.lTt 
ISTU•' ' 

IhD Ii 
•ilti(Si,10iJAD,CIDS,DI(IA),SCATT,ISTA! 

12 A•A+llA 
100 lCi~AI(~Glc.?,.lt) 

S'lOi 
IHD 

StJiBCO.riNi GiN(N,iSI) 
CC~P10~ /1'1AlN/ T(,;0,3,.!),.lL.Pi.l(258,3),1(~50,3) 
ii.lt•a FSI(2~0,3),I,ALPA.lo 

1 Il(.!),i~(;:),i~(3),rl(.!),I~(~).T3(3),T, 
1 Di~,Cii,Sii,CTI,STI,Cli,Sli . 

tArA 11 /l.etee, e.et~e. e.etee/, · 
'DUA 12 ;~ • .,ue. t.etee. e.etee/ 
DIU i3 /2.0j)illfil, oil.oilllU, 1.0tU/ ·. i 
UC.•J.tt1:5~ 2ti535 eilf?it00/182.0D~0 
DO 1 I•1,N 
CPI•tCJS(PSI(I,l)*DiJ) 
SEI•DSih(iSI(I,l)*DiG) 
CTI•DCOS(PSI(I,2)0 DIG) 
Sti•~SI~(iSI{I,2J•Di;) 
Cli•tCOS(fSI(I,3)•~iG) 
Sli•DSI~(PSI(I,3)*DiG) 
CALl iJlii{CPl,Sii,CTI,S'li,Cli,Sli,il,Tl) 
CALl IUiii(Cfi,Sil.Cti,Sti,CII,SII,I2,T2) 
CALl ii.Iii (Cil ,SPI ,CTI ,SU,Cll ,SII ,!3 ,T3) 
.iiC ~ ,.1,3 
T(I,l,,) -T1(I) 
T(I ,2,I)•T2(1) 

2 T(I,J,l)•T.!(l) 
1 CCHUhUi 

iiTUU 
iND 

~UBiOUT IHI S 
CCM~CA IS/ Sl,S2,S3,S4,S~.S6,S7,SS,S9,S10,Sll,S12 
CO~P10h /J/ J~.Jl,Jc,JJ,Jt 
i1AL•6 Sl,S2,S3,S~,s~.Sd,S7,S8,S3,S10,S11,S12,J0,Jl,J2,J3,J~ 
S1•J~/1~.eJet-J2/21.eDer•~.er~e•J4/2Se.eDee 
S~•-t.42~2~*J0-J~/7.0t~2+J4/14~.0D00 
S.!•t.4~te•J~•z.e~ee•J2/7.2De2•J.eDe2•J4/2ee.eree 
S4•7.e~ee•Je/1!.0D08+!.etee•J2/2t.rDee•J.eJee•Jt/140.eoee 
S!•-2.2D22*~16/1~.e~~0-1.!.2t2R•J2/21.0D00•J~/72.0D20 
S6•2.2Dt0•J8/1=.1D01-c.ette•J2/21.0D01+3.0DII*J4/142.~Dil 
S?•-!.eDee•J2/7.e~ee-;:.erre•Jt/1~.eDee 
SS•13.2~~t•J2/7.iD~0-J4/7.2D22 
Si•2.2D22*J2/7.8t~0-J.etei*J4/1t.0DII 
S1t•Jc/1t.eoe~-J.e~ee•Jt/!5.roer 
S11•.!.0t22¥J2/14.0D~8-J4/c8.2D01 
S12•-~.2Di0•J2/7.0t~e-:.ett8¥J4/5S.IDII 
iJTUBII 
lND 

S~BkCUTIHI CiOSS(J,J,C) 
IJA~•e J(~).i(J),C(~),U,i,~ 
U•A(cJ*i(J)-i(2)*A(3) 
f•i(l)*A{3)-A(l)*i(~) 
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2 

3 
5 
1 

W•A(l)*i(2)-!(1)*!(2) 
C(l)•U 
c (2) -~ 
C(3)•• 
li'rJiN 
iND 

SUiiOUllNi ViCli(N,l,ii,i) 
CC~MCN /~AIN/ T(,~0,3,~),JLPiA(251,3),1(251,3) 
iiAL•~ 'r,JL1aA,l,A!,~(~).Il(~) 
iUL•e .DOT ,i, (3) ,Ill(~) ,I~Il,IU ,EIIII ,lUll, VII ,Ilil 
liO • L•1,~ 
f(L)•it.2.Diil 
to 1 l•1,N 
Ii{l.i~.I)GO TO 1 
tO 5 r.•1,J 
U•UfU{I ,1') 
110 ' L•1,3 
Il(l)•I(I,rt,L) 
lli(L)•J(I,L)-l(I,L) 
I,I,•ZOt(lll,lll) 
iii•tS~ii(i2U) 
Uil•tOT (II ,U) 
illll•LCT(~I,ll&l/111 
Illll•tCt(ll,lll)/ill 
fll•(ilii-3.0.DII*illll*i1111)/(il1*12II) 
l.IC ~ L•1,3 
f{L)•f(l)+JI*fll*Il(L) 
CCNt I~Ul 
CCNUNOJi 
IUIJiN 
iN.D 

SUiiOUTINi iiSSiL(.) 
CCM~CN /J/ JI,J1,J2,J3,J• 
iiAL*c Q,JI,Jl,J2,J~,J4,S,,C~.Q2 
ll{~.~i.1.2~-~7.0i.Q.t.l.-1.0t-17)TREN 

liSi 

ih» u 
liTO IN 
IN]) 

::iQ•.OSIN(Q) 
CQ•J)COS(~) 
Ji•SQ/~ 
Jl•::iQ/(Q*Q)-CQ/Q 
J2•~.a.oee•J1/~-JI 
J3•=-~~~~·J'/~-J1 
J••7.01)11*J3/~-J2 

~i·Q•Q 
J£•1.e.Dee~2/~.etra 
J1•(~-Q·~2/1a.itee)/~.eDee 
J2·(~i-Qi•Qi/1 •• i~ll)/15.~11 
J~•I.III:II 
J••t.IDII 

fwNCTICN DO!(!,E) 

+ST*CP* !(3) 
+S'I*SP* A(3) 

+CT• !(.3) 
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iiAL•e j(~),!(~),DOT 
tCT•j(1J•B(l)•A(,)•i(2)+j(J)•!(3) 
iiTUiN 
iND 
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>' 

229 

D. IMAGEC 

Program IMAGEC calculates the circular differential image of an 

arbitrary collection of polarizable point groups in the second Born 

approximation. As is explained in the comments on the program listing, 

the geometry implicit in the program is such that the incident light is 

parallel to the z axis travelling from negative values of z toward 

positive values of z, and the image is formed in a viewing plane 

specified by the viewing angle 6 • The y axis of the viewing plane is 

always parallel to the y axis of the global coordinate system, and the x 

axis of the viewing plane varies depending on ··the value of 6 • . The 

direction of view must therefore always be in the xz plane of the global 

coordinate system. The program rotates the sample rather than the 

viewing plane for effective directions of view outside the xz plane. 

(For example, for e - 90°, the viewing plane X axis is parallel to the 

global Z axis, for 6 • 0° the viewing plane X axis is anti-parallel to 

the global X axis, and for other values of 6 the viewing plane tilts SO 

as to remain perpendicular to the direction from which the sample is 

being viewed.) IMAGEC can be used for systems with absorbing groups or 

intrinsically optically active groups. If the viewing angle 6 is 0° the 

program automatically computes a brightfield image, otherwise it computes 

a darkfield image. Program IMAGEC can read in polarizability data in 

three forms: 1) as polarizability eigenvalues and orientation Euler 

angles, 2) as polarizabtlity eigenvalues and eigenvectors, and 3) as pre

formed polarizability matrices. Option 2 or 3 is necessary for groups 

with complex polarizability eigenvectors • 

. ~ ... '. ·•. ·. ,_ !--.. 



Example input data file for IMAGEC 

BiLil, P•li, 1•12, 5 QROOPS/TOiN, 16 GIOOPS, 
NO INUUCTIOii, lh'IIlNSIC CIDS, TANG. IUL PAUS 

Ht'Hll!4.00T 
1.ieiUI 
1.0100ei 
2.aee0u 

-1~.00000 ~5.0~000 
-~e.ee221 30.10eee 

50 ~· u.0uu 
e.e0aeeeli+il -we.0eeeei•ee e.eeeeaael•ee 

1e 
1:.01121 

0 
2 

1e.e~022aeee2~~ea e.ie0eeeea10eee0eet•11 
3.0:116994~?4S4E7 9.:12!6~16~~51532 
-e.0SI1eS94~74S4~S 5.S7?e!~5~~S24752 
-e.l•elSSi4~?4st•7 -s.e778!~52~924701 
3.0Si169i43749425 -&.~10!6~16~951552 
1e.2eeee1eee22eee -e.462t?e~S77~13472E-14 
J.iSi1699t374~54e ~.:1k:e~16~951512 

-B.2SIII1SS94~74S421 ~.B??e~Z522924o1114 
-e.aSIII1SS94374S5~5 -5.c?'iS~4:!2~S24S47 
3.0ii16S94~74i~62 -9.!12!6!16~;51572 
1e.ee0ereeee2eeee -1.314t40122238572Si-13 
3 •• ~11ei;4~74S!12 s.s1e!e!t6~S51491 
-e.e~e1s9i4~7ti3E1 s.e??e!~5~~92486e 
-e.eit1c994~74S575 -5.S7?a5~522924593 
3.0SIII1eSS4~?4S2SS -S.~12!e!16~S515i3 
te.eeeeee2eee2221 -1.w63262t11~11141115E-13 

(e.eee2ee2ee0eee~e2••ee,e.eeeeee2ree202100E•IIII) 
(l.ZI0210202222200,0.020201002Z20~000i+lll0) 
(e.eee•ee2~222&2~eeL·~e.e.~e00i2e2eee~lll00111i+ll) 
(0.eeeeeeea~2eeeee~E•e0,0.10002002eeeeeeeei+SI) 
(1.etelee~azr2t2er,e.e00000f00eeeeleii+0111) 
(e.eelete2aeee22222i+~e.e.~e~e00~200201000E+ee> 
<e. ueee.0ueurzu2n•n ,0 .u"eeuee0neeern•ee > 
(1.~00010200220002,0.000101110101001Z000i+llll) 
(a.eee20t2~2eee22te&•ee,e.e~e~~~~iee2ieeeeE+0t) 
(e.ee0eeereeee02220i•ee,e.eeeeeae2eeee2eteE•te) 
(1.eaeeeereee2rzret,e.eeeerzae10eeeea0eE•IIII) 
<e.aeeeee2eeeee20ii&•~e.e.e~002~erzee2eeeeeJ+IIII) 
(e.20eeef222022r2re£•ee,e.ee002ee2e0ea0eee!+lllt) 
(1.0~00011120e0e0eee,e.eeeeeaeee2eeeeee••ee> 
(e.eee2eee~ee2222t2i+lll~.e.e~0eeee2eee~eaeei•IIIt) 
(r.ele0ee2eeer~2eee£•ee,e.eleereerzeeeeeeeei•tt) 
(1.211eee2eeeee2ee,e.eeeeee0eerzee01111ti•ee> 
(e.eeeee~e~ee~e~~2~i·e~,e.0e2~2~eilll02erzeeeE•ee) 
(lll.efeeeerze22rerreeE•01,e.eeee~ee2eeeee0eli•0t) 
(1.eeeleeeeeeeeeee,z.eeaele0eeee~2eeeE+01) 
(lll.eleeeeie2eee~e2t£+e~.e.w~eeeee2e~eeeleeE•01) 
(t.e0ee1e2a2t2111eeeei•illl,e.eee0eee2eereeeeeE•ee> 
(1.Z00eeeeeeeleeee,e.ea0~0~eeeeee2ee~&·ee> 
(0.l0111~0ee~0&i~i~IZ~i•0e,e.~~~e~~ee002e0el0i•ee> 
<e.lt02102eeeeer2ee~·ee,e.eeeeeee2elll2tlll0e0E+II) 
(1.000010202222202,1.20000.02021020021+0111) 
(e.rzeeeeeeee2rz~2erze&•0~.e.0~eerzee2eeeeeleli+00) 
(t.0eeeee£t02f2f22111E•ee,e •. e0eeeeere02tiii00111E•ee) 
(1.00eeeeeeeee0iee,0.00eeee0e0e0ae0eei•0e) 
ce.e0~eeee•ie~e22rei•ee,e.e~e02~ae0a2eeee0£•ee> 
(0.0fllll00flrereeee~I+20,0.e0002e02f02201001+00) 
(1.0001110eree£eeeee,e.00eee0000eeee0eet•ee) 
(e.0eeeee2eee2e1e2ei•0e,e.eee~r~eeae2eeeeeE•ee) 

1.0000001110 
2.111000020 
4.02111100111 
6.021000111 
a.eee002111 
10.000000 
12.U0Uil 
u.ee000e 
16.200000 
18.20111010 
2111.e0eeee 
22.200011 
24.200100 
26.2011100111 
28.000020 
:50.U011110 
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Example output data file for IMAGEC 

PiOGi!~ I~!GiC 13-JAN-St 
SCAITliii DiSCBIPTION: HiLil, F•12, !•10, S GROJPS/TORN, 13 GROUPS, 

NO INtiiA~liON, IhThiNSIC CIDS, tAN~. iiAL PARTS 
lhTiiACTICN iillCT NiGLICTED 
GiOMitiiCAL F!B!~iiiiS STOBAGI FILE: IMEI!4.DAT 
INCIDINT tAViLINGl~: 1.0200e0 
tiNS APIBtUiE: 1.0ee0ee 
IiNS lOCAL LI~CrH: 2.000000 
I~AGi PLANE 1 LIMITS& -15.~00211: 

I LIMitS: -30.20000 
htM!Ei Oi 1 GilD LlhiS: ~~ 
NUMEii 0~ I ~BID LINIS& ~0 
POLAB SC&lTiBihJ AN~tl: 1.0000e00i+00 
GLOEAL iUliR BOTATION ANGLES FBI: 0.0000000i+01 

t~iT&: -;0.22000 
II: 0.10~000~E•00 

~U~!il OJ PCL!BZAiiliTIES IN SCATliiii: 1e 
!RI~HliiiLD IAC,GiO~ND ILLuMIN&liCN: 15.20000 
POl!ilZA3ILIII INPuT r.ODi OPTION: 2 

10 
-15.00020 
-1!:.00020 
.•15.01000 
-15.0UU 
-1!:.11!0021 
-1~.eu21 
-15.000211 
-1~.00ue 
-15.00020 
-15. IIHIHUil 
-15.10000 
-1;.e0ue 
-15.00UI 
-15.0UU 
-15.000U 
-l~.li!UII 
-15.000211 
•15.000U 
-15.00UII 
-15.UIIil 
-15.011UI 
-15.UIUII 
-15.UIU0 
-1~.00021 
-1~.0UU 
-15.00021 
-1~.000e1 
-1~.iUU 
-1S.IiiiUI 
-1~.011021 
-1!:.1BUU 
-15.10a21 
-1s.ea0e1 
-1~.iJiJIII:II 
-1s .uu1 
-1~.01810 
-1S .111011:11 
-1s.0eere 
-1~.10111 
-1!.1UU 
-1~.aeeee 
-1~.aeae1 

II;, 
-32;10ee., 
-zc.a0000 
-27.C:0000 
-2o .~ath'"' 
-2:.20001 
-24.01000 
-22.C0~011) 
-21.b0010 
-20.41000 
-1~.ZII:Iil01 
·le.UiiiU 
-1c.sie0e 
-1:.e0ua 
-U.400i0 
•1J.Z0000 
-12.e.aeee 
-10 .o0ne 
-•.ss.s.-
·I:!.J:i~sgg 
-7.1;ss.--s.ss.-.-
••• 7.l.!liti 
·J.5S9S99 
-2.3ii"" 
-1.1~--~-
1.11821936-1! 
1.2~1011 
C: .t~iltUI1 
J.o00011 
t.eeeu1 
6.011101111 
7 .~1:0011 
e.t011:012 
•.ee0uc. 
1l.i::iJIUI8 
12.118U 
13 .211110fot 
u .teeee 
1s • ce001 
16.SSiliW 
1E.001101 

. 1S •21111 

CDI 
r.c94SS22E-05 

-0.12104251-05 
-0.CI24262I-05 

e .12c1C.1Ji-e5 
-e .45t<i7c0.E-05 
-0 .15U121E-0S 
-ll:.c714121Zi-05 
11:.17564tSE-05 
0.U876J2E-15 

-e.S62E51il6i:-lil5 
-e .154eaan-e5 
-e .27eseeeE-e7 
-1.151#0336-05 
-lrl.1~780o6&-e-l 

"' -~~73385£-05 
e .~1673146-0-l 
0.171!124tei-0t 

•1.7c8657Si-05 
-e. 1~7:575ii-0-l 
-0 .158e666i ..... 
0.~4555761-05 
e.c584S5Ji-et 
0.2895820i-0t 
t.c:!:!349SE-0t 
1.1793276i-0t 
1.1Jt51Ui-0t 
I.Sol!i772Si-25 

-8.:!1166766-a5 
-1.5312U9i-05 
I.U6SS23i-e5 
0.111325~£-lt 
e.•2~7t7n-es 

·1.12S6S92.£-tt 
·1.18~U52i-0-l 
-0.71-397o9i-t5 

0.S:!SIH0Si-05 
0. 1981572£-et 
0.4UJ771i-t5 
0.2SS61S2i-06 
e.sat;las•-es 
e .1i72537i-t5 
I. 10StUSi-05 

II'!AGI 
45e.0eee 
450.0001 
452.0000 
451.~021 
452.001111 
450.00e0 
4!2.0020 
tse.eee2 
4~0.uee 
452.0~21 
451.00e2 
452.001110 
451.01'.12 
4511:.0002 
452.0U0 
450.0U1 
450.01l01 
45~-~eae 
t511.0001 
452.0fU 
450.11"0 
451Z.UU 
450.0Ul 
451.0001 
452.fielll 
-l5e.l0e0 
45e.0ee0 
451.0U0 
4~e.eee0 
45e.ue0 
452.0000 
450.U011: 
4SZ.rz0al 
4511:.0001 
452.0eee 
"50. 0100 
451. ""Ill 
451.0000 
tse.0001 
450.0010 
4~1.0011 
t50.01illll 

45.000{1!0 
30.e00ae 
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c 
c 
c 
c UI S UCGUP' iULUJ.TiS Tlil DUfiiiNT Ul II'IAGi PROtUCiD 
c 
c 

'dEN 1 Ut.S IS USiu TO MUi .IN Il'l.l~i Of A SCUti!UN~ OBJECT ILI.011INATED 
B! iiGBT AhD LilT CIIC~LABI.f iOLAiiZID LIGHT, Aht Tii TiO 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

I 

I 
I 
1 

c 

II'IA~iS iii 1BiN Suit!ACtii. THE SCATTERING OBJiCT IS SPiCIJiiD 
~~ ta& iO~ITIONS AND POLABIZA!ILITIES OF ITS CONSTITUENT GiOuiS 
IN J CCCi~It.ATi lRA11i liTH Til INCIDENT LIGHT tRAVELLING ALONG 
Tlii I. AilS (TUVU.LIN-' il011 NiGATIVi VALOIS Oi Z TOHiu POSITIU 
VALUES CF Z). lSi I~AGI IS PRODUCED IN A Pt!Ni PiiPINDICOLAi TO Tal 
tiiiCTICh Ih WHICH Tii SCATTiBED LIGHT IS DITICTit. THi I AXIS 
Oi 'l'ii II''.A_.i PUNi IS OUINTIJ) '1'0 COINCIDE 'tiitB tHi I AIIS Oi' 
THi OEJICT COOiDlN1TI SYSTEM. THAT IS, 'l'ii SC.ITTIRING VICTOR 
IS TAllt. TO EI Ih THi lZ fLAt.i OF Tai OiJiCT COOiDI~ATi SISTi!'!, 
&ND Tia LMA.i PLANi IS Pi&PiNDICJI.AR TO Tii SCATTIIING ViCTOR. 
Tii P'AGNiilCATluN 01 Tal IMAGING SYSTEM BAS BIEN FIXED AT 1.0, 
SC TBi lP'AGi ~ILL il iCUGaLI TSE SAP'i SIZI AS TBi SCAfTiiiNG 
O!JiCt. (THi I11AGi MAl !i 1 !IT LABGiR TiAN TBi O!JICT IF TEl 
IhiUT U.dr.UiiS U.i StCii TUT tHE iESOLUT ION OJ 'IHE IMAGE IS 
LC•. TBI RADIUS Oi R&SOt~liON IS APPROIIM!TiL! 2*FOCAL/(Q*APiR) 
lli.iii iCCAL IS tlli iOCAl U:NGTH OI THi LENS, ~ IS THi •AHHt11'1Bii · 
Oi Tlli lttCll)iNT UGiiT, Alit AiEl ISTBi LENS .lHUu!II.) 

CCMiLU•l! !INr( 1000 .~ .~) ,CI ,PH ASI (1000) ,J,li (3, ~), 
ALF~1(12ii,J),T(l0~i,3,~),1BS 
iiAL•a ti~.~.CP!il,SPBI,A,;A,Sl,DI(3~,!D,CDI,SCAT'I, ,_ 
Il,Ii,I(1~00,3),PSI(l020,~),i,PHI,T~iTA,iPii,!TBITA, 
ill , U ia •• OCAL ,11 I.'U ,1Ll1'1-' ,iliOe ,II.II'11, YLIM2 ,S 1, Sf ,10, 
U,U.(3) ,UGND 
BUL•S l"~iSJl,TAt; 
CaAiJCl&i•5e NIN,NOUT 
CHAiACIEi•~ NDATI 
Ci1i1CTii*50 NtiSC 
Ci~iACTii•7e N~iSC2 

C INPOT PliJ"iTIBS: NIN•NAftl Qj CCN'l'!OL INPOT tlTA fiii, NDiSC1,NDiSC2• 
C tiSCIIPTICN Cj S&MPLi SISl11'1, NOUT•NAMI OJ OUTPUT DATA iiLi, 
C W•~AVILINGT4, AP!i•APiiTUii CF TBE LiNS IMA~ING SISTi~, 
C iCCJL•FCCJL LihGTH OJ LihS, ILI1'11,1LI~2,TLIM1,ILI1'1Z.T41 
C 1 A~D I LC~ii AND OPPii LIMITS ON T!l ii:ION Oi THE I~AG! PLANE 
C ~Bill iii DI.iiUil•TIAL IM.AGE IS TO APPEAl, NPCIN'I,I'IPOINT•Tlii 
C Nl1'1iii Ci Gill) POINTS ALOhG iACB OF THI 1 ANJ) I AlES tiaERI Til 
C IMAGi INtaNSITi IS TQ !I lYALOAt~ (Til TOTAL Nvl'1aii Oi POINTS AT 
C . •RICH fBi II'!AGI ULt El HALUATID IN TBI AiEA CllOSiN !Y xtiMl, XUP':2 
C AND 1111"1, ILI1'12 IS (NiOihT+1)*(1"POihT+1)), TEiTA• POLAR ANGLE, 
C ifii,I'l'HiT1,11I•tlii iUlii ANGLES TiAf lliiiNi 11ii GL03AL ORliNTATION 
C 01 raJ ~CAtTiaii, h•hU~Bii OF POLARIZABLE GiO~PS IN SCATTEREI, 
C iiGND•IiFiCTIVI iAClGiCUNt ILLU~INATION PO~AiiZABILII (FOI iRIGBTiiiLD 
C IM~iS, Ti&U•i.i, TiiS. UUI'!iTU DiTUMIIUS 'Iii INTINSITY 01' Tlii 
C UCIGICUND I1LU1'1INUION•>UGND SHOOLll UNO LUGEI tUN THE SUP! OF TiE 
C TiACiS Ci Ttii P01Aiil1~ILI'l'f TihSOiS IN Til S!MPLI. FOB ~ARlFIELll 
C l1'1AGIS , hiU .hi. 111.111, UGND IS NOT USill IN 'Iii P90GU~. Il UGND 
C IS SIT tO liJO Tilil tiLL Bi NO ABSOIBTIVI iiiiCTS IN Til BII~STIIILD 
C II"JCiS.), IGU••POLA.kiZHILIU lt.PUT MODi OPTIOh (U' IGih•l THE UOGUM 
C li~S IN POlAii~AllLI1! ii~ihVALUiS AND ROTATION IDLiR ANGLES iOI t:i 
C PCLAii~A!lLil!'iiGiNViCtORS. If IGiN-2, THI PBOGIA~ BEADS IN 
C PCUIUUIUU IIGINVALUIS AU IIGlhiECTORS. IJ IGEN•:!, THE PROGRAM 
C I&~S IN POLJiiZABILITIIS DI!iCTL! AS 3 BY 3 MArRICiS.), 
C NlU •ItiTiiACTION S UPPiiSSOI (If N INt ae ONLLTB I FUS '1' BOiH 
C CCNUUiJT lOt. TO Tii CltS IS CCI'IPUTlD), l (I ,J)aPOSUION 
C UCTOi Ci' IT!I .-ao:JP, AUU( I ,J) •iiGiliYALOIS Oi POLAIILAiiLITI 01 



c 
c 
c 
C NC'U: 
c 
c 
c 

1U 

107 

? 

1 

11 

12 

c 

Iti a•OUP, iSI(I,J)•EULii ANGLES GIVING THE OiiENT!tiON or THE 
iiGiNYiCTCiS (PIIhCIPLI !liS) Oi POL~iiZABILitr OF ITH GROUP. 

CHOCSING AN AZIMUtHAL ANGLE PHI IS EQUIJ!L!NT tO A IOT!TION (USING 
ltii GlOBAL iUliB !NGLIS) fi iPHI•-PHI, iTBIT1•2, lli•t Oi iPHI•0, 
iTiiT!•t, ili•-PHI. 

WiiTi(6,*J' PROGRAM IMAGEC' 
Wil'Ii(i:i,*)' ' 
~iiTi(S,*)'&NTii THi N!~l or THI D~t~ INPOT FILl' 
iUJl(:, ,121 )NIN 
iCIMU(!Se) 
Oiih(~!~i•hiN,CNit•1i,TIPI•'OLD') 
MINP•U 
ii!D(~INi,1eS)NtiSC 
iCII"!T(A:e) 
ii1~(~INi,l~?)N~iS~2 
FCi~U (172) 
BIAL(I"INP,1a1)NOUT 
iUll(I"INE ,• )e 
iiAt(f'!INP,•J!PEi ~ 
ii~t(I"I~P,•)iOCAl 
iiAJl(MINP,•)lliMl,lLIMc 
BIAD(MI~f,•)Ill~l,Ill112 
ii~t(I"IhP,•)NPOINT,MPOINT 
liAt(Mlhi,•)ItiiTA 
iiAt(~INP,•)iP4I,EfiETA,I1I 
BUt(~Uf,•)fll 
iiAD(~INi,•)BIGND 
iUt(~INi,•)NINT 
BiAD(~IhP,•)IGIN .. 
I i ( I~iN • .-r .3 .01. I.;i.N .L. t .1) Til IN 

iND Ii 

~-l~i(!,•)'INV!lit INPUT OPTION: IGIN• ',IGEN 
STOP 

I:C 7 I•1,N 
BiA~(I"I~i.•)(l(I,J),J•1,3) 
Ii(IG&N.1~.1)TAih 

IN:l II 

~co I•l,tt 
iiAD(I"INi,•)(Alfn!(I,J),J•1,3) 
.i)C 1 I•1,N 
iiAJl(MINi,•)(P5I(I,J),J•1,3) 

Ii(Ia-~.iQ.,)fHiN 

1ND Ii 

tC Ul I•1,N 
ji~D(MINP,*)(ALP!!(l,J),J•1.3) 
~0 11 I•l,fi 
DC 11 J•1,3 
liAD(I"IfiiP,•)(l(I,J,l),l•1,3) 

Ii(IGIN.IQ.3)liiN 

UD II 

DC 12 I•l,N 
JlO lZ J•1,.3 
ii!D(MINP,•)(I(I,J,,),I•1,3) 

C L.UiliN~ 'Uil OIJTPOT ii11 
c 

OFAh(~A~i·~COl,~NIT•-i.TfFi•'NIW') 
CALl D!Ti(ND!TI) 
WJIT!(Si,12!)ND!rl 

11~ )'CII'IU( • PiO.iUM li'IACI ',.l9) 
IIBI'll( ~8, U6 JtfD~C .NDISC2 

233 



c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

10E JCB~AT(' SCATTIRII tiSCilFTICN: ',150/11,17i) 
Ii(NINT.i~.i)TAiN 

I 
102 

I 
l 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
I 
I 
1 
J 
1 
1 
1 

lU 
1 

Wilfl(S9,•)'INTIIACTION EFFECT NEGLECTED' 
ILSI 

WIITI(.S,•J'INTliACTICN iiiiCT INCLODit' 
iND IF 
W&ITI(~S,1~2) NIN,.,APiB,FOCAL,IliMl,XLIM2,TLIMl,TLIM2, 
NfOIN1,PfC1Nl,TBiT&,iPBI,iT~ITA,iii,N,B(;ND,ICIN 
iCi~AI(' ~iO"iTRICAL PliAMtTIBS STORAGE FILi:',T50,150/ 
'INCIDiht •AViLIN;TH:',T~0,Gl •• 7/ 
'L&NS APiiTuBi:',T:•.~14.7/ 
'LiNS FCCAI liN~Ta:',T5~,G14.7/ 
' I~AGi PlAhi 1 1IMITS:',T~t,G14.7,G16.7/ 
' I I.lMlTS: ','I5t~,G14.7,G16.7/ 
'NU~EEI Oi J GIIu LINiS:',T5e,I7/ 
'NU~eii Ci Y Gil~ LINiS:',T~t,I7/ 
'PJIAI SCAT'IiiiN~ 1NGLE:',t5e,Gtf.7/ 
'GLCEAI IUili IOTATION ANGLIS PBI:',T5t,G14.7/ 
: ,. TBE'U: ',T50,C14.7/ 

II z' ,'I58,G14.7/ 
'NUI'!Ui Of iOUBi.UILI'I.iJS IN SCAT'I!REI:',T5e,I18/ 
'BB1GBTiiilD"iAC,G800ht·ltLUMINATION:',T~0,G14.7/ 
' PJUIIi.14IliTY INPU'l MODi CPT ION:' ,T58, IU/) 
~iiTi{~9 tef) · 
iCIMAT(/J li',T17,' te',T33,' Cti','If9, 
' IMA"l 'I 

Su!ROUTihi Gihl GINIBAliS TBI POLAIIZlBILITIIS FIOM~E iOLEI 
iNGLiS IN T.iii IfiFUT UNiii IflfUT OPTION 1. GiNl ALSO .APPliES TliE 
GlOUl BCTUION (UBI.UBiTA.iii) •tUCi OiiiN'IS TBE SCATU:Ui 
BILATIVI TO THi IhCIDihT liGHT. GiN2 GINiiATIS POLABIZAEILITI 
~!TiiCiS i•OM ii;iNVALUi INPUT ~l'IA UNDEI INPUT OPTION 2o GEN' 
USC llCiS till GLOUl MCU'IIONS. GiH3 APPLIES 101' INPUT OPTION 
3, AN~ CNLI DOiS lRi 'lO!!L iCTATIONS. 

Ii(I;iN.i~.lJCALL GiNl(N,ALPiA.PSI,EPHI,ETBiTl.EII.I,T) 
IJ(IG~~.IQ.2)CAL1 GIH2(N,ALiHA,!PHI,ETHiTA,iii.X,T) 
Ii(I~iN.j~.J)~&LL :iN~(N,IPai,iTBiTA,ili,J,T) 

StBHOOTINI BC&N2 CALCUlATIS TBI IHTEilCTION IliiCT IN T!l SECCND 
JCRN &PFBCliPATIOh. AINI(I,J,l) IS THi iiiiC'IIVi 'INTIRACTION 
POL.ABI"UlliTl '. 

Ii(~IfiT.NI •• )TEiN 

I LSI 

IND Il 

CAll iCiN2(N,W,l,t,liNT) 

IlO 5 l•l,N 
uc 5 J•1,3 
J:O ' 1•1,3 
AINt(I,J,1)•T(I 0 J,l) 

C PJil~iTii SIT UP 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

tlG•~.1f1~S 'c5Je ei?.t2C/18C.fDI8 
CI•(e.~~~e.t.e»ee) 
~·2.etce~~.lfl:S ca!~~ ai79~CC/W 

'Iii ~lilhtiU iiiO" IS TBI IFI'iCTIVE UDIUS OF &iS0!.01'ION FOB 
TBi I~l~ING S!StiM 

aaoe•c.eDe~•;ocAt/(~•AriB) 
liS•(C.i~CC,-l.iLCI)•B,;Nt 
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. 

• 

A•TBiU•~lG 
CA•..:OCCS(l) 
S J•I:S 1 N (!) 
Dl(l)•SA 
U(:C.)•fil.ii:Dfilil 
DI( :!)•CA-l.eDille 
Bl(l)•S! 
RI(~)•W:." 
U(.!)•C! 
U•lLII"l 
uei•(l£1~~-lliMl)/NPOINf 
D£Y•(YliM2-tliM1)/MPOI~f 
1:0 S J•l,N 
rBAS1(J)•C~ilP(-CI•~•(tl(l)*l(J,l)+DI(2)*I(J,~)+ 

' c 
I Dl(.!)•I(J,~))) 

CCNTUUI 

c 
c 

TBiSi LOOPS COMfUT~ Til Diifiii~TIAl IM!Gi INtiNSITY AT EACH POINT 

tO :C. I1•1,NPOihT+1 
U•YLII'Il· 
tC a I~•l,MPCINT+l 
DOtJ•1,3 
tO t 1•1,3 
FI(J,I)•(e.e~ee,e.eDilil) .. 

c 
c 
c 

THIS lOCi CO~PufiS Tii •I MATill FOi iACS IMA~l POINT 

.UO J J•l,N 
Sl•lii+CA•I(J,l)-SA*l(J,3) 
Sl•tii+J(J 2) 
TJU•JS~It(sx•Sl+SY*ST)/RiOil 
li(TAO.Ni.il.illfilfil)t41N 

, 
i•DCMfll(~~iSJ1(!AU,I1i)/TAO)*PiASi(J) 

c 

ilSi 

ihD U 
J.IO ~ 11:•1,3 
liO 3 1•1,3 

3 il(I,I)•II(l,l)+I*AI•T(J,I,l) 

C SU!iOOTINi ISiCT CAlCOlATiS Til IIG~t AND liit IMAGi CROSS-
e ~ICliC~S ldCP. TAE il Mllill. 
c 

Ii(tHiTA.i~.il.iiDilt)liiN 
DO 1~ 1•1,3 

13 il(l,I)•AjS+il(l,I) 
lND Ii 
CAll lSICT(il,li,ll,li) 
SCAIT•Il+Ii 
Cti •IL-I.i . 
WJlii(Sw,lilfil)ll,tii,CDI,SCJIT 

6 Yfil•Yfil+Uil 
2 lfil•lt•tll 
101 1Ci~AI(tG1c.?) 

StOi 
lND 

SO!ROU!INi iOIN~(h,~,l,T,AINt) 
C~1PLil•1e l1NT(lwile,~.~),Cl,i1,i~,i2,!,Q,II(~,3), 

I 11J(~),IP,l3,~A,Gi,RA(~,~),A,!,C,TI(3,3),TJ(3,3), 
1. T(UU,.!(:) 

liAt•a 1 1~il~,3),1 
C SIT UP flBA~iliBS 
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c 

Q•2.e~ae¥~.tt15S 2o5~e E97•Deetw 
tf••-~~ie•!.lt15S 2653: es7~tee 
CI•(a.etee,t.eDee) 

C TliiS LOCP CCI"ft:riS Tl:ii INtUCiD INTIUC'l'ION FIELDS FlU J.T lACE 
C PCL1iiZAi1i SITI 
c 

DC 1 1•1,N 
OlC ci i•1,3 
tc a I•l 3 
a!(,,L>·t~.eDei,e.eDee> 

6 T 1 ( l ,l ) •T ( I , I , I) 
C TBIS LOCP SUMS uP THE INDUCI~ fiiLtS fiOM T!l GiOuPS •BIC! INTiR&CT WIT: · 
C POSitiON I 

DO 2 J•1,fl 
II(J.IQ.I)CO 1'0 2 

C COMPUTi t~i DIStANCE ijiCtOiS, ItC. 
IIJ(1)•l(J,l)-l(I,1) 
IIJ(2)•l(J,2)-l(I,2) 
IIJ(3)•1(J,3)-J(I,3) 
ii~liJ(1)•1IJ(1)+1IJ(2)•JIJ(2)+1IJ~3)•IIJ(3) 
B•CZS~IT(B2) , 

.i)Q !I ,.1 .J .. ;~ 
DO 5 1•1,3 

~ TJ(I9I)•l'(J,I,1) 
C C0:1PU'Ii l'HI PBASi IACTOi 

il•CDili(CI•~•JIJlJJ) 
C iiGIN CC~?UTINC Tl:ii GIIEN'S ItNCTICN 

ic•C~&lf(Cl*J*i)/(i•iP) 
i~•(t.eoze,e.eDee)/(Q•,•B2)-ci/(Q•B) 
GJ•((t.e:ee,e.~Dee)-f!)•l2 
GE•Ct-t.e~ee.~.e~ej)+(~.etee,e.eoee)•F3)*12 

C Mt1l'IPlY Tal J~II~·~ JUNCTION lY TBE JT! POL11IZ1!IIITY 
&•1IJ(1)*TJ(1,1)+1IJ(2)*TJ(2,1)+1IJ(3)*TJ(3,1) 
i•liJ(l)•TJ(l,~)•JIJ(~)•tJ(2,2)+JIJ(3)*TJ(3,2) 
C•JIJ(l)•TJ(1,J)+IIJ(2)*TJ(2,3)+1IJ(3)*'1'J(3,3) 
DC ~ 1•1,~ 
IA(1,1)•;&•TJ(l,1)+Gi*JIJ(l)*&/12 
H< l,2 > •~;& .. ·rJ ''·~ )~J•JIJ '' )*B/12 

3 il(l,~)•G&*TJ(I,3)+GB*IIJ(I)*C/R2 
C SUI'! UP Iii lN'IiU~TIIJNS Tll''liS PIOiil P.IUSI .U.CTOIS 

t 
2 

c 
CCHTINQi 

J:C ' 1•1,J 
DO ' 1•1,3 
IB(l,l)•il(l,~)+I&(I,L)•f1 

C CCI"POti £I~T. (AtD 'l'Bi UNIT ~Jtiii 
C iOL!illlilllT!) 

lND ~LTIPLY it t!l IT! 

c 

7 

1 

DC 7 I•1,J 
DO 7 1•1,3 
&INt(I,l,1l•fi(l,L)+ 

I _if•Q•~•(TI ,,1)*ijl1,L)+'l'I(1,2)*1B(2,L)+tl(I,~)•BJ(3,l)) 
CCNTUiDI 

. BITUIIII 
iND 

~UiiCUTINi ~IN1(N,&Lfi&,PSI,lPII,i'l'BitA,III,J,T) 
CCMPLil*lS &lPB&(10~t.~),ll(~),i2(3),13(3),Tl(~),T2(3), 

.) 

I t~(:),T(l201,3,3),CiP,SiP,Cit,Sit,Cil,Sil,CPI,SPI,CTI,STI, 
1 CJI,SII ,a(3) 

Bi&1•e fSI(12et,3),1(1ti1,3),DiG,EPHI,ITBIT&,iii . 
~jfA •1 /(1.~~ee,e.tD2i), (t.eDee,e.eDee), <e.eDee,e.aDew)/ 
DltA.i2 t(e.at~e.e.et~t), (l.tDee,e.eottl, ce.etee,e.eoet)/ 
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t 

2 

1 

3 .· 

2 

• 

I 
I 

DATA i~ /(0.0D00,0.iDII), (I.ID£2,0.0D0i), (1.iD00,1.0Dii)/ 
ti~•J.ltl:~ c6535 o;?9I01/lae.eD00 
Ci~•DCOS(iP3I~DiG) 
SIP•DSIN(iPHI*DiG) 
Cii•DCJS(ii~iTA•DiG) 
SiT•DSI~liT:aT&•tiG) 
Cii•tCOS(ili•~EG) 
Sii•DSIN(ili•Di~) 
110 1 l•l,N 
Cfi•tCOS(PSI(I,1)•DiG) 
SFI•~SIN(FSI(I,l)•DI~) 
CII•tCOS(FSI(I,2)•LI~) 
Sti•DSih(PSI(I,2)•D&G) 
CII•£COS(i'SI(l,3)•Diw) 
SJI•CSih(P~I(l,3)•DiG) 
CALl CIClii(CPI,SPI,CTI,STI,CII,SII,I1,T1) 
ClLL CiUlii(CiP,SiP,~il,SiT,Cii,Sii,T1,T1) 
CALl CiDII«(Cii,SPI,CTI,STI,CII,SII,i2,T2) 
CALL CIUiiri(CIP,Sii,Cil,SIT,Cii,Sii,T2,T2) 
CALL CiUliit(Cil ,SPI ,CTI ,STI ,CII ,SU ,63 ,T3) 
CALL CiULii(Cii,Sii,Cll,SIT,Cii,SII,T3,T3) ~·: 
to 2 J•l.~ 
DO c l•1,3 
T(I,J~l)•Ali~A(I,1)•T1(J)~DCCNJG(T1(I))+ 

ALPSA(l,2)•T2(J)•DCCNJG(T2(1))+ 
ALi~A(I,J)•t~(J)•DCCNJG(T3(1)) 

1(1)•1(1,1) , 
R(2)•1(I,c) 
R ( 3) •1 ( 1 .~ ) 
CALl Ci01ii(Cii,S£P,Cit,SIT,CII,SIJ,I,I) 
1(1,1)•1(1) . 
I(I ,2)•&(2 > 
1(1,3)•1(~) 
CCNrihl.li 
IUi.iiN 
iND 

SUiiOOliHi ~i~c(N,ALraA,IPHI,iTiiTA,IJI,I,T) 
CCMilil•16 JLPAA(1~00,~),tl(~),T2(3), 

I ·r .!( ~), r (Utili ,3 ,3) ,C !:i', Sii ,Ci'I ,SIT ,CEI,SII,I (3) 
iiAL•e l(1000,J),tiG,iPHI,ITHiTA,ili 
£iG•3.141:• 2E:3! ~-7·D~i/18&.1D01 
CiP•tCCS(iP~I•Di~) 
SiP•DSIN(ifni•D1G) 
CIT•~CCS(it~1TA•tiw) 
SiT•DSIN(iTiiTA•~iG) 
CII•I:CCS(Ili•~IC) 
Sil•~SIN(iii•Di') 
to 1 1•1.N 
DC ~ J•l,~ 
U(J)•T(I.1,J) 
l2(J)•f(I,2,J) 
f~(J)•T(I,3 J) 

. CALI. ciuua(cu,su,cn.su,cu.sn,u,n> 
CALl CiULii(CU ,SiP,CU,SU ,Cil ,SU,T2 ,T2) 
CJLl CiuliB(CiP,S&P.C1I,SiT,Cli,Sil,T3,T3) 
!10· 2 J•1,3 
DC 2 1•1,.3 , 
f(I,J,l)•A1PBA(I,l)•tl(J)•DCCNJG(T1(l))+ 

1 ALiiA(I,c)•'Ic(J)•DCCNJ:(t2(l))+ 
I . ALiSA(I,J)•t~(J)•DCCNJG(T3(l)) 

.1(1)•1(1,1). . 
. R(2l•J( 1,2). 

1(.3)•1(1,3) 
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1 

2 

1 

CJLL CiUlii(ClP,Sii,Cit,SlT,Cii,SEI,I,i) 
1(1,1)•1(1) . 
I(1,2)•i(2) 
1(1.~)•1(3) 
CCNtlttUi 
iiTtJiN 
iN.D 

StJJiOOTlhA G1N~(N,iPBl,iTBiTA,Eli,I,T) 
CCMfLii•1~ t1(J),t~(3),t~(J),T(1~ea,3,3), 

1 CIP,SiP,CiT,SIT,CII,Sil,B(3),i1(~),E2(3),I3(3) 
RiA£•8 1(1~ea,3J,DiG,iPai,ETiiTA,iii 
tiG•3.1fl5S 26;3~ ~S7St00/181.0.D08 
CiP•DCOS(IPHI•DiG) 
Sii•~SIH(iPBl•tiG) 
Cii•tCCS(ITdlTA•DEG) 
Si1•DSih(iT~iTA•tlG) 
Ci1•DCOS(ili•DiG) 
Sil•.DSIN(ill•.DEG) 
tC 1 I•l,t. 
DO ~. J•1,3 
T1(J )•T( I ,J,1) 
Tc(J)•T(I,J,c) 
T~(J )•T( I ,J ,3) 
CALL CiUII•(ClP,SiP,CIT,SJT,CII,SEI,Tl,Tl) 
CJLI CiO U.& ( CIP ,S 1P, CU ,S U ,Cil,Sil,T2, T2) 
C~t CiULAi (CiP ,SiP ,CI'l,S iT, CEI ,Sil,T3 ,1'3) 
11(1)•T1(1) " 
il(c)•Tc(l) 
11(3)•T3(1) 
i.C( 1 )•1'1.(2) 
lc(2)•Ti(2) 
1~(3)•rH£l 
1~(1)•T1(3) 
l~(c)•rz<:> 
i:(~)·T~(~) 
CJLI CiUlli(Cii,SIP,CIT,SIT,Cil,S!I,!l,T1) 
CJtL CiULii(CiP,SiP,Cil,SIT,Cii,SII,E2,T2) 
CJLL CiULii(CiP,Sll,C1l,SIT,Ci1,Sil,i3,T3) 
DO 2 J•1,3 
T(I,l,J)•ll(J) 
'I( I ,2,J)•T2(J) 
t(I,3,J)•f3(J) 
i(1)•l(I,l) 
1(2) •I (I ,2) 
1i(3)•1U.:) 
CJLL CiOLli(CIP,SIP,CIT,SIT,Cil,SII,I,I) 
I(I ,1)•1(1) 
I(I,2)•i(2) 
1(1,3)•&(3) 
CCHTlhtJi 
iUOIII 
IND 

~~iiOUTI~~ 1SICT(I,II,IL,II) 

•sr•cr• '(3) 
•ST•SP* A(J) 

+CT* J (J) 
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.. 

1 

2 

3 

I 
1 

1 
I 

X 
J 

CC1'1PLU•1e .JI (3 ,3 ),IL(~) ,II(:) ,.&1(3) ,.U(3) ,T(~,3) ,U( 3,:) 
IIAL•e '(3),11,11 
JijTA o 1(1.eLee,e.etee),(e.etee,e.eDee),(t.eDee,e.eDee), 

(e.ezee,e.aDe0),(1.tDee,e.eDee),(e.e~ee,e.eDee), 
( i .11hlei ,e .eD"e >, (e. etel6 ,a .eDaeJ, < 1.eou, e. 0ue > 1 

tJTj Il 1(1.?1? 1eo ?al 186 5•7 SDee, e.etee), 
(0.iDII, 0.707 1e6 781 186 5.7 SD00), 
< e .eJhHI ,e. aDkllf. > 1 

DATJ ij /(i.707 10o 7c1 laS 5.7 SD80, 1.0D00), 
(e.eDee,-e.?e? 1ee 781 186 s•7 soee>, 
(~jj.iJi00,0.0Dil)/ 

DO 1 I •1 ,3 
I:O 1 J•1 : 
T(I,J)•O{I,J)-l(I)•I(J) 
DO 2 1•1,3 
AL(I)•(e.e~ee,e.euee) 
AI(I)•(e.~~~l6.a.l6~ee) 
I:O 2 J•1,3 
z:c ~ 1•1 3 
Al(I)•Al{I)+l(I,J)•,I(J,L)•il(L) 
U( I )•U( I )+r(I,J )•U(J ,l.)•Ei(L) 
IL•e.et2e ' .·. 
II•~.~~~~ ;~ 

.. 
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E. HGEN, HGENAVE, and IMHGENC 

Programs HGEN, HGENAVE, and IMHGENC are interactive programs that 

set up input data files for CIDSC, CIDSAVE, and IMAGEC respectively, for 

helical scatterer geometries. These programs were used to make the 

example input data files shown above. 



r: 

-.·.:·,· 

c 
C PiOGiJM BGEh 
c 

501 

lei 

101 

1 

2 

... ... · 

Ci!iACTAi•~e NDiSCl,NDiSC~,NIN,NOUT 
~iiTi(5 1•)"iNTi~ lii SCATTEBIB DiSCiiPTION (T~O LI~IS)" 
ii!D(~,=ii)N~iSC1,NLiSC2 
.F C.S.f.U (A~£/ A5e) 
~RIU(5,•)"ihTii THI CCN'UOL P.U.AI"ITE!S INPOT .FlU N.AI'II" 
i i.J.D (5 ,ld) NIN 
4BITi(5,•)"i~tii Tii CIDS DATl OOTPOT FILl NA~i" 
iUt(5(1U )NOijT 
iCa ... u a:e) 
HITi{5,•) "INUI V, Pil, THETU, THE'U2, NAN~LiS" 
ii.At(5,•)w 1FHI,T5EIA1,tBiT.A2,NAhGLiS 
eaiTa(5,•) i~Tli iiii, IliiTA, iii, N, NINT" 
ii1t(5,•)iF~I,iTEiTA,III,N,NINT 
Ofi~(~AI"i•NIN,Uhii•1S,liPl•"Ni~") 
•Riti(1£,:~e)NDiSC1,NDiSC~ 
wilti(1£,1£1)NOOT 
ViiTI(1£(1£1).,Pii,THITA1,TSIT.A2,NANGLES,EPBI,ITBIT.A,EII,N,NINT 
i0i:1AI (2 Glo. 7/) ,2GUS. 'iii 7/ ~G 16 .? /l? I 17/ I •) 
4iiTi(5,•)"i~Iii TEI PlTCB, BADlUS, SPACINQ" . 

--liUD(5,•)r,R,DZ - · .. · ' 
~li·S~iT {4: .14•i•i•(1. e-COS(2.1•3 .1U5:1265~•DZ/P) )+DZ•DZ) 
~GJ•~w•tG•DG . . 
WliiT i(5 ,•) • fBI DIS UNCI iiT.iiN NIIC.B!OIINC. GiOOPS ALONG T~l 

1 liiLU IS a" 
•RITI(5,•)"D • ",tG," t••~ • ",DG3 
WiltE(5,•)"ihTii Tlii PiiNCIPAL POL.AIIZ.AiiLITiiS;, 
•aiti(~,•)"(PA!P&N~IC~LAi, TANGENTIAL, BADIAL)" 
iilt(5,•)Al,.A~,A~ 
tiG•3.1415~~/1SI.I 
THIT.l•:il" .11: . 
Ii ( i .t.i .r:) Til IN 

II•!tAh(P/(2.1•~.141~93•1))/DIG 
U.S I 

UD 11 
Dfil•i.i•3.1~15w~•DZ/P 
iiii•e.a 
DC 1 I•l,~ 
l•i•tCS(Pil) 
Y•Ji•Slli (fBI) 
Z•(I-l)•DZ 
Wiiti(18,•)l,l,~ 
PBI•Pii+DP!ii 
tc c I•l,li 
•aiTi(1e,•)Jl,A2,A3 
i31•0.111 
DO : I•l,N 
PiH•fll/Di~ 
tilti(l&,•JPiiD,TiilA,II 
FBI•PBI+Dflii 
Sl:li' 
IHD 
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c 
C PIO~iAM HG!N!VI 
c 

CBAIAC1i4•20 NIN,NOUT 
CA!dACTii•:a NJESCl,NDISC~ 
eiiU(5,•)'ihTiR '!iii SC!IUEii DISCIIPTION (T·;o LINES) I~ 
iiAD(5,;~k)N~ESC1,NDESC2 

. 500 iC~MAt(A5e/A50) 
WRIT!(5,~)'i~Tii THE CONTiOL P!RAMITIRS INPUT FILE N!~E' 
JUt(5 ,lU )NIN 
•BIIi(5,•)~iNTER THI CII:S DAtA OOTPUT FILE NAMI~ 
BIA:i: (5, ue )Nour 

1~1 iOIMAt(A~e) 
•RUi(5,•)~iNTii Tlil INCII:iNT HfELiNGT!' 
RUt(5 ,• )~ 
•&Iri(5 ,• J 'iN Til 'Uii tNI'IUL AND iiNAL SCATTERING !NGL.ES' 
liiTi(5,•J'AND Tai NUM!IB OF POINTS TO Bi iV!IUATID' 
BlAt (5,•)TaiT11,T~iT!~,NANGlES 
•Blli(S,*) 'iNTii Tii NuM!Ei 01 SC!TTEIING GROCPS' 
iUt(: ,• )N 
OfiN(hA~I·~I~,UNIT•1i,IlPi•'NiW') 
~iiii(1~~=~~)NDiSC1,NDiSC~ 
IBifi(12~120)~00T 
I BITE( te ,121 >• ,TUTU, '1Bi'U2 ,NUGLiS ,N 

101 iCiM!t(GlS.?/2G16.7/I7/I7) "·· 
WRUI(5,*)~1NT:ii THE .PI'ICB, B!DIUS, SPlCINO' 
Rllt(5,*)P,i,DZ . . 

1 

3 

DG•S~BT(2.0*i*l*(l.S-COS(~.0*3.1,15~265~*DZ/P))~Z*DZ) 
tG3•I:~*tG*I:G 
~5ITE(5,*)'Iai ~ISTANCI BIT~IiN N!IGiBOIING GBOOiS !LONG Til 

I Biiil IS 1' 
e&Iti(5,*)'D • ',LG,' t••~ • ',DG3 
eUii(5,*)'bt'ii. THi PBINCIP!L POLARIZHILITUS' 
iii 'Ii(5,* J '(UBPiNZICJLU, TANGENTIAL, UDUL)' 
il!t(5,*)!1,!2.A~ 
CiG•~.1415:3/1E0.0 

T!i:U•::ii ·" 
Ii( & .U.2)TdiH 

li•AtAN(P/(2.a•~.lf15S~*I))/DiG 
1151 

ErtD IF 
~i!I•i.2•~.1tl!i~*DZ/P 
ilii•I.i 
DO 1 I•l,N 
l•i•COS ( iH I) 
Y•i•SIN(fai) 
Z•(I-1)*A;Z 
•BI'Ii(le,•)I,t,l 
PSI •Piii +Di!il 
l:C c I•l,N 
dl U{ te ,• )11,-'4: ,13 
i!I•I.e 
DO ~. I•l,r. 
PBUaUl/lli~ 
~BI!i(l2,*)iBI~,TSIIA,Il 
PBI•i'BI+Dfii 
S'IOi 
IND 
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r: 

c 
C PRO~iJ~ I~RGiNC 
c 

11111 

102 
HJ~ 

1U 

11111 

CH1BACTII*50 NDISC 
CiAi1CTii*7i hDiSC2 
illl~a i~I2,fliiT12,II2,PEI,THiTA,II,PI,R,P,I,t,Z,DZ,DPHI 
CCMfli1*1S i1(3),R2(3) i~(3) 11(3) I2(3),I3(3), 

l CP,Si,Cl,ST,Cl,SJ,61(J),Ic(~),i3(3J,sl,S2,S3,iRATIO, 
1 Cf2,Sfc,C12,ST2,C12,SI~,CI . 

CH151Clii*5i ~Ih,~OUT 
CC~rlil*lS 11,12,13 . 
tJrA il /(1.2DI1Ji,0.1D111~),(0.£DII1J,11J.iDri),(I1J.I1lt11JI1J,I.I1JDI1JI1J)/ 
DATA i2 /(11J.I1JDI1J111,11J.OD0£),(1.1D11111J,I1J.I1JDI1JI1J),(I1J.0ti1JI1J,I1J.eDei1J)/ 
DATA &~ /(~.e~1110,j.11JDI1Ji),(I1J.~DI11J,I1J.11JDI1JI1J),(1.11Jt11111J,I.I1JDI1JI1J)/ 
CI•(I1J.It0~,1.11JDII1J) 
WilTI(~,*)'rHIS PaOGiAM PiiPARIS I~PUT FILES iOI PBCGB!M' 
tBili(~,*)'I~A;iC 101 O~JiCTS WITH HELICAL GiOMETit. TEISi' 
li1Ti(5,~)'FILES OSi INi~l MODE 2' . 
liiTI(S,"')' ' 
IRITi(5,*)'iN'UI Tlii CCNTiOL PAUMilDS INPliT FlU: N.ll"i' 
iU.t(5,1U)NlN 
liiti(5,*)'iNTU ,TBI CUlS DAU OOTPO'f FILl NAI'Ii' 
iUD(5 U~ )NOUT > cY· 
iCRI'IAl(A~f) · .. ·~ 
Wiiri(S,*)'itiTII Till SC!Tliill DiSCIIPTION (hO LINES)' 
iiAD(S,l~~)N~iSC 
BUJ:(5,U3)NDiSC2. I 
FCB~U(l!i) 
iCil111(1711J) 
Wiiii(5,*)'ihTii Tii tJYiliNGTS, APEITOII, Aht iOCAL LENGTH' 
iilt(e ,• )l,liii,iOCAL 
tilti(S,•)'It.Tii TBI 1 <iBID LIMITS ANDY <iBID LI~IrS' 
iilt(5,*)II'IIN,l1'1Al,YI'IIN,t~AI 
WiiTl(e,*)'IhTkR Tii NijM!iB CP I AND Y GBID DIVISIONS, 

I AND t~i VIi~ &NGLi' 
~ilt(5,*)NJ~ilt,Nl~ilD,fBITl 
liiTI(S,*)'&hTii Tii THIII OIIINTATION iULEB lNGLIS' 
Bi&t(5,*li~ai,iTiiiA,iii 
;siti(5,*)'ihTil tii ~UI'I!II Cl GROUPS IN TBI SC!TTiiil' 
Bilt(S,*)N 
~1Iti(5,*)'i~Til Til i&ClGIOUN~ ILLUMINATION PO~AiiZAiiLITY' 
UU(5,*Jhw.'Hl 
WIU1(5,*)'Ii INliU.CtiCN~ lii TO ~~ INCLUDID, EN'IIB 1, 

I OlBii•ISl iNTia i' 
lliAD (5, •) hi tel 
OPih ( hl~ i•UN ,UNIT•UJ ,llPI•' NIW') 
~Riti(lt,lli)NDiSC 
ICil"'ll ( U,J511J) 
WF.ITI(1Z,115)Nt1SC2 
.-·oa ... u< u,11e > 
•aiTi(ll,lti)NOUT 
WIITi( U, Utl )I ,.lPII ,10 CAL ,IMIN ,IP'U, !MIN ,l1'111,NIGIID ,NYGIID, 

1 TiitA,ii~I,iTAiTA,iii,N,JiaN~,NINT 
iOII"'li ( ~(IHo. 7/) ,2 ("'lf .7/) .~17/fHfJ .7/3G16.7/ I7/Gl6 .7/I7 I 

1 , 2'). 
~Blti(~,*f'iHTil r&i PITCI, llDIUS, SPACING' 
ilil.t(5,•)P,J,t1 
e!Irl(5 ,•VU.tii Tlil PilNCIP.ll POURIZUIUIIiS • 
liiTi(5,•1'(iiiPlhtiCJL11, tANGENTIAL, RADIAL)' 
11At(5,*)ll,A2,A~ 
WiiTI(S,*)'&NTII Til ICLii ANGLES FOB tal ROTATION OF T~l' 
~iiii(5,*1'I~A~IN1ii PART Oi Til POLIIZABILitt EIGINVICTOIS' 
liiTi(S,•)•BiLAriVi !0 Tal iill PAIT' 
BI1D(e,•)f512,TiiT.12,1I2 
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